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DEDICATION
To the many unrecognized individuals
who devote themselves to creating a better future for Haiti.
Or, to mimic the eloquent metaphors of Haitians proverbs:
to the unnamed stars of the Haitian sky.
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ABSTRACT
A growing movement in the design fields toward humanitarian and socially
conscious work expressed itself in the aftermath of the earthquake that hit Portau-Prince, Haiti, in January 2010. However, humanitarian work begets skepticism. Four to five decades of foreign aid have not lifted the country out of its
impoverished state. Common critique emphasizes the importance of cultural
appropriateness, but this is difficult to achieve at a time when much help must
come from abroad.
Cultural anthropologists are experts in the study of cultural appropriateness. It is
this discipline, and its methods, to which designers should turn for lessons on
appropriateness. Landscape architects are in a unique position to help resolve
friction between human industries and limited natural resources in Haiti. Being a
“jack-of-all-trades,” a landscape architect is accustomed to borrowing methods
from diverse disciplines and should, therefore, be capable of implementing
anthropological tools. In this thesis I explore the benefits of incorporating participant observation into the design process as a method to create cultural appropriateness. Water resource management in Haiti is inherently linked to economic
and social conditions, including poverty, community health, and education.
Projects seeking to solve natural resources issues have achieved limited success
because they have not addressed such interrelated issues. An integrated approach to water resources serves as an opportunity to test out the effectiveness
of using participant observation to promote appropriate design because it allows
the researcher to address a wide range of issues.
This design consists of a system that addresses water resources and critical
related issues through both material and cultural means. The product of the
thesis can be considered a framework integrating physical water resources
development as well as personal and communal development in the areas of
health, education, and collective pride. The design of this system uses a multifunctional rainwater harvesting system to build collective agency and
empowerment by its distribution and development through an annual academic
competition. The design will improve the long-term water security of the Fonddes-Blancs region and beyond, in turn improving the capacity for rural Haiti to
participate in the much-needed decentralization of the country.
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PREFACE
Now that we can do anything, what will we do?
Bruce Mau
In October of 2010, I was hard at work preparing a proposal for a Master’s thesis
concerning stormwater management practices and their integration with ecology.
I was so hard at work, in fact, that when I was asked to participate in a humanitarian project in Haiti, I said “yes” — not because I had the extra time, but because I was desperate for a reason to escape the busy schedule I set. After only
a few hours in Haiti, I knew that the trip was much more than I had bargained for.
I could tell that it was going to change my perspective on the world permanently.
A month later, I realized I no longer wanted to research stormwater in East
Tennessee, where citizens have enough money to sanitize water if it is dirty. If
Haitians’ water is dirty, they drink dirty water. Like so many Americans who are
drawn back to the country after an initial visit, I wanted to return to work in Haiti. I
eagerly jumped on the bandwagon of humanitarian aid to Haiti, joining the ranks
of countless other university-educated idealists, eager to help solve a situation
they encounter and deem unjust. During the next year of research, I would come
to a much deeper understanding of what “unjust” really means, and how many
factors outside my influence — namely, a two-hundred year history of foreign
policy — would ultimately determine whether my, or anyone else’s, good intentions ever reached fruition.
As I became involved, I learned that even before the earthquake of January
2010, the Haitian government’s official policy has been decentralization. This
means that small rural villages like Fond-des-Blancs need to accept population
from Port-au-Prince. But that kind of development is not easy when people are
crippled by poverty, disease, and a lack of confidence. Responding to that need
are Jean and Joy Thomas, two dedicated humanitarians I met who see further
and dream bigger than the average mission worker. Their community development work in FDB has inspired many others before me, and has considerably
benefited the region. I befriended Jean, Joy, and other wonderful people during
my time in Haiti. My connections with them motivated academic goals that
pursue my personal desire to improve the lives of young Haitians.
Yet I am aware that humanitarian design, however well-intended, is not always
successful. As a student of design with a background in anthropology, this
dilemma is of critical importance to me. To accomplish this, I encourage Haitian
participants to act with a sense of their own agency, and not just supply me with
what I need for “my” design. As Bruce Nussbaum has asked, “might Indian,
African, and Brazilian designers have something to teach Western designers?”1

1 Nussbaum, 2010.
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Through seeing Haitians as active participants, rather than merely recipients of
charity, I my design is culturally relevant, practical, and functional. In the end,
time will tell whether I have succeeded. Chapter 5 discusses some specific tools
which could measure success. But ultimately, the only individuals qualified to
measure my success will be the Haitians who may live with the results. Their
reaction to the design and future decisions regarding potential project implementation will decide the fate of my work.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Earthquake
On January 12, 2010, an earthquake with a magnitude of 7.0 shook the ground
of Haiti, its epicenter in a town called Lèogane, just 20 miles to the west of Portau-Prince, the country’s capital. The quake extended to the capital city, where
twenty-five to thirty percent of the country’s populace resided2, and the impact
was devastating. In the same way the 9-11 disaster affected American citizens’
lives, the earthquake had the irreversible effect of dividing Haitian history as seen
“before the quake,” and “after the quake.”
The main factor that differentiates the American disaster with that in Haiti is the
degree of impact to the country’s infrastructure. The earthquake in Haiti had a
broad affect on the nation, and its direct impact will probably last longer. The fall
of the Haitian capital seriously crippled the entire nation — structurally, economically, and psychologically. Nearly everyone in the country had a friend or family
member who was directly affected by the quake. Lost lives, lost limbs, lost
homes, lost places of work or study, and lost prospects for employment abound.
To the Haitian people, the earthquake was, in the words of Edwidge Danticat,
renowned Haitian poet and novelist, “probably one of the darkest nights in our
history.”3 Death tolls during the weeks following ranged between 200,000 and
250,000, but as of 2011, estimates have exceeded 300,000 (although some
question the reliability of those numbers).4 Many died of related illness, such as
gangrene due to a crushed limb, or disease susceptibility due to unsanitary living
conditions or inadequate supply of food and water. Most estimates state that
around three million people were directly affected — this includes death, injury,
and displacement. As of autumn 2011, an estimated 634,000 Haitians are still
internally displaced.5
This story — of the earthquake’s devastation, the factors that led up to it, and the
lives touched and efforts made to rebuild the country — deserves a more thor-

2

This percentage is given as a range because the various percentages and quantities reported varies
between sources. The main reasons for this are that the Haitian census is not taken by the government,
and in rural areas, outside researchers are unlikely to find every household. Thus, the reported total
national population for 2010 varies from around 8.5 million to 9.8 million. In this document, I list a range
when the numbers I’ve found are too disparate to assume any accuracy. I will list a single number, usually
with the qualifier “around,” when I feel the accuracy is dependable, and I will list the source that gives me
reason to assume reliability.
3
Danticat, 2011.
4
New York Times, 2011.
5
Ibid.
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ough account than I can give in the following pages. Readers should consider
consulting both historical and post-quake accounts to understand what this
earthquake meant to Haiti. For English readers, perhaps the best account is
Paul Farmer’s Haiti After the Earthquake, published in 2011, but written only a
few months after the disaster. Farmer includes in his book several essays by
Haitian writers or journalists, useful for American readers to familiarize themselves with Haitian opinions surrounding the quake.
As I was fortunate enough not to be an eyewitness, I will use two passages taken
from Farmer’s book to describe the event. I juxtapose the passages to emphasize the simultaneous pain and concern for the future that most accounts describe. First, an excerpt from Nancy Dorsinville’s “Goudou Goudou,” describing
her memories from the moments immediately following the earthquake:
“The streets began to fill with people, most covered with dust from the
rubble, and many calling out to God. Some were screaming that it was
the end of the world...
A storm raged inside my head: What is this? Where are these people
coming from? Why are they covered in dust? Where are they going?...
A Durham University geophysics expert would subsequently assess the
earthquake that shook Port-au-Prince and its surroundings to be ‘like
thirty-five Hiroshima bomb explosions hitting Haiti at once.’...
Standing in the street with the astonished health team, I saw schoolchildren, their colorful uniforms stained with blood, carrying injured classmates on their backs...
Bodies were everywhere. On the sidewalk, in the streets, protruding
from the rubble, hanging out of cars, crushed under buildings, suffocating inside crumbled homes. Dead people everywhere; everywhere.”6

Second, I quote Joia S. Mukerjee, a Harvard health professor, and since the year
2000 the medical director for Partners in Health, an international healthcare
provider for the poor. She introduced Farmer’s book with an essay entitled “Nèg
Mawon,” where she reflected, poetically, on the way that the earthquake connected moments in Haitian history through time, manifesting the weakness of the
country’s economic condition as well as its resilience and strength. She describes an encounter with the Nèg Mawon — a famous statue that graced the
plaza in front of the now-dilapidated National Palace — that left her contemplating this simultaneous pain and hope. I quote her at length because her firsthand
account is rendered so artfully:
“In the wake of the January 12, 2010, earthquake, Haiti’s history of unrelenting struggle for justice is its greatest resource...Amidst the rubble of
the houses, buildings, and schools...stands Nèg Mawon—the symbol of

6

Dorsinville, 2011.
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Haiti. Nèg Mawon at once embodies the marooned man, the runaway
slave, and the free man...Shackles broken, machete in hand, the free
man does not hide; rather he blows a conch to gather others to fight for
the freedom and dignity of all people...
As we rounded the corner behind Champs Mars...there, rising from the
dust of the still trembling earth, stood the statue of Nèg Mawon...As I
stood, weeping, an old woman put her arm around me; she too was crying. I said, ‘Nèg Mawon toujou kanpé!!’ —the free man is still standing!!
And she replied, powerfully, ‘Cheri, Nèg Mawon p’ap jamn krazé’ —my
dear, the free man will never be broken.”7

Mukherjee urges us to “work in solidarity” with Haitians and the international
community in the rebuilding efforts. Like so many others, I felt called to respond
to this request in an academic thesis. However, it should be noted that those
who have given the most towards the salvation of their country are the Haitian
people.

Haiti in the Global Spotlight
An American comedian recently jested that the American news media has two
settings: off, and insane. This seems true of news regarding Haiti; typically, the
setting is “off.” Recent years’ food and hurricane crises were barely mentioned,
and most Americans have no idea that MINUSTAH, the UN’s stabilization force
in Haiti, has been actively overseeing the political environment of the country
since 2004. However, the earthquake (albeit a much bigger crisis than the
hurricanes) brought on an intensity of American media coverage that was unprecedented. The United States was not the only nation to cover the disaster
extensively: countries from across the globe became increasingly aware of the
event as Haiti entered the spotlight of international media. The earthquake
seems to have been as heavily reported as the 2008 tsunamis in Southeast Asia,
if not more so — more countries contributed donations to earthquake relief than
did to tsunami relief.8
The fact that the country is so poor, with infrastructure so incapable of handling
an earthquake, and the aftermath so dramatic, caused many to question whether
the media’s response was something popularly termed “poverty porn.” Apparently, this means that the media gave excessive representation to the crisis after
overlooking other newsworthy events in the nation’s recent history. Confirming
this criticism is the fact that afterwards, the media returned to the “off” setting,
infrequently covering the relief and rebuilding efforts, barely mentioning the

7
8

Mukherjee, 2011.
Farmer, 2011.
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election of a new president, and only partially returning the spotlight to Haiti when
a second disaster struck: a cholera epidemic. The concept behind the phrase
“poverty porn” is that suffering and misfortune “sell,” and news networks benefit
from increased ratings when they show people in distress. The result of this may
be that poor countries are typecast as merely places where poor people live, and
this “single story,” to use the phrase of Chimamanda Adichie, undermines the
nations’ ability to garner respect from other countries, which can have a detrimental affect on their position in the global market and political arena. Adichie
puts it eloquently: “The consequence of the single story is this: It robs people of
dignity. It makes our recognition of our equal humanity difficult. It emphasizes
how we are different rather than how we are similar.” 9
However, the short-lived obsession of news media on Haiti’s disaster did have at
least one positive outcome, which was the 9.9 billion dollars pledged from an
assortment of donor countries. That amount surprised everyone involved. No
one had dreamed of such, but according to Paul Farmer’s account, an “I-can-dobetter” competition between donor countries ensued during a critical international
donor’s conference in March of 2010, and the numbers “kept going up.”10 Of
course, whether or not the pledged funds would ever arrive was uncertain (as we
have seen during the past year and a half). But from the outset, 5.3 billion was
pledged for the 2010 to 2011 period, and an additional 4.6 billion for the following
years, all of it carefully earmarked for what were seen as the most critical reconstruction priorities.11

Designers to the Rescue
In the aftermath of the earthquake, many different types of organizations became
involved in Haiti. Already considered a “republic of NGOs,” the disaster attracted
more attention to the country than ever before. From large international relief
agencies such as CARE and Red Cross, to USAID, the UN, and scores of small,
mostly U.S.- or Canada-based religious NGOs, there were, to put it bluntly, a lot
of cooks in the kitchen. During my travel in Haiti, I saw many missionary groups
in the Port-au-Prince airport, and I have several acquaintances who took part in
post-quake humanitarian trips to Haiti.

9

Adichie, 2009.
Farmer, 2011.
11
More information on the aftermath of the quake is available in Paul Farmer’s book, quoted above. For
information regarding the internal displacement, check the website of the International Organization for
Migration, at http://www.iom.int/. For more information regarding the rebuilding efforts and recent political
conditions in Haiti, Amy Wilentz provides detailed articles in The Nation and The New York Times. Some of
her articles are available on her website, http://www.amywilentz.com/
10
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But missionaries and international agencies have been in Haiti for decades (and
the UN, for six years). The newcomers in the post-quake environment were
designers. Sometimes working remotely, but often visiting their various sites,
architects and other designers became increasingly involved in Haiti as the
rebuilding phase surfaced from beneath the immediate need for relief. Some
became involved early on, however, contributing their designs to the demand for
“temporary shelter” (which, unfortunately, proved not to be as temporary as
inhabitants would have preferred).12 Different firms posited ideas for quick,
cheap housing solutions that were ostensibly better than tents, and either easy to
ship, or made from locally available materials. (Read on for examples of such
firms.)
The reasons for designers’ unprecedented interest in Haiti was probably twofold.
First, the media attention made more people aware of the incident. It became
almost obligatory to show kindness to the victims — for most of us, through cash
donations to a relief organization. Designers could offer their talents in humanitarian design.
Second, the phrase circulating after the earthquake, especially among architects,
was “It wasn’t the earthquake that killed people, it was the buildings.” This is a
common catchphrase associated with earthquakes, so it is not surprising that it
was applied to Port-au-Prince. What is remarkable is how appropriate it was.
Many comparisons were made between Haiti’s earthquake and another in Chile
the following month. Chile’s earthquake (which actually happened just off the
coast, but nonetheless near enough to wreak havoc) was a record 8.8 magnitude, rarely surpassed. Due to the exponential nature of the Richter scale, this
was around five hundred times more powerful than that which hit Port-au-Prince.
Yet, only a few hundred people died in Chile, rather than Haiti’s two or three
hundred thousand.
The lack of structural integrity in Haiti’s buildings was not the only factor causing
such discrepancy. For instance, two major factors were the shallow depth of the
Haitian quake and the high housing density of the affected area. As well, the
country lacked the structural capacity to react effectively to a disaster. We often
refer to this as “disaster preparedness,” but for Haiti, this means “navigable
roads,” “reliable water supply,” “dispersed medical treatment facilities,” and “a
working government.” Haiti had few of these, and what it did have were in Portau-Prince, and destroyed by the quake.
For instance, the state’s healthcare facilities, all located around Port-au-Prince,
were decimated. Fourteen percent of the Ministry of Health employees died, and

12

Wilentz, 2011.
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around two-thirds lost their homes.13 The medical school was destroyed, killing
many who were attending class when the earthquake struck. Hospitals and
clinics were piles of rubble, and though workers erected tents and attempted to
give care, lack of supplies and equipment made even simple medical procedures
impossible. The UN mission in Haiti was also crippled: its two most high-ranking
officers died in the quake, and its headquarters were destroyed.
For most countries the solution to this problem would be a mass exodus to
unaffected areas (e.g. the United States after Hurricane Katrina), but this was not
feasible. The country is centralized around Port-au-Prince and nearby suburbs,
where nearly a third of the population lived. It is, perhaps with the exception of
Cap Haitien on the northern coast, the only large city in the country. Rural areas,
on the other hand, were undeveloped and lacking in even basic infrastructure,
such as roads, electricity, and water — not to mention modern medical facilities,
or sources of much-needed supplies and cash for relief efforts. Aid could come
only from outside the country. And yet, sadly, both the Touissaint Louverture
International Airport (the nation’s sole large airport) and docking structures in the
Port-au-Prince bay were ruined. Inadequate infrastructure denied victims medical supplies and treatment, as well as basic food, water, and shelter. Thus, Portau-Prince citizens who survived the initial impact may not have been able to
survive the days or weeks thereafter.
Chapter 2 describes how such a lack of infrastructure is due to historical political
turmoil. The affect of that turmoil is persistent: development has not occurred,
even given all the hundreds of development agencies working in the country,
giving Haiti the nickname “graveyard of development projects.” Thus, to see the
high death toll as only a result of poor buildings is myopic. To borrow the vocabulary of Jared Diamond, from his book Collapse: How Societies Choose to
Fail or Succeed, the buildings were only the “proximate” cause of death. The
indirect factors were stronger, deeper, and span across the ocean to foreign
shores.
Nonetheless, the buildings were poorly constructed. Port-au-Prince (and indeed,
most of Haiti) sits on the edge of the Caribbean tectonic plate, and thus the entire
nation is earthquake-prone, with two major fault lines running through each “arm”
of the island. Buildings should have been built to withstand shaking, but there
was no power in place to enforce building codes. According to Paul Farmer, the
city’s building code was less than two pages in length. And with the last earthquake far out of anyone’s memory (around 200 years prior) and steel reinforcement’s being a major expense in concrete construction, few poor Haitian families
were likely to invest in earthquake-safe houses.

13

Farmer, 2011.
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So with good intentions, designers (most of them architects) worked in the relief
and rebuilding effort. Architecture for Humanity, well-known promoter of humanitarian design, with its charismatic leader Cameron Sinclair, was heavily involved.
Andrés Duany, of Duany Plater-Zyberk & Co., designed a prefab prototype
specifically intended to withstand both hurricanes and earthquakes. Countless
others, many of them specifically humanitarian or Haiti-oriented, such as MASS
Design Group, Studio Unité, Emergency Architects Foundation, Habitat for
Humanity, and Spontaneous Architecture (in the form of competitions) also
contributed ideas. Countless universities wanted to get involved, such as the
University of Virginia, University of California, Berkeley, and my own University of
Tennessee - Knoxville. Local AIA chapters and the U.S. Green Building Council
also responded to the call.
Recent Discourse in Humanitarian Design
This event served to shine a light on the recent upward trend in what is usually
called humanitarian, “altruistic,” or “socially conscious” design. The number of
firms and individuals that have become explicitly altruistic seems to have risen
drastically within recent years, even given that some firms claim they have “done
it all along.” (The Rural Studio of Auburn University in is a case in point.) At the
time of this writing, the star of the scene is Emily Pilloton and her studio, Project
H Design. MASS Design Group summed up the philosophical notions of this
movement well when they wrote
“Humanitarian Architecture is Architecture. From this point forward, we
must stop referring to architecture and humanitarian architecture as two
different things...With the new zeitgeist, architecture reclaims its dormant
responsibilities to care for and consider the user, the underserved, and
the appropriate.”14

The movement seems to run in parallel with the environmental trend. Both are
generally altruistic: whether prioritizing environmental friendliness or social
equity, both options imply a reduced prioritization of profit. Yet altruism, along
with other historical events (discussed in Chapter 2) has created a culture of “aid
dependency” in Haiti which does little to improve the strength of the state and
economy. Thus in the place of altruism I recommend a simple recognition that
when presented with conditions that we do not find acceptable, we wish to
change them. Though a universal human tendency, this is perhaps most pronounced in the American mentality — which gives emphasis to individual agency.
Recognizing that we are, at heart, “interventionists,” to adapt a term from politics,
we can more accurately evaluate our effects on others and their environments.

14

MASS Design Group, 2010.
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Constructive Criticism of “Design Imperialism”
Bruce Nussbaum shot off fireworks with his 2010 article “Is Humanitarian Design
the New Imperialism?”15 In the article, he questions whether good intentions are
enough to justify “interventions” into other countries. “Is the new humanitarian
design coming out of the U.S. and Europe being perceived through post-colonial
eyes as colonialism? Are the American and European designers presuming too
much in their attempt to do good?” Based on my experiences in Latin America,
the answer to the first question is a definite “yes.” The second question begs
clarification of the phrase “too much.”
If “too much” means incorrect assumptions about practical issues, such as soil
permeability and importance of sanitation, then the answer might be “yes,” based
on the ineffective latrines described by Timothy Schwartz16 or the Southeast
Asian strain of cholera introduced to Haiti by UN troops. If instead, “too much”
refers to misunderstandings stemming from social inequality and international
politics, the answer might also be “yes,” based on the numerous books (rarely
consulted) that chronicle the United States’ role in Haiti’s history and the plethora
of online articles that imply Americans, not Haitians, will rebuild Haiti. For instance, Wired magazine’s blog on Haitian rebuilding, “Haiti Rewired,” sports a
banner reading “an ongoing conversation about technology, infrastructure and
the future of Haiti.” Wired is an American magazine, and from my browsing, only
about 1 in 30 posts were written by Haitians, the others come mostly from Americans and Canadians. An interview on PRI’s The World, entitled “Designers and
Architects Brainstorm Haiti’s Future,” featured speakers from American, Britain,
New Zealand and Sweden, but none from Haiti.17 As well, an Architectural
Record article asks “How Can Architects Get Involved in Haiti Disaster Relief?”
rather than asking if involvement is at all appropriate.18
Our actions do not exist in a vacuum. As either professionals or academics, we
should educate ourselves on issues before making decisions. This would not be
the first time Americans offered aid under pretenses of missions using such
words as “secure,” stabilize,” and even “eradicate.” There is a long, complex
history of U.S. relations with Latin American countries which some find troubling.
Current discussion of design humanitarianism rarely mentions the important
historical and political contexts that are so often the direct causes of distress.
The backlash from Nussbaum’s article cites many good reasons why designers
are, or are not, in the right. Nathaniel Corum simply rejected Nussbaum’s sug15

Nussbaum, 2010.
Schwartz, 2008. See Chapter 2 for a more in-depth discussion of Scwhartz’s account of humanitarian
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gestion, stating “Humanitarian design isn’t the new imperialism, it’s the new
compassion,” 19 Yet it seems Corum may haved missed the point: Nussbaum is
clearly suggesting that this compassion, while legitimate, is simultaneously
imperialistic. Emily Pilloton gave a heated response on how her generation of
designers are well-informed about cultural contexts.20 Few grasp what Nussbaum
is suggesting, or truly appreciate the long history that predates their own entry
onto the humanitarian scene.
I believe this arises out of a reluctance to admit we are a part of humanitarianism
proper. There is a dangerous divide between the discourse of “design” humanitarianism and that of humanitarianism itself. Designers discuss design and even
art, but hesitate to address foreign aid. It seems we do not see ourselves as part
of foreign aid, or intervention. Rather than recognize the problems, and address
them, designers seem to ignore them, by refusing to admit that their work is a
part of the vast machinery of foreign politics and economics. Cedric Johnson
makes it clear that designers work in a web of politics in his article “The Urban
Precariat, Neoliberalization, and the Soft Power of Humanitarian Design:”
The recent rise of the humanitarian design movement should be understood within the context of three interrelated developments: (a) the historical defeat of state socialism and Third Worldism, political movements
which sought to harness techno-science for the purpose of national economic development; (b) the subsequent neoliberal restructuring which
swept the postcolonial world and the corresponding growth of the humanitarian–corporate complexes as the principal social service delivery
system throughout the world, and (c) the cultural influence of the anticorporate globalization movement on public and elite discourses on
global capitalism.”21

Those three factors are crucial to understanding how humanitarianism has
become a prominent and lucrative sector of work, yet designers often fail to make
this connection. It’s easy to mistake design as separate from other disciplines,
but this assumption can prove dangerous to a design’s efficacy. To see ourselves as different or separate from our historical peers can prohibit our learning
from their mistakes. Noam Chomsky writes about a blindness exhibited by the
U.S. government in his introduction to Farmer’s The Uses of Haiti. He states that
under the “doctrine of ‘change of course,’” our leaders do not feel compelled to
evaluate the successes and failures of the past. He writes, derisively and sardonically:
“...We grandly lead ‘the wave of the future — a future for which America
is both the gatekeeper and the model’...In the past, it is true, we may
have strayed from the path of righteousness — for understandable reasons — but now we have ‘changed course’ so the past is irrelevant...
19
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We inherit [from European conquerors of Haiti] not only the fruits of their
crimes but also the moral cowardice that is the standard accompaniment
of conquest, including the wondrous capacity for self-adulation whatever
horrors the victors have left in their wake and an intellectual armory to
ensure that nothing is learned from what they have done.”22

Critique of humanitarian intervention abounds, but designers seem not to take
note, responding only to critique by other designers. Perhaps we do not believe
ourselves susceptible to the same mistakes. Designers may feel free from the
implications of history, able to rise above the powerful forces of racism, classism
and nationalism. But this is naive; we are equally capable of mistakes. We must
take into account the interactions between our country and others throughout the
course of history if we are to create appropriate design.

Weakness of the Development Sector
The basic framework of humanitarianism is also an obstacle to achieving appropriate design. Humanitarianism is part of the development sector, wherein the
notion of altruism promotes the continuation of failed projects due to a lack of
accountability. In retail and service industries, one is expected to provide a
competitive product or service and failure results in decreased sales. For governmental agencies and municipalities, there are goals that must be met, (such
as appropriate turbidity levels in rivers and fair gender representation in leadership positions). Failure to meet those criteria can mean penalty fees, decreased
funding, or restrictions on new construction. But what about food aid, where the
stated goal is to give away food, or international development where the goals
are ambiguous: “empower local communities” or “create opportunities for private
sector investment”? Here, goals may lack firm metrics for success, such as “give
x many people jobs” or “decrease children’s malnutrition by x amount.” How do
we evaluate such goals, and what are the results of failure? And without evaluation, where is accountability?
The development sector leaves accountability to the donors, rather than the
beneficiaries. This is the most important reason that design humanitarianism
should be considered a part of the overarching development sector. In the
private sector, accountability exists through the mechanism of the consumer’s
choice. In the public sector, accountability exists through the mechanism of
democratic election. But in the development sector, what happens when a water
system breaks, a latrine clogs, or a road caves in? Can the users demand a
better design? Can they elect different development agencies? Usually the
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answer is “no.” So, does any accountability exist? David Damberger discusses
this in his TED talk, entitled “What Happens When an NGO Admits Failure:”
“If we look at the development sector, if they don’t serve the needs of
their beneficiaries...the beneficiaries have no power to vote them out or
to fire them. The people that have that power are the donors.”23

In other words, the only accountability at work is in the hands of the donor organizations, who are often disconnected from the beneficiaries — cut off by cultural
and linguistic boundaries as well as thousands of miles of ocean. Companies
such as Nike, FIFA, AIA, Digicel, Autodesk, and Google fund Architecture for
Humanity and thus hold the power of accountability for the construction of
schoolhouses for impoverished rural communities in far-away countries. Are
these donors really best-positioned to assess such accountability?
A Critical View Of “Altruistic” Design
It may prove useful to look at Architecture for Humanity (AfH), a U.S. non-profit
organization, in detail. AfH is worth focus because it is well-known and highly
praised, and therefore sets a standard for other humanitarian design. Perhaps
one of the most esteemed undertakings of the group is their “brainchild,” the
Open Architecture Network. In 2006, AfH won the TED prize, and thereafter
created the network, meant to offer an “online, open source community dedicated
to improving living conditions through innovative and sustainable design.” The
network is intended for use by “designers of all persuasions.” An online utopia
for conscientious designers (with a web 2.0 mindset), the network allows for
sharing, collaboration, peer-review and archiving of plans.24 Surely the idea of
allowing open access to architectural plans is an act of altruism.
Both the AfH and the network are explicitly humanitarian: AfH “seeks architectural solutions to humanitarian crises and brings design services to communities
in need,” and the network is “[built on AfH’s] success creating opportunities for
architects to help communities in crises” and is a “gathering place for those
dedicated to improving the built environment.”25 It is a design-centered approach
to humanitarianism. However, there is a statement about including “people from
all walks of life,” and they list potential interested parties: “community leaders,
nonprofit groups, volunteer organizations, government agencies, technology
partners, healthcare workers, educators and others.”
This is a great start in trying to ensure locally appropriate design. From the list of
completed projects and the partners involved, available on the AfH website, one
can see that they do work with a variety of groups. Project partners include large
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international organizations such as Relief International, UN Habitat, and The
Miracle Foundation, as well as corporations such as Nike and FIFA and many
small, local civic groups.26 The general sponsorship of Architecture for Humanity
is a broad array of large donors, including the American Institute of Architects,
Autodesk Inc., Clinton Bush Haiti Fund, Digicel Group (the largest wireless
communications company operating in the Caribbean), United States Green
Building Council, and Google, among others.
The projects that Architecture for Humanity work on require a lot of money, as do
the salaries of the employees. However, I have not found, in my research, any
performance testing or even basic evaluation techniques or impact studies
performed for AfH’s sixty-plus projects.27 However, that much investment in a
company cannot be made lightly. There must be, for the investors, some kind of
accountability from AfH. The nature of that accountability is not discussed on the
AfH website.
When creating the Open Architecture Network, where did the energy and funding
come from at the outset, apart from Cameron Sinclair’s charisma? AfH states
that it planned to work with the following four companies: Sun Microsystems, Hot
Studio, Creative Commons, and AMD. It is worth taking a look at each of these
companies in hopes of finding the mechanisms by which the Open Architecture
Network was supposed to propel itself. The Creative Commons is a non-profit
organization that promotes universal online access to information, research and
education. Creative Commons is a natural go-to when trying to set up experimental online media outlets, for clear technical reasons that have to do with the
way the network would be created and maintained.
Hot Studio is a design conglomerate that works mostly on high-end website and
identity design for such esteemed clients as the California Academy of Sciences,
Charles Schwab, Ebay, Apple product lines, SFMOMA, and UCSF.28 AMD is a
“semiconductor design innovator” that produces components for hardware like
desktop and laptop computers, such as graphic cards and microchips.29
Sun Microsystems (now merged with Oracle Corporation) was a Silicon Valley
company that took off during the dot-com era. It produced servers and workstations, some using AMD’s processors. After 2000, Sun Microsystems began to
lose revenues, mirroring the fates of many companies at the time. By 2005, the
company was closing down factories, including a California factory in 200430 and
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an Oregon factory in 2006.31 A 2006 partnership with Architecture for Humanity
looks, in this light, to be less an act of charity, and more an act of desperation, in
an effort to regain a foothold on its market share. Nonetheless, the company still
had enough money to provide AfH plenty of start-up capital. Even with their
market value decreased by 80%, Sun still reported annual revenues of 13.8
billion in 2008.32
There is nothing inherently wrong with AfH using large for-profit companies such
as these to get financial backing. And that is why a continued lack of accountability is accepted: partnerships between poor non-profits and rich for-profits is
applauded. And sometimes it works. However, we can draw parallels between
this new and improved design humanitarianism, and the traditional humanitarianism practiced by the multinational aid organizations that Timothy Schwartz
criticized. First off, both types of work are seen as humanitarian, or altruistic.
Therefore their goals are often unquantifiable, their methods untestable, and their
outcomes rarely evaluated. Secondly, they are both funded, directly or indirectly,
by large for-profit groups. CARE receives its food from the U.S. government,
which in turn receives its food from highly subsidized U.S. farmers. AfH apparently receives some of its money from leaders in the technology industry.
With CARE, it ostensibly makes sense to link food producers to an impoverished
country with plenty of starving people. But linking Sun Microsystems to projects
constructed in Haiti and Lesotho, where some children have never even seen a
computer, seems illogical. Of course, Sun Microsystems probably never expected to be selling video game cards in rural Haiti. But, being a business, not a
non-profit or government agency, their stated goals are clear: sell the product.
They cannot be expected to provide accountability for humanitarian projects.
I am not suggesting that Architecture for Humanity has “sold out”; indeed, many
of their projects are admirable and I appreciate all of their stated goals. But, just
as with Tim Schwartz and the CARE officials that he found did little to pursue
their stated humanitarian goals,33 I am skeptical of good intentions embodied by
words. We have started trying to instill some accountability in humanitarian
sector, which has historically proven to be not only ineffective but also corrupt.
How can we justify continued support of designers without expecting them to
meet the same standards? AfH lists several “benefits of community design” on
its website, including “environmentally and culturally appropriate design,” “communication between different sectors and interests,” “opportunities for skills
training and advancement,” and “greater local capacity for decision-making and
economic development.” But nowhere on the site does anything suggest that
their projects are being evaluated as to whether or not they’ve achieved these
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goals. Meanwhile in 2010 they reported none less than $3,212,326 USD in total
assets.34
I am not implying by giving that number that I think Cameron Sinclair or anyone
else is getting rich. According to their website, the majority of that money goes to
construction, and I have no reason to doubt that that is true. I will reiterate: I
agree with the group’s mission, I share their goals, and I believe they have good
intentions. I am only critiquing a perceived lack of accountability and evaluation.
A lack of accountability might not seem like a terrible danger to those who assume that their donations are given to people who will build wells, public toilets,
and schoolhouses. The worst that could happen, it seems, is that a poor community in Africa receives a fresh water supply for only a few years, rather than a
longer period. Of course this means that the investment that the donors made
did not bear fruit, as was promised. But beyond that, what real damage was
done? Regardless of whether designers build water-carrying devices, buildings,
or solar ovens, the lack of accountability compels designers to learn from their
mistakes, from their beneficiaries, and from non-designers. Understanding the
importance of this learning curve requires a comprehensive look at the machinery of foreign aid. As I will show in Chapter 2, even the most seemingly benign
form of aid — food aid — can wreak havoc on a country. During the next chapter,
I will show how this irony comes about. The take-home message here is that
good intentions are not enough. Well-intended projects can lead to disastrous
outcomes.
Promoting the Public Sector
David Damberger maintains that the private and public sector are fundamentally
more capable of providing accountability than are NGOs. Thus, development
should work toward bolstering the capacity of the private and public sectors,
which would remove the need for development. In other words, true humanitarians should work towards a goal that includes their own work’s eventually becoming obsolete. This can be hard to accept.
Nevertheless, it is a valid point, as Paul Farmer attests in his writing on Haiti. He
frequently calls for a greater investment in the government of Haiti, which often
receives only a fraction of the funds that donors pledge, as most of the money
goes to the international development agencies. A major factor in this longstanding refusal to encourage the public sector is President John F. Kennedy’s
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, which promoted both the development and the
private sector, but not the public sector.35 For instance, during the donors’
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conference in New York, in March of 2010, two months after the quake, Haiti’s
President Rene Preval noted that of the relief funds sent so far, only 1.7% had
gone to the Haitian government. 36 This is typical for Haiti. In Tim Schwartz’s
area of study, he found similar results. When he compared the amount spent by
CARE International and the German development agency PISANO to the
amount by the Haitian government, the NGOs’ inputs were by far the larger
share. The government spent less than two percent of the total spent by the
NGOs. The NGOs also owned ninety percent of the vehicles in the area.37
Under such circumstances, the government has never had enough money to
perform the tasks required of it. Often, elected officials have been corrupt
enough to dissolve potential donors’ trust. But the corruption, in what can be
described as a vicious cycle, is contingent upon the poverty and marginalization
of the masses. Thus, as Damberger suggests, we must simultaneously provide
development services while also empowering the Haitian people and their government.
Ensuring Accountability: Positive Developments
Damberger and others are working to create innovative ways for beneficiaries to
engage in accountability, such as rating projects on their mobile phones. He has
created a website called “Sponsor an African Spreadsheet” which calls attention
to the fact that the real job of providing long-lasting services for the world’s poor
often requires investing in abstract things like maintenance plans rather than
substantial physical infrastructure — like wells and schools, which are more
popular. Their slogan: “It’s not sexy, it works.”38
Haitians are also working towards greater accountability. In the March 2010
donor’s conference in New York, Michèle Montas-Dominique presented her
findings from a project called “The Voices of the Voiceless,” which conducted
discussion groups across the country to understand what everyday Haitians
wanted and needed in the aftermath of the earthquake. Her essay in Paul
Farmer’s After the Earthquake describes her findings. She states that participation in the decision-making process is of primary importance to rural Haitians, as
is decentralization, investment in human resources, and promotion of a strong
state. One development of the conference was that afterwards, an interim commission was created to help make sure donated funds reached their target
destinations.
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CHAPTER 2
TWO CENTURIES OF CRIME, COVER-UPS, AND CONFUSION
In 1776, The United States declared independence from the British Empire,
becoming the first sovereign republic in the Americas. In 1804, Haiti became the
second, after having overthrown the rule of the French. Since that time, the two
nations have maintained a close, though lop-sided, relationship with each other.
The United States, much larger and more powerful, is typically the agent, and
Haiti, the patient. Haitians have been more aware than U.S. citizens of the U.S.
role in their fate. Yet the relationship persists: sometimes well-intended,
sometimes manipulative, and sometimes, tragically unjust. In Haiti, I experienced, as have others, a feeling that those scars remain unhealed, even through
generations.
In this chapter I will attempt to summarize the relevant history of the relationship
between the United States and Haiti, and show how that relationship has likely
been the greatest determining factor of Haiti’s current condition. The actions,
policies, and attitudes I discuss may not shed a flattering light on the United
States. But my aim is not to criticize this country. I do not feel compelled to
partake in the practice of complaining about America. I have traveled just
enough to know that, though America has its faults, so does every country.
Throughout Latin America, I have been moved by the apparent respect that
people still have for the United States. The freedoms embodied by our revolution
and our constitution still hold a place in the hearts of people who have been
denied those freedoms — including Haitians. Regardless of whether we have
lost faith in those values it is important to realize what those ideals have meant,
and still mean, to the rest of the world. Yet, self- and peer-criticism are powerful
tools for change, if allowed to emerge. I will discuss the history of Haiti and her
oppressors openly, factually, and as objectively as possible, in the hopes that by
learning from our mistakes, we can redeem ourselves to our neighbors, who still
hold out their hope for us.
In this chapter, I will cover a two hundred year history, in not nearly as much
detail as the subject deserves. However, there are many historical texts, which
should be consulted by anyone planning to work in Haiti. Perhaps the most eyeopening is Paul Farmer’s The Uses of Haiti (1994), which traces the U.S.–Haiti
relationship throughout the past two centuries. A good general history can be
found in Haiti: The Tumultuous History — From Pearl of the Caribbean to Broken
Nation, by Philippe Girard (2010). And Haitian author Michel-Rolph Trouillot has
written about how history is made, using Haiti as a case study, in Silencing the
Past: Power and the Production of History (1995).
A closer look at the humanitarian aid in Haiti in recent decades can be found in
Timothy Schwartz’s Travesty in Haiti (2008), an account so scathing it had to be
16

self-published. Linda Polman has written a book on the UN’s interventions in
Haiti, Somalia and Rwanda: We Did Nothing – Why the Truth Doesn’t Always
Come Out When the UN Goes In (2002). Haiti in the Balance: Why Foreign Aid
Has Failed and What We Can Do About It, by Terry Buss (2008), is one of the
most recent additions to what Paul Farmer has called “the groaning bookshelf” of
literature regarding foreign aid in Haiti.
Recent interviews with Haitians or experienced humanitarians or journalists, who
have devoted years to Haiti, are places to find reliable information and up-to-date
news. There are also many Haitian blogs and online radios (although not all offer
English translation). Sitwayen Ayiti/Citizen Haiti is an excellent blog, as is The
Haiti Independent. The Institute for Justice and Democracy in Haiti maintains a
comprehensive website with frequent updates. Lastly, Amy Wilentz’s reporting
has provided us with good insight into current events in Haiti for the past twenty
years, and any of her articles and interviews are excellent for learning about
current events.
In this chapter, I will focus on key aspects of the intertwined histories of the
United States and Haiti integral to understanding this project. Specifically, I will
draw attention to the factors influencing whether or not projects fail. I will trace
the rise of humanitarian aid and the unique “culture of aid” or “aid dependency”
developed in recent decades. I will look at how economic inequality begets
corruption and centralization, and I will show what impact those factors have had
on the environment of Haiti. These intertwined factors set a vicious cycle in
place that has brought the people of Haiti to their knees and decimated their
natural resource base. At the end of Chapter 1, I discuss how those processes
set the stage for the “unnatural disaster” of the 2010 earthquake. It is crucial to
understand these factors if we want to reverse the downward trend.

From Slave Colony to Sovereign Nation
Early History
Before he set foot on it, the island Columbus named Hispaniola — present-day
Haiti and the Dominican Republic — was home to a group of 500,000 Native
Americans called Tainos. They called their island Ayiti. According to Columbus,
the island was the most beautiful in all of the Caribbean:
“All these islands are fertile and this one is particularly so. It has many
large harbors finer than any I know in Christian lands, and many large
rivers. All this is marvelous. The land is high and has many ranges of
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hills, and mountains incomparably finer than [the Canary Isles]. All are
most beautiful and various in shape...They are covered with tall trees of
different kinds that seem to reach the sky.”1

Columbus was said to have referred to the island as the “Pearl of the Caribbean.”
The initial Spanish settlement on the north end of Hispaniola was the first
European settlement in the Caribbean — though it was quickly dismantled, and
all inhabitants killed, by the native Taino. But the Spaniards would be back soon
enough, as Columbus had found out that the island had gold. During the
sixteenth century, Columbus and other Spanish conquistadores killed Taino
leaders and forced others into slavery, making them mine for gold or harvest
spices. As with all initial European conquests into the Americas, the Spaniards
brought diseases, such as smallpox, which quickly decimated a large percentage
of the population. The Taino people were wiped out within only two generations.2
Once the Tainos and the gold were gone, Spaniards had little reason to focus
efforts on Hispaniola, other than to use it as a stopping place for lands further in,
such as Mexico, where there were new people and land. The French buccaneers, however — covertly supported by the French government to steal money
from the wealthy Spaniards — began using the island as a base for their piracy.3
In 1697, after continued pressure, Spain finally ceded its western portion over to
France in the Treaty of Ryswick. France named its new colony Saint Domingue,
and set to work devising the structure necessary to implement financially
lucrative plantation slavery.
France began importing slaves from Africa around the beginning of the eighteenth century, and although many of them died after a few years’ work, their
numbers increased over the course of the century, as France continued to ship
them in. France’s plantations grew more productive, and the market for
sugarcane, quickly expanding, promoted new plantations and more slaves. By
1790, there were more than 500,000 African slaves living in Saint Domingue.
The white French plantation owners made up only eight percent of the population, and — thousands of miles from France — they felt insecure in the face of
the large slave force.4 Because of this, the French ruled with unusually ferocious
terror, making eighteenth century Saint Domingue one of the saddest cases in
the cruel history of slavery. Philippe Girard described it as “sadism” and Paul
Farmer, amongst others, felt compelled to refer to the following quote from the
Haitians who endured that era:
“Have they not hung up men with heads downward, drowned them in
sacks, crucified them on planks, buried them alive, crushed them in mortars? Have they not forced them to eat shit? And, after having flayed
1
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them with the lash, have they not cast them alive to be devoured by
worms, or onto anthills, or lashed them to stakes in the swamp to be devoured by mosquitoes? Have they not thrown them into boiling cauldrons of cane syrup?5

It is not hard to see how such psychological distress could inflict scars that would
not heal, even after several generations. And indeed, Haitians today still
remember this cruel history. As Paul Farmer writes, “modern day Haitians are
the descendents of kidnapped West Africans, and their collective identity today
cannot be fathomed without an understanding of Saint Domingue.”6 Most
Americans have no idea of this history, aware only of the slave plantations
described in American history. Yet Haiti, for its small size, and its early abolishment of slavery, became the graveyard of many more African slaves than the
United States. In the 1780s, as the richest colony in the Americas, Saint
Domingue held nearly half of all the slaves in the Caribbean.
It was this environment of desperation that germinated the Haitian revolution,
uniting its supporters who — though they may have spoken different languages
— found brotherhood in their hatred of the plantation owners. It was the brilliant
military tactician named Toussaint Louverture who arose from the ashes of early
slave revolts near the end of the eighteenth century, and who would go on to
lead the Haitian slaves into battle against Napoleon’s forces.
The early revolts spread encouragement to slaves but spread apprehension
through the United States. Americans did lucrative business with Saint Domingue, and did not want to lose their investment. They sent $750,000 as well as
American troops to aid France’s colony. Nonetheless, Louverture removed the
whites from power and declared himself the ruler. In France, political turmoil kept
Napoleon from engaging with Louverture until 1802, when Napoleon’s brother-inlaw, General LeClerc, sailed to Saint Domingue with one of the “largest armadas
ever to set sail for the New World.”7 This included mercenaries from various
European countries, including Poland. (One Polish contingent defected during
the war, and remained in the southern peninsula, in the area now known as
“Fond-des-Blancs,” or “place of the whites.”)
Unfortunately for Louverture, he would never see Haiti gain its independence.
Summoned by the French under the auspices of diplomacy, he was kidnapped
and sent to die in a French prison. Nevertheless, France did not overcome the
Haitian rebels. Jean-Jaques Dessalines, a skillful Haitian general that had fought
for both the French and the Haitian rebels, led the rebels to victory over the
dwindling French troops, who were dying off in droves due to an epidemic of
Yellow Fever, a disease spread by mosquitoes. Finally, in 1803, the last of the
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French troops were defeated, and in 1804, the new nation declared its independence, renaming the country Haiti, after its Taino name. Dessalines ordered
whites left in the country to be killed, and 1804 marks one of the most widespread genocidal events in Haiti’s history, as the slaves reenacted the cruel
treatment they had received upon their former masters.8
After Independence
The new nation’s early days were far from peaceful. Not only did other countries,
including the United States, refuse to admit Haiti’s sovereignty, and impose
crippling embargos, but the internal state of affairs was also hectic. Civil violence
based on ethnic divides between the mulatto south and the black north occurred
perennially.9 Many revolts against the government took place, all the while
stalling Haiti’s economic progress and damaging its natural resources. One of
the important hallmark decisions that Dessalines, and other leaders, made early
on, was to dismantle the plantations and promote peasant land ownership and
subsistence farming. However, this did not prove financially lucrative for the
nation — especially since it had killed off all of the whites, who held the literacy
and knowledge of engineering and bookkeeping that would have helped
establish a strong domestic agricultural economy. Added to these setbacks was
France’s answer to the declaration of Haiti’s sovereignty. France extorted from
Haiti 150 million francs — a huge sum, equivalent to about USD $22 billion in
2011. France charged this price as indemnity for the lost “property” during the
revolution, which included slaves, land, and future income. The United States
and other powers agreed with France’s request, and Haitians (desperate to
maintain their few trading partners in a region that was hostile to the new
republic) began to work towards paying it. They would not finish, however, until
almost one and a half centuries later.10
The plantations were burned and dismantled during the war due to the rage that
the rebels felt towards the plantation owners. They wanted to ensure that the
terrible plantation slavery they had endured could never again take hold.
However, in doing this they unintentionally weakened the soils and agricultural
infrastructure that would have helped them develop as a new nation. This type of
shortsighted action has recurred throughout Haiti’s history, often in response to
psychologically damaging national events that leave the victims in an state
dominated by irrationality (such as tortuous dictators, hurricanes, and earthquakes).
Thus, Haiti began its descent into a downward spiral of economic collapse. The
late nineteenth century was fraught with political instability, usually related to
8
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racial divisions. There were many revolts: sixty-nine during the period from 1806
to 1879. By 1900, the nation had undergone the rapid turnovers of twenty-two
different heads of state.11 After 1904, when Haiti celebrated its first century of
freedom from France, political turmoil continued to the extent that in the period
from 1911 to 1915, there were six different men appointed presidents for life.12

Back Into Chains: Tyranny of the 20th Century
U.S. Occupation 1915-1934
However, this political corruption was temporarily put on hold, once the United
States invaded Haiti in 1915, under the command of President Woodrow Wilson.
The coup d'état that occurred in 1915 was uncommonly ugly, and many elites
were involved. The United States and other countries felt threatened by the
instability of the island, which was at a key location with regard to the Panama
Canal. Although the island had little economic appeal, Wilson worried that its
strategic location might provoke Germany to overtake it. The Secretary of State
advised Wilson that “even if it were not [valuable] it is worth while to take it out of
the market so no other nation will attempt to secure a foothold there.”13 In 1916,
the United States also invaded the Dominican Republic, wielding complete power
over both countries. The U.S. Marine Corps was appointed to maintain order.
Probably the most notable event in the U.S. occupation was the coerced signing,
by Port-au-Prince citizens, of a new constitution, written by Franklin Roosevelt.
The major importance of the new constitution lay in the fact that it abolished the
law put in place by Dessalines, over 100 year prior, that no Haitian land could
belong to an overseas owner. The law had been paramount in asserting Haiti’s
independence from foreign rule. Roosevelt’s removal of this rule, though hotly
contested, allowed American investors to begin quickly buying up cheap property
in impoverished Haiti. Foreign firms then bought up as much as 266,000 acres,14
dispossessing perhaps 50,000 peasants in the process.15
Another action taken by the imposed U.S. government was to enact a law of
involuntary conscription of young men into labor crews to work on projects
overseen by the Marines. That upset the peasant population enough to cause
what would later be termed the “Cacos Insurrection.” However this pushback
from the peasantry was met with force by the Marines, which are said to have
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killed up to 3,250 Haitians, apparently indiscriminately.16 However, that number
came from a North American source. The Haitian account estimated the total
deaths of Haitians during the occupation period at somewhere around 15,000
individuals. As was typical in American invasions of Latin America, the so-called
“pacification” brought little peace and security to the peasantry.
In the late 1920s, opposition to the occupation continued. Mass demonstrations
across Haiti were occasionally met with gunfire and even one, in Cayes, with a
low-altitude bombing of the city’s port, in an attempt to use scare tactics and
violence to quell the opposition.17 These events, along with changing priorities in
Washington, made the United States rethink its position in Haiti and in 1934, the
last troops pulled out of Port-au-Prince. (They had already removed themselves
from the Dominican Republic, in 1926).
Sadly ironic, the United States’ tyranny in Haiti had probably been better for the
country than had the previous Haitian dictators. Before the Marines controlled
everything, corruption was so widespread that public projects rarely received any
funding. The new order allowed public projects such as roads, bridges, and
restrooms to be constructed in a more efficient manner than ever before. The
country before the U.S. occupation was considered a hopeless dump, but after
the Marines left, it had been considerably improved:
“The results [of the occupation] were nothing short of spectacular. By
the late 1920s, 210 bridges and 1,000 miles of all-weather roads crisscrossed Haiti. Ports were modernized, lighthouses introduced, and a
weekly steamer stopped in Haiti on its way to Panama. Nine major airfields appeared, along with the first airplanes to fly into Haiti. In 1929, a
clipper introduced the first regular air service from Haiti to Miami. Telephone lines, already existing but unusable because of poor maintenance, were repaired...The network of irrigation canals created by the
French was renovated and expanded...”18

Unfortunately, however, these improvements were not to last long. The Marines,
who were reportedly overtly racist, did not train the Haitians to maintain the
projects. Thus, when they left in 1934, the public works projects across the
nation began to fall into disrepair. Philippe Girard states that Americans failed in
that (rather than not knowing how to build roads in Haiti, as Françoise Duvalier
commented) they did not know how to teach Haitians to maintain their roads.
A lack of engineering know-how is not the only gap that Americans left when they
exited Haiti. In 1937, after the Americans had left, and Haiti had no strong
leadership in place, Dominican dictator Rafael Trujillo took action based on the
perennial racial tension between Haiti and the D.R. At that time, around 100,000
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Haitians lived and worked in the Dominican Republic. Trujillo ordered the
massacre of all of them. During a three-day onslaught later referred to as the
“Parsley Massacre,” around 25,000 Haitians were killed.
American occupation of Haiti did include beneficial construction projects, and
improvement to Haiti’s credit in international markets, the long-term benefits of
the occupation are debatable. The short-term damage done is not. As with
Spain’s extinction of the Tainos and France’s murder of hundreds of thousands
of West Africans sent to die on sugar plantations, the U.S. and the Dominican
Republic were continuing the cycle of violence towards Haitians. If this was in
Bruce Nussbaum’s mind when he questioned whether or not the recent surge in
sending designers to poor foreign countries was justifiable, I can understand why
he feared that design might be the “new imperialism.” Take for instance the
similarity between the implicit superiority found in two titles from the popular
press: National Geographic’s “Haiti and its Regeneration by the United States,”
dated 1915,19 and PRI’s The World’s “Designers and Architects Brainstorm
Haiti’s Future,” dated 2010. Although the intervention in Haiti after the quake
may be genuinely well intended (whereas the intervention in the early 1900s was
explicitly based on preventative military tactics) a concern for the outcome is well
justified. Good intentions that exist only on a short-term basis, and do not
address the issues underlying Haiti’s poverty, are likely to prove ineffective, or —
in the case of the earlier occupation — may directly lead to loss of life.
Duvalier Era
After the exit of the U.S. troops in 1937, Haiti fell back into the cycle of weak
leadership and political instability, including quick regime turnover, that characterized the country before 1915. Few governments lasted long and few improvements to national infrastructure were made. Most of the heads of state were
notoriously corrupt, including Sténio Vincent, who negotiated with Trujillo after
the massacre to obtain thirty dollars in indemnity for each Haitian killed — the
money went directly to the pockets of Vincent and members of his regime.20
During the two decades following 1937, this political condition did not improve,
until in 1957, change finally came. François Duvalier, a black physician who
supported the noiriste (black pride) movement, ran in opposition to a Daniel
Fignolé, a leader in the populist movement, and Louis Déjoie, a popular mulatto.
Although Fignolé had a significant following, he dropped out of the race, probably
due to the heavy-handed power play that used the army and personal henchmen
to ensure fraud in the elections. Both Déjoie and Duvalier rigged elections —
Déjoie in the towns, and Duvalier in the rural areas. Both of the islands La
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Gonâve and La Tortue reported more votes than there were residents;21 the
elections were fraudulent across the board. When the votes came in, Duvalier
came out on top, with almost three times as many votes as Déjoie.
Duvalier was known as “Papa Doc,” because of his work in the countryside
promoting the use of penicillin to counteract a disease known as Yaws. The
disease was caused by a parasite and had effects similar to Leprosy. Understandably, Papa Doc had endeared himself to many of the rural people through
his efforts at prevention. His benevolence did not last long once he gained
presidency. In the harsh political environment of Haiti at that time, with scarcely
legitimate governments only empowered by the army, Duvalier surmised that to
stay in power, he would have to rule with an iron fist. His ruthlessness began
during his first months in office, as he intimidated, imprisoned, and killed
remaining supporters of Déjoie. However, his reign of terror did not stop there; it
had only begun. He quickly realized that his own regime and the army were not
loyal to him, and set to work creating a force of personal henchmen, who came to
be known as the Tonton Macoutes, which translates loosely as “‘bogeymen with
sacks’ into which sleeping children can be stuffed.”22 The work of Tonton
Macoutes was the stuff of nightmares. Not only politically active opponents of
Duvalier, but anyone who was considered “annoying” was in danger of disappearing, as were their family and friends, even distant relatives. The Tonton
Macoutes soon outnumbered the army by several thousand,23 and through their
domestic terrorism, allowed Duvalier to rule without opposition.
Understandably, there was not much popular press activity during the seventeen
years of Papa Doc’s rule, but what reporting from this era did manage to persist
tells a grim story. The dictator developed torture chambers in prisons throughout
the country and implored his henchmen to use torture and gang rape along with
murder, to spread fear. Tonton Macoutes were rewarded with jobs and money in
return (but they were probably more likely kept in check by the knowledge that if
they dissented, they would then be the target of such abuse). A story retold by
Philippe Girard gives some sense of the dark environment that Papa Doc
inculcated:
“At the intersection of Rue du Peuple and Rue des Ramparts...workers
dug a deep, square hole and lined it up with a concrete wall...The following night, locals were awakened by the noise of two trucks...Muffled
moaning coming from the trucks revealed what the strange cargo was: a
heap of political opponents, men and women alike, gagged and roped,
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praying for mercy. The first truck’s back door opened and unloaded its
human payload into the hole. The second truck followed suit. Workers
then shoveled dirt directly on the swarming mass and started work on a
concrete slab.”24

Although we will never know how many perished at the hands of Françoise
Duvalier, most believe it ranged in the tens of thousands.25 And his terror did not
only include acts on Haitian soil — he also took up to a million dollars a year from
Trujillo, in return for supplying Haitian peasants to work on Dominican cane
plantations in conditions nearly equivalent to those of the French plantations that
Haitians had burned over a hundred years before.
As Duvalier focused his attention on staying in absolute power and attaining a
level of wealth previously unknown in Haiti, he failed to attend to pressing needs
for commercial and infrastructural improvements. Also, he failed to address the
ongoing environmental issues irreversibly undermining the country’s potential for
economic and agricultural security. Jared Diamond compares the Duvalier multigenerational dictatorship in Haiti, including Françoise and his son Jean-Claude to
that of Joaquín Balaguer, who served as president of the Dominican Republic for
various terms, from the 1960s through the 1990s. Although both versions of
leadership were cruel and tyrannical, the Duvaliers focused on enriching
themselves only, whereas Balaguer made a concerted effort to improve the longterm economic and agricultural productivity of his country. He also saw the
problems that deforestation posed and put policies in place to curb environmental
destruction.26 Today, over thirty percent of the Dominican Republic is preserved
in national parks, whereas Haiti has scarce few parks and almost mo public land.
The Dominican Republic also has twenty to thirty percent forest cover, whereas
Haiti has only one to two percent.
Haiti lacked a leader with any foresight of (or care for) the economic impact of
unchecked deforestation. The economic desperation that Papa Doc and his son
put Haitian peasants through caused them to seek out marginal lands while also
cutting trees for charcoal to supplement their income. The marginal land
deforested and plowed during the earlier part of the twentieth century was further
degraded, and new and steeper slopes were cleared. Previously fertile land was
decimated in a few short decades. Soil fertility declined steeply and throughout
much of the northern part of the country, hills became washed-out and devoid of
life. These hills would never be the same, and no deal with American businessmen could bring back formerly arable land. The carrying capacity of Haiti was
forever diminished during this period.
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Papa Doc served out his unending term as “president for life” until dying in 1971,
leaving his son “Bébé Doc” to assume command. At the time, Jean-Claude
Duvalier was a mere eighteen years of age, and few expected him to remain in
power for long. However, as they had with Papa Doc, they underestimated Bébé
Doc, who had a strong understanding of what was needed in order to maintain
power. He worked to clean up the image of his regime in the popular press, but
kept the torture chambers and Tonton Macoutes around. As had his father, Bébé
Doc utilized the red scare to his advantage — much of the support he garnered
from the United States (in the form of “aid” money, direct monetary gifts,
weapons, riot gear, and pepper spray) — was justified by the excuse that Haiti
was a battleground for the spread of Communism. It was true that Haiti did serve
as a “battleground,” though Communism was much less a threat to the people of
Haiti than illegitimate governments.
In the name of supporting enemies of Communism the United States firmly
supported both the Duvalier father and son. However, Farmer argues that Haiti’s
availability as a nearby location for offshore assembly is what motivated much of
the United States’ continued support for the regime. Haiti was seen as an
alternative to Asian assembly sites. Not only was it closer (decreasing shipping
costs) but labor was cheaper, and unions were inactive. Furthermore, both
Duvaliers made it clear to American businessmen that they were more than
happy to reduce taxes and tariffs for American businesses, in exchange for
political support and financial aid. Farmer cites an instance in which Papa Doc
advertised Haiti’s usefulness as a “reservoir of man-power” to Nelson Rockefeller, in 1969. 27
Cheap labor with profits repatriated back to the United States did little to help the
economic stability of Haiti, and the country’s dependency on foreign aid (mostly
U.S.) increased. By the 1970s, toward the end of the Duvalier regime, the
Haitian government received up to seventy percent of its funds from foreign aid.
The poverty that the Duvaliers inflicted had strangely enough brought the
Duvaliers more money. Girard summed it up as follows:
“Bébé Doc, in a stroke of genius, discovered that Haiti’s poverty could be
its main source of wealth. He used starving children to increase aid,
then siphoned off many of the funds to foreign bank accounts to maintain
his people at an adequate level of misery. Donated funds not only failed
to address the main impediment to progress — the rapacious Duvalier
dynasty — but propped up the regime instead.”28

During this period, Haiti’s foreign debt increased at twice the rate of that of the
Latin American region — seven fold in seven years, from 1973 to 1980.
American-based assembly plants supported nearly one quarter of the population
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of Port-au-Prince. Migration to urban settings increased as the assembly jobs
became available, farmland became less productive, and food handouts in urban
areas became more frequent.29 The food aid wreaked havoc on local markets,
out-competing Haitian-produced food and impoverishing Haitian farmers.
Seventy-five percent of Haitians were considered to be below the poverty line, at
that time representing $140 per capita per year (as figured by the World Bank).
Yet poor Haitians had little means of bettering their conditions. Well into the
1980s, Bébé Doc still had strict control of the Tonton Macoutes and regularly
imprisoned, harassed, or killed any opponents of his policies.
Waves of Haitians: The “Boat People”
This depraved condition is how Haitians met the 1980s and it formed the basis
for a mass exodus. Haitians fled to the shores of nearby countries, often the
United States, seeking political asylum. The United States’ Immigration offices in
Florida, insisted that Haitians were “economic” rather than political refugees, and
sent them back to Haiti. This era, reborn later in the 1990s, would popularize the
phrase Haitian “boat people,” and probably helped increase Americans citizens’
awareness of the plight of the Haitian poor. However, it did so in such a way as
to create stereotypes of Haitians that were detrimental to their acceptance into
American society, a process that has spawned much literature from the Haitian
diaspora community. Félix Morisseau-Leroy, an influential Haitian writer and
poet, who helped officialize Créole as a national language, writes the following in
his poem “Boat People,” which has been translated from the original Créole:
Except for the Indians—
What American didn’t get here somehow
But they only want to call us boat people
We don’t bring drugs in our bags
But courage and strength to work
Boat people—Yes, that’s all right, boat people
We don’t come to make trouble
We come with all respect
It’s them who call us boat people30

This poem references the resistance that Haitians met when trying to enter the
United States, both officially and socially. During the same period that the mass
exodus first began in reaction to Bébé Doc, Haiti experienced a sharp increase in
the incidence of the then-novel disease, AIDS. Haiti had been a destination for
international patrons of the sex industry, and had quickly developed an AIDS
epidemic that attracted media attention from the United States. Also during the
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1980s, a “blood trade” had been taking place between U.S. medical organizations and a Haitian company called “Hemocaribbean,” wherein Haitian plasma,
blood and cadavers were sold by Luckner Cambronne, a member of the Haitian
elite, then Haiti’s Minister of the Interior.31 Finally, a swine disease that spread to
the shores of Haiti distressed American farmers, who pressed for an eradication
of Haitian pigs, offering to replace them with American pigs instead. Bébé Doc
was content to implement the preventative eradication of all of the native Creole
pigs. This had the effect of destroying rural farmers’ long-term investments, as
pigs were kept in order to sell during times of need (illustrated by decreased
enrollment the following school year).
Unsurprisingly, the Haitians had a hard time emigrating to the United States or
anywhere else, and those who did succeed in a legal immigration were not
always culturally accepted. Based on the descriptions available in the literature,
it seems that the Haitian immigrants were surprised and hurt to find that
Americans they encountered were generally unaware of Haiti, and the few
conceptions that were present were negative images. Take for instance the
description of negative Haitian stereotypes found in Joanne Hyppolite’s
“Dyaspora:”
“They think they know what Haiti is now. Haiti is the boat people on the
news every night. Haiti is where people have tuberculosis. Haiti is
where people eat cats. You do not represent Haiti at all to them anymore.”32

This excerpt harkens back to the idea of the “single story” discussed by Chimamanda Adichie. In hearing news headlines with only negative images of Haiti,
Americans were unable to fathom a positive image of Haitian society. The
Haitian people have been aware of the important role that the United States had
in their own country’s fate. But as Haitian immigrants found out, Americans had
been unaware of this relationship. Paul Farmer describes the lop-sided
relationship as “widespread North American ignorance of U.S. involvement in
Haitian affairs, and widespread Haitian awareness of the same.”33 Small wonder
then, that Haitians would find it shocking that Americans knew so little of their
culture — even of their island’s geographic location — and would be horrified by
the stereotypes applied to their society by American citizens. Morisseau-Leroy
would express this desire to break free of negative stereotypes in the final words
of “Boat People:” That day, be it Christopher Columbus/Or Henry Kissinger—
/They will know us/We who simply call ourselves/People.”
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Post-Duvalier Era
The Duvalier regime finally fell in 1986, due to public relations fiascos on the part
of Bébé Doc and mounting anger and desperation of the Haitian people.
Celebrations took place across Haiti as, for the first time in twenty-nine years,
citizens found they could walk and speak freely, without fear of “disappearing.”
As was historically predictable, violent retribution was had upon members of the
Tonton Macoutes. The United States claimed a role in the ousting of JeanClaude Duvalier while simultaneously providing him with a plane for safe
passage out of Haiti. U.S. officials proudly cheered on the newest prospect for
leadership in Haiti, Henri Namphy, who had been a general in the army and a
supporter of the Duvalier regime. Unfortunately, the new government did not last
long, with violence erupting between remaining factions of pro- or antiDuvalierists. Once again, Haiti was politically insecure.
Aristide: Hope and Its Dissolution
The end of the eighties would see a novel occurrence take place in Haiti, one
that had not been seen since perhaps the days of Jean-Jaques Dessalines,
nearly two hundred years prior. True democracy would be allowed to flourish, if
only for a few brief moments. A Haitian priest named Jean-Betrand Aristide
would ignite the hopes of the Haitian poor and lead a strong populist movement
whose impact still stirs attention even in 2011. However, like every other Haitian
politician, he would meet stern opposition, not all of it from within Haiti.
A sea of literature exists on Aristide, full of contradictory summations of the man
and his mission. An educated black that grew up poor, Aristide represented the
Haitian people like few other politicians did, and this along with his charisma and
perhaps luck drove him to become a successful politician. However, his strong
motives that led him to work for the poor also made him unfriendly to the United
States and the Haitian elite, including remaining Duvalierists. He gained
popularity for his fiery sermons admonishing economic inequality and corruption,
and promoted land reform and decreased foreign ownership. He was a major
proponent of liberation theology — a progressive interpretation of Christian
writings that called for social engagement of the church. Young, charismatic, and
intelligent, he spread the energy of the populist movement through radio shows
and sermons to a largely illiterate audience of Haitian poor who accepted his
leadership heartily.
However, Aristide did not make “friends in high places.” Aristide’s main supporters — poor blacks — were unlikely to wield much power, especially in the field of
international economics. Those who did wield power tended to dislike him for
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various reasons. The Vatican did not support him due to his opinions on the
strong role that the church should take in local politics.34 The Haitian elite saw
his efforts to increase economic equality in Haiti as dangerous to their continued
wealthy status. Americans saw him as too leftist and radical to accept.35
American media popularized his image as a Voodoo-practicing-yet-Communist
troublemaker, and Haitian political opponents generated rumors aimed at
undermining his support.
An in-depth look at Aristide should be taken before making any proclamations
about whether he was or was not the man he claimed to be. On all sides, one
can assume some inaccuracies. One of the few undisputed facts that surround
Aristide’s history in Haiti are that in 1991, he was voted into presidency in what
was probably the least fraudulent Haitian election to have ever taken place. His
victory was a landslide, and national celebrations erupted. Thereafter, the story
becomes muddled, but most historians and critics agree that both the United
States and the Haitian elite (including members of the army and the Catholic
church, as well as wealthy mulatto businessmen) had a hand in Aristide’s
downfall. First he was removed from power in a 1991 coup d’état, the same year
of his inauguration. He was exiled for a time to Caracas, and then re-installed in
1994, at the hands of a U.S. intervention. During that interim period, the U.S.
began imposing embargos, which it would remove and reinstate on various
occasions throughout the next decade. The embargos drove Haitian peasants to
desperation, and waves of emigrants once again fled to the shores of Florida and
other surrounding countries. The changing political regime and the fluctuating
market in Haiti characterized all of the 1990s, as Aristide was put in, and
removed from, power, in three different instances. His last term ended in 2004
when he was removed from Haiti, having fallen out of favor with both Haitians
and Americans, rich and poor, and sent to live in the Central African Republic.36
During that year the United Nations deployed MINUSTAH, the UN stabilization
mission in Haiti, which is still active in 2012.
Opinions vary widely as to why the one chance at true democracy in Haiti didn’t
pan out as expected. However, one fact that is certain is that the economy and
infrastructure of Haiti did not improve during the highly unstable decade and a
half that was characterized by Aristide. Rather, the environmental degradation
that had increased in the Duvalier years continued, and more peasants lost the
ability to sustain themselves on their own farms.
At the same time, foreign aid to Haiti increased, although its route changed.
Rather than directly supporting the dictatorship of the Duvaliers, the money that
found its way to Haiti for “humanitarian purposes” during the intermittent Aristide
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years came by way of large international aid organizations, such as CARE, Food
for Peace, USAID, and Red Cross. Also during this time evangelistic religious
organizations became more active in Haiti, as thousands of U.S. missionaries
visited rural schools and churches, bringing money and gifts with them. Although
the country had long been economically dependent on the United States, this
may have been the period when the culture of “aid dependency” that is the
hallmark of modern U.S./Haitian relations originally set its roots in the Haitian
populace.
The New Millennium
After 2004, Haiti became controlled by the UN, which, no doubt, caused Haitians
to recall from their knowledge of history the U.S. invasion in 1915. No working
government took hold, but power was left in the hands of the UN, until 2006,
when Rene Preval was elected president in UN-regulated elections. Preval was
a quiet character who did not offend the interests of either the United States or
the Haitian elite, and so his presidency was initially (relatively) peaceful.
However in 2008, increased food and fuel prices stressed the poor and caused
riots, and a devastating hurricane season also undermined any stability that the
UN and Preval might have brought.
Nonetheless, things were comparatively hopeful in the first decade of the new
millennium. By this time, much of the population had been born after the fall of
the Duvalier dynasty and therefore did not harbor the psychological trauma and
strong sense of vengeance associated with survivors.37 After the hurricanes, the
Clinton Foundation, which had been working in Haiti for the last decade, renewed
its efforts to bring peace and prosperity to Haiti. A 2009 conference between
manufacturing companies promised increased assembly jobs on the coast.
CARICOM, the political cooperative organization of the Caribbean, readmitted
Haiti. Tourist companies once again began stopping on ocean-side resorts in
Haiti. Furthermore, the Haitian economy began to slowly grow out of the
recession it had hit during Aristide’s last term.38 Although Haiti still lacked a
strong government, dependable jobs with fair wages, adequate healthcare and
basic infrastructure throughout the country, it was nonetheless more stable than
it had been for longer than anyone could remember.
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History’s Hand in Disaster
This was the history that led up to the conditions experienced by Haitians in
January of 2010. No one could have predicted the earthquake that would render
recent progress meaningless. Seismologists knew that an earthquake was likely
at some point, but no living Haitians had ever experienced one and without a
strong government, provisions such as comprehensive building codes and the
enforcement of such were impossible.
But even without prior knowledge of an impending earthquake, when considered
from the standpoint of history, any natural disaster would inevitably cripple the
country. Recent hurricanes had shown how disaster could wreak havoc. Yet no
one had ever imagined that a disaster could bring such extraordinary damage to
the country. What were the signs that could have served as warning signals to
Haitian and UN officials? Would it have been possible, given enough attention
and careful study, to predict and prevent the results of the 2010 earthquake?
What pieces of the puzzle needed to be in place to ensure adequate infrastructure for earthquake readiness? We will now turn to answering those questions
through an analysis of some of the processes that shaped pre-quake Haiti.
Post-Colonial Latin American Landscape
Events in recent decades, such as the United States’ role in backing or undermining the presidency of Aristide and the UN’s imposing of MINUSTAH in Haiti
after the removal of Aristide, must be seen as a continuation of American foreign
policy towards Haiti and other Latin American countries that has been in the
making for well over a century. Although events were influenced and carried out
by specific political leaders and organizations, each with their own agendas, the
overarching trend for the past two centuries shows a clear pattern wherein the
United States vies to take political and economic control of the Americas, as
influence from European colonial powers wanes. The largest and most wealthy
state in the two continents, the United States had both the means and the motive
to step into the power gap that was left by the parting European power structure.
This process was gradual, but had its leaps and bounds — such as the pre-WWI
and post-WWII periods. Justifications given for specific interventions vary
according to the rhetoric of the time. From the danger of black democracy and
slave revolt, to anti-German preventative action, to anti-Communism civil rights
infringements, to pro-economic liberalization, there has never been a lack of
available justifications for intervening.
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Humanitarianism is now undoubtedly the most common justification, having been
used since at least as far back as the 1915 invasion,39 (and is why I became
involved in humanitarianism). Often, humanitarianism is used in conjunction with
or as a backup plan for other political justifications, such as “stabilization,” as was
the case during the 1915 invasion.
What strikes one as odd is the continued use of this justification, despite the
questionable (sometimes unquestionably negative) results of ostensibly
humanitarian intervention (U.S. or otherwise).40 In her book, the Crisis Caravan:
What’s Wrong With Humanitarian Aid?, Linda Polman makes a strong argument
that the industry of humanitarianism has long been removed from its altruistic
roots and that it functions now as a self-perpetuating industry. The poverty and
political violence seen in poor or unstable countries is enough to garner financial
support from the (often genuine) altruism of rich countries. Humanitarian
organizations then may then undermine the private and public sector in said
countries, leading to more suffering, which (when properly televised) brings more
funding for the NGOs. This cycle is also echoed by Timothy Schwartz in his
account of years working in Haiti. He describes the unfortunate irony in the
process by which well-intended donations that individuals, churches, and
organizations give to non-governmental organizations for the benefit and
development of the Haitian poor are misused, and that the majority of the benefit
goes to a few elite Haitian and international officials. He illustrates, through
many examples, how these officials (certainly not the intended beneficiaries) then
promote corruption, abuse, disregard for laws and democracy, and racism. He
concludes that Haiti might be better off if the aid organizations had never arrived
in the first place — disavowing the common belief that it is better to do something
than nothing at all:
“...The aid appeared to be having no effect at all. Indeed, what I discovered and what I try to show [in the book] is that it was precisely the aid
that was sabotaging the capacity of the Jean Makout economy, the social and medical systems, and the people living there to overcome the
growing crisis that confronted them.
On the surface, it appeared ... that aid organizations were frantically
scrambling to keep up with an expanding disaster ... But beneath the
surface, it was a fiasco. Massive reforestation projects had consumed
millions of dollars but when I investigated they turned out to be decades
long failures. Irrigation projects meant for the poor turned out, when I investigated, to be owned by congressmen and senators, doctors and
nurses, engineers, and lawyers, some of whom were living in the U.S.”41
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He goes on to say that the intense state of poverty he witnessed “was largely the
making of the NGOs themselves.” Why does humanitarian intervention in Haiti
(or elsewhere) lead to such damaging patterns of behavior of the elite (Haitian or
otherwise)? Is there “no hope” as Jared Diamond insinuated, or could humanitarianism turn things around, if performed correctly? According to Schwartz and
others, accountability would be the first and most important step in correcting the
faults of the development sector.
Coups d’Etat and Centralized Politics
The first factor that undercut the stability of nascent Haiti was the political and
social disenfranchisement that characterized the plight of the African slaves who
endured life in the miserable Saint Domingue slave colonies. Many historians
claim it was this social stratification, justified at the time by racism and enforced
by violence, that created the base for a national Haitian personality. Once the
slave rebellion was successful, the slaves immediately commenced an onslaught
of torture and murder that was every bit as horrible as that which they endured as
slaves, setting a dangerous precedent in Haiti that did little to inspire racial
acceptance and democracy.
Although those acts were perpetrated over two hundred years ago, there is
reason to believe that capacity for violence between oppressor and oppressed —
in both directions — remains engrained in the minds of modern Haitians. As
Farmer remarked in his discussion of French Saint Domingue, slaves imported
from Africa did not speak each others’ languages or come from like cultures. Cut
off from family members and traditional social structures, they formed a uniquely
Haitian social framework based on superiority and inferiority. Farmer states that
“colonial realities would forever mark Haitian understandings of social process...
The Africans of Saint Domingue had nothing in common but their bondage and
their hatred of their oppressors... It may be argued that the tendency to see all
actions as willed by powerful individuals or social interests has endured to the
present day.”42 Applying a strictly historical lens to Haitians may err on the side
of overgeneralization, as it does not account for present day individualities.
However, this historic perspective may help explain some behavior by modern
Haitians that strikes an outside observer as morally wrong. First-hand accounts
from international aid workers in Haiti make it clear that Haitians, both rich and
poor, routinely engage in corruption, violence, stealing, and lying, even between
family members.43 This should not imply that Haitians should be generalized as
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being without virtue. Instead, it implies that the system in which they live often
rewards cheating more than integrity, and that cheating has always been
considered acceptable. The prevalence of fraud and embezzlement and the lack
of prosecution attests to this.
Governments can be made more corrupt by coups. Once a regime is overthrown
by force, replacement leadership usually fires old employees; such was the case
with the Duvalierists after the fall of the Duvalier regime. The new employees are
first appointed in critical positions, such as nationally responsible positions that
work out of the capitol. Less critical positions, such as leadership at a department or arrondisement level, are slower to be assigned, and in turn, slower to
receive resources. When the political regime in the capitol once again changes,
the local elected officials are left to wait until Port-au-Prince politics “trickle down”
and decisions are made about whether or not they will be fired, or whether they
will be granted resources. In this way, local politics wane in power as national
politics become all consuming.
This impediment to dispersed political power created by instability and corruption
is clearly visible in Haiti. Port-au-Prince and the adjacent area is home to nearly
one-third of all Haitians. The majority of the country’s infrastructure is centered
around Port-au-Prince and Cap Haitien, the only other sizable city. Educational
opportunities and jobs cluster in the capitol as well. Haiti’s best medical facilities
(with the exception of those of the highly regarded international medical care
provider, Partners In Health) are located in urban areas. Healthcare in rural
areas can be too expensive for poor families, and the quality of practice is often
unreliable.44 Generally speaking, the countryside of Haiti is undeveloped, without
running water, electricity, or roads.
That lack of dispersed infrastructure is one of the reasons for the loss of life in
the days immediately following the earthquake. Had cities outside the quake
zone been able to help, many lives could have been saved. But roads were in
poor condition, and the earthquake damaged them even further. Vehicles that
could have brought much-needed supplies in, and victims out, were delayed by
road conditions, especially broken bridges. Airports and sea ports were rare, so
supplies and medical care providers could not easily access the city that way,
either. Human resources had also been hurt by the quake. Important roles such
as doctors, supervisors, and relief and social workers were killed during the
quake, and their presence would have been a boon to relief efforts.
The modern connection to colonial powers’ and the founding fathers’ disrespect
for democracy may seem tenuous, but it seems to rear its ugly head time and
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time again throughout historical events in Haiti. Thus the earthquake and its
aftermath does, as others have suggested,45 connect Haitians with their roots. In
the same vein of thought, it is equally as critical today as it was in the past that
the public sector be endowed not only with sufficient funds, but also integrity and
democratic legitimacy, in order to “build back better.”
The Growth of Humanitarian Aid
Haiti, like other small post-colonial Latin American countries (e.g. Venezuela,
Panama, Honduras, El Salvador), has never been left to determine its economic
strategy on its own. American foreign policy shaped the economic decisionmaking process in Haiti since before the United States granted Haiti its sovereignty.46 Most critics agree that the initial impetus for giving aid to Haiti arose in
part from a tendency toward economical imperialism. This was manifested in the
post-WWII environment when, during the reign of the Duvalier dynasty, American
aid to Haiti began in earnest.
How Haiti came to be “the Republic of NGOs” has everything to do with the
political strife addressed earlier, and much less to do with some intrinsic
characteristic of the Haitian people (as subtly racist news reporting on Haiti might
suggest). As Terry Buss attests, in Haiti in the Balance: Why Foreign Aid Has
Failed and What We Can Do About It, “Poor people in Haiti are not the problem...They have nothing to do with causing the situation in that country...The fact
is that the political system in Haiti has impoverished its people for hundreds of
years.”47 But how did political strife and poverty translate into humanitarian aid?
Not all countries that experience poverty or violence become recipients of
international aid. The Haitian result is probably as “over-determined” as other
events in Haiti’s history.
As can be expected, based on the centralized government structure described
above, rural areas do not having strong official governing bodies. Even in Portau-Prince, roles of medicine and education affiliated with international organizations — or the international workers themselves — may command more respect
than some government officials and rural governments receive very little funding.
It is no surprise that governmental officials are not as respected as are people
affiliated with more influential organizations, such as churches, hospitals, or
NGOs.48 However the prevalence of NGOs in Haiti’s decision-making process is
even greater than might be expected. Schwartz describes the importance of
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foreign aid to the rural economies as all-encompassing: “... Politicians, school
teachers, craftsman, contracters, [sic] they were all feeding at the trough of
foreign aid. It [was] the singular economic force, the pace setter....”49 Indeed, as
many have noted, foreign aid comes almost entirely to the NGOs, rather than to
the public sector.50
Two factors seem to surface as the most important reasons for the initial and
then continued aid to Haiti during an era of rule by a decisively evil dictator and
his son: the surplus of American wealth and the concordant Red Scare. After
WWII, the United States had surplus materials, supplies and machinery that were
no longer needed. The search to find peacetime uses for these materials
undoubtedly influenced the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, in which the United
States planned out how it would deliver non-military assistance to countries in
need. The Act created the United States Agency for International Development,
or USAID, one of the most active aid organizations worldwide. Another act
created at this time would later be named “Food for Peace” by President
Kennedy.51 Food for Peace became a major part of USAID, and has doubtlessly
played one of the most important roles in the unfolding relationship between the
United States and her southern neighbors.
Food for Peace was a U.S. Department of Agriculture distribution program that
sought to provide an outlet for the over-productive farmers in the American
midwest by sending U.S. grain to impoverished countries where malnutrition was
a problem. Haiti qualified as a country in need, and the Duvaliers were eager to
accept U.S. aid. However, the Duvaliers were known to be corrupt, and it seems
obvious that the poverty of the Haitian people must have been related to the
extreme financial corruption practiced by their presidents. Moreover, the Foreign
Assistance Act stated that aid was not to be given to any countries that committed civil rights abuses. The act specifically outlawed aid to any country that
“engages in a consistent pattern of gross violations of internationally recognized
human rights” which included, among other things, torture, inhumane treatment,
abduction, and prolonged detention.52 Following this stipulation, Food for Peace
would not logically be able to work in Haiti under the Duvaliers, who committed
such civil rights violations many times over. However, the last line of the
specification included a loophole. Aid wasn’t to be administered in these unjust
situations “unless such assistance [would] directly benefit the needy people in
such country.” Duvalier must have assured the U.S. government that he was
indeed benefitting his people because Food for Peace and other USAID
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programs did work in Haiti throughout the seventies, eighties and nineties, and
they continue to do so to this day.
Also Duvalier exaggerated the threat of Communism in Haiti, justifying any kind
of American aid deemed necessary. Scholars of Latin American history are well
versed in such use of the Communism threat. In Haiti, the use of Red Scare
rhetoric played a major role in the justification for continued support for both
Françoise and Jean-Claude Duvalier, who commonly practiced terrorism on their
own people but who were friendly to American trade policy.53
For skeptics of the importance of valuing economic motivations over strictly
humanitarian ones, regarding Food for Peace, consider some details from the
period. (Consider that during the same era, a similar program was created called
Atoms for Peace, that exported excess enriched uranium, and was critiqued for
potentially accelerating the rate of development of some nation’s nuclear weapon
programs.)54 Food for Peace was created by Eisenhower and others, who felt
that it was America’s duty to bring peace throughout the world by offering
charitable donations of wealthy America’s excess agricultural products (namely
grains such as rice and corn). The concept was humanitarian with a distinctly
American flavor, and was well received by the public. Food for Peace began
operations and has not ceased, having delivered over 106 million metric tons
during the past five decades and currently consisting of sixty percent of the
world’s food aid.55 However, during the same era, U.S. policy towards Haiti
explicitly prioritized Cold War tactics and the Organization of the American
States, a trade liberalization organization. Mike Kamber cites some of the policy
objectives from the early 1960s that were revealed in documents declassified in
the 1990s. The documents state that the “overriding objective is to deny Haiti to
the Communists” and that “in short term political terms, the U.S. desires to
assure Haiti’s support of the U.S. on matters of importance in the OAS, UN, and
other international organizations.” Lastly, Americans also sought to protect
“private American citizens and property interests in Haiti.”56
Food aid was a step in the general direction of foreign aid, and it eventually
brought with it other types of aid. Wood for cooking fuel, and other domestic
supplies were brought in by Food for Peace. Smaller organizations began
donating used clothing, spurred by the vocalized encouragement of Eisenhower
and Kennedy. In fact, in Haiti, the Crèole slang word for internationally donated
clothing is “Kenedi” — Kennedy. In the 1980s, reforestation projects took place
all over the country, although few of them lived past the first harvest. Minor
infrastructural projects such as wells, public restrooms, or generators would
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come to individual organizations. Major improvements would also come, such as
bridges and even windmills. In Fond-des-Blancs, the area of focus in this thesis,
a municipal water supply system was built. However, like other projects, it did
not last long.
Persistent Nature of Aid
Although the political system in Haiti created the initial need for NGOs, it thus far
has not resolved that need. Once ensconced in Haiti, NGOs have proven difficult
to remove. The anti-Communist-inspired donations and American grain of the
1960s, 70s, and 80s became a complex web woven by multinational aid
organizations in the 1990s and 2000s. And as a web, it is baited with the Haitian
people — intended to catch prey: project funding. Countless examples give
testament to the way in which poor Haitians used by elite Haitians and internationals to garner more funds, such as the “orphans with parents” that Timothy
Schwartz describes. Schwartz and Linda Polman stated clearly that humanitarian
aid, in the form of international NGOs, maintains itself by “sowing horror to reap
aid, and reaping aid to sow horror.”57 Most first-hand accounts note that Haitian
people are aware of this tendency of their leaders to use them.
Humanitarianism can perpetuate itself through various methods, according to the
context, most often with such practices as the misuse of donated material,
including theft and re-sale, embezzling of funds, failure to learn from past
projects, rapid turnover of staff and political pressure within organizations on
would-be whistleblowers, competition between NGOs, personal favors, bribery,
and accepted social inequality in the country of destination, even sabotage and
intentional damage to supplies or equipment. Tim Schwartz and others give
endless accounts of these phenomena taking place in the field. Dan Damberger
describes a disappointing experience had by a co-worker in the field in Malawi.
An employee of a Canadian chapter of Engineers Without Borders, he was
surveying a rural region to check on the recently installed water system:
After seeing this [broken] water point, he discovered, not thirty feet away,
‘Hey, there’s another set of taps that look really broken down too, but
they’re not attached to this system.’ And he asked the community...’What’s that?’ And they said, ‘Oh, that’s the American government
gravity-fed water system.’ It was built over ten years ago. He said,
‘What happened to that?’ They said, ‘Oh, it also broke down about a
year and a half later.”58

Unfortunately, this type of incidence is not confined to Malawi. Haiti has the
same relics of past projects littering its landscape. The non-functional water
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system in Fond-des-Blancs reminded me that failure to make a project last more
than just a few years is all too common.
Survival Mode and Environmental Degradation
The politically imposed instability described above has led to a downward spiral
in Haiti’s natural resource base. As they endured political regimes that forced
them into “survival mode,” Haiti’s inhabitants made decisions that were oriented
toward short-term goals, slowly eating away at the land that Columbus found
pristine. This progress can be seen throughout the course of history. The
degradation to the bottom land began during the French plantations, as areas
were vigorously farmed for sugar cane, coffee, and sisal. After the Haitian
revolution, farms were burned and farm infrastructure dismantled, making them
difficult to maintain. At that point, the peasants — who, thanks to the new
constitution, owned their own small plots of land — moved onto slightly more
marginal land. During the next century, as the population slowly increased, but
poverty remained, Haitians took to cutting trees so that their lumber or charcoal
could serve as supplemental income. However, deforestation did not begin in
earnest until the 20th century, with estimates of 60% of the country’s forest cover
still intact at the beginning of the century. During the Duvalier era, however,
desperation among the poor increased dramatically, as did population growth.
Without money for alternative cooking fuel, Haitians were forced to cut more and
more trees, eventually making Haiti infamous for its denuded landscapes.
Françoise Duvalier is well known for having ordered trees cut down around the
border with the Dominican Republic, for fear of the neighboring country amassing
troops there to stage an invasion. This extreme deforestation resulted in the lost
of thousands of square kilometers of arable land, and it has also had a profoundly negative effect on water resources, including increased flooding,
landslides, and lowered water tables. (See Chapter 3 for more information on
the charcoal industry’s impact on water resources.)
This process took a toll on the agricultural productivity of the island. Haiti has
long since passed its carrying capacity, but recent decades pitted greater
population against more degraded soils, resulting in the decimation of fragile
landscapes. With around 9 million inhabitants, Haiti is comprised of only 27,000
square kilometers, making it one of the most densely populated nations in the
Americas.59 There are about 260 inhabitants per square kilometer, but around
885 inhabitants per square kilometer of cultivated area. Moreover, much of
Haiti’s “arable” land is not as fertile as it once was, due to the sediment deposit
and nutrient removal associated with unchecked erosion. This implies that Haiti
must import a large percentage of its food. In fact, most estimates give a figure
in the vicinity of fifty percent imported food.
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Deforestation and soil degradation, as has the economy. Water-borne illness,
and related health problems such as dehydration and malnutrition, are prominent
throughout the country. In an economy dominated by agriculture, many families
are financially insecure because of the weakened soil structure on their land.
Finally, the mass migration toward urban areas during recent decades, as
farmers give up their trade due to declining profits, sparked high levels of AIDS.

Responding to the Earthquake
It was the processes described above, with their roots in prolonged political
instability, that determined the conditions in which Haitians lived, pre-quake. In
his review of Haiti, Jared Diamond refers to this outcome as “over-determined,”
meaning that there were so many factors at work that Haiti had no plausible
outcome but poverty. However, others disagree with the implication that there is
“no hope” for Haiti — reminding us that it was individual’s choices that brought
Haiti to its current state, and therefore individual choices have the power to
change it:
“Haiti is everybody’s cherished tragedy...For decades Haiti’s formidable
immiseration has made it among outsiders an object of fascination, wonder and awe...And yet there is nothing mystical in Haiti’s pain, no inescapable curse that haunts the land. From independence and before,
Haiti’s harms have been caused by men, not demons...Recovery can
come only with vital, even heroic, outside help; but such help, no matter
how inspiring the generosity it embodies, will do little to restore Haiti unless it addresses, as countless prior interventions built on transports of
sympathy have not, the manmade causes that lie beneath the Haitian
malady.”60

In this light, it becomes clear that “outside help” is not in vain, as long as its
goals, and the goals of Haitian leaders, act in unison on behalf of the betterment
of the country. This optimistic approach was taken by many after the 2010
earthquake. With its 7.0 magnitude turning Port-au-Prince into what Michéle
Montas-Dominique61 termed the “mind-boggling devastation that was my city,”
the earthquake made optimism, even in the face of disaster, an imperative. In
the wake of the disaster, relief was needed immediately — but all those involved
could see that the disaster was directly related to ongoing problems in the
country. Paul Farmer adapted the medical term “acute-on-chronic event” to
describe the situation. The earthquake, it seemed, had shed light on a truth that
had remained in the dark for too long.
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Haitians knew they had to look to the outside for help. Street grafitti pleaded
“Obama, we need help,” written in English, not Crèole. The international
response was huge. At an international donor’s conference in March, no less
than $9.9 billion USD was pledged for the cause. This money went to relief
efforts and later rebuilding. Since the quake, many have complained about the
slow flow of funds, and the persistence of the tent camps. Yet many have also
written about the heroism and empathy expressed in the wake of the quake, by
Haitians and foreigners alike. When in Haiti, I was introduced to a popular
Haitian song sung in English, about the world standing together in unity. I was
informed by my Haitian friends that this song had become iconic to the Haitians,
representing the way the international community responded to their call after the
earthquake. My own intentions in working in Haiti, in the rural area of Fond-desBlancs, respond optimistically to this notion: though we have all failed in the past,
the future is our only opportunity for restoring hope.
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CHAPTER 3
FOND-DES-BLANCS
The rural area with which I became acquainted during my thesis work, Fond-desBlancs, is a relatively paradisiacal section of the southern peninsula of Haiti,
about seventy miles to the west and south of the capital city of Port-au-Price.
Over a year of research I learned much about Haiti through an assortment of
literature, and in an academic sense, I came to know the place both broadly and,
somewhat deeply.
But there is another journey undertook, prior to my research. This was the
journey to Haiti — with its bumps and bruises — which was the initial impression
that introduced me to the country, and to the cultural and economic context in
which (though I didn’t know it at the time) I would soon be working. I was not
alone. Many other Americans, eager to help out in a clinic, slum, or rural village,
undertook similar journeys and from the stories I have heard, most of them define
their experience, to some degree, by the journey itself. I found it remarkable,
even though previously I had prided myself on being experienced at traveling in
destitute Latin American countries.
This chapter will begin by recounting my experience upon arrival in Fond-desBlancs and my initial impressions — meant to serve as an example of a foreigner’s introduction to rural Haiti. Next, I will overview the natural history and
social settings of the region. The physical and social environment played a large
part in the development of my design. Finally, I will introduce the conception of
my thesis project — how I responded to these variables and set out, with good
intentions, to change some of them. That initial thesis proposal was crafted after
only having undergone the superficial experience of a physical journey. I had
not, at the time, seen “below the surface” of the village. That slow learning
process of becoming familiar with a people and place requires devotion and
patience. During my thesis, I began working towards this goal; I hope to continue
for many years to come.

Coming to Fond-des-Blancs
I flew down to Haiti to spend a couple days working on a humanitarian design
project with several architects and civil engineers I had never met. I had no idea
what to expect, which was good. I became a participant in humanitarian design
with an open mind and an honest motivation, willing to do whatever I could to
make our team succeed in their goals, but not particularly relishing the idea of
having yet one more obligation. Secretly, and somewhat unconsciously, I hoped
that the experience would serve as a “reality check,” and unravel the tension that
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I was experiencing because I overextended myself in work, academics, and
personal life. I had no idea what to expect from this place called Fond-desBlancs. All I knew was its latitude and longitude.
From
Port-au-Prince to Fond-des-Blancs
A
Reaching our destination in Fond-des-Blancs required flying into Port-au-Prince
and a long and miserable ride, first through the capital city, and then through
mountains, in the back of a borrowed jeep-style ambulance. Looking out a car
window is often how a visitor first experiences a place; this feels safer than
getting out and walking the streets of an unfamiliar city. But as we maneuvered
through the rubble-strewn capital, the windows on our little ambulance were
open, and the traffic moved slowly enough for pedestrians to weave in and out of
traffic lanes without trouble. We immediately faced countless unfamiliar sights on
the streets of Port-au-Prince. Children asked for money in words we could not
understand. There were loud drivers, even louder street vendors, and UN
peacekeeping forces carrying guns. Donkeys stood tied to rocks, kids urinated
on the street, and people barely hung off the ends of crowded public buses.
There were endless camps of tents, each colored according to its donating relief
agency, and endless crowds of people flowing through the streets like colorful,
talkative water. The air was ripe with smells and sounds, and the piles of trash
seemed to go on forever.
Making our way through the capital, heading southwest, we eventually accessed
National Highway 2, which would take us south, into the mountains, and along
the Tiburon peninsula. (See Figure 3.a. for a map of the route to FDB.) Leaving
the hectic scene of the capital was refreshing, even if we were still stuck in the
crowded ambulance. After having driven thirty miles or so, we had reached a
good altitude. Stopping for a stretch, we tumbled from the jeep and looked out
over the mountains. The view was breathtaking. We stood for several minutes
drinking in the landscape: a huge sky that smelled of sea water, hanging above a
vibrant green pattern of peaks, ridges, and valleys, littered with tropical trees and
shrubs. Green covered everything, and the few small buildings visible through
the vegetation seemed choked out of sight. It was a tropical paradise, as far as I
was concerned. Though I later learned that deforestation crippled the ecology of
the place, it still seemed to me pristine and intact — especially as compared to
the capital.
Getting back into the ambulance, we soon left the asphalt highway and clambered onto a broken road, sometimes graded and graveled for a few hundred
yards, but mostly just bare dirt. The road was rough, even by Haitian standards,
and we forded more than one body of water. But even sitting cramped in the
back of a stuffy ambulance squeezed tightly against our luggage and each other
seemed refreshing compared to what we witnessed in the capital. I later learned
that farther along this road was a hospital that specialized in spinal injuries —
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unlucky patients with excruciating back pain had to drive down this same tortuous road, perhaps in this same ambulance.

Figure 3.a. Route to Fond-des-Blancs.

Arrival in a Relative Paradise
When we eventually arrived at Fond-des-Blancs, we found the social atmosphere
much more soothing than that of Port-au-Prince. There were no crowds, (except
at market) and the people were quieter and quicker to smile. The place had a
distinctively small-town feel to it; everyone spoke to each other as they passed
on the road. The village was tiny, and undeveloped in terms of infrastructure.
There was no electricity, no running water, and no paved road, for the most part.
It was easy to succumb to stereotyping these people as simple “country folk.” At
first, I tried to reject such stereotypes; in the end they disproved the stereotypes
for me by their own actions and words.
It may sound as if we were “roughing it” in a place without modern amenities, but
I certainly did not feel uncomfortable. For most of us, coming from the busy
lifestyle of design students, the experience was ecstatic. At night, under the
clear sky, unimpeded by artificial lights, I found myself gazing up at the Milky
Way, flowing through an infinite sea of stars. I had never seen the Milky Way as
I did here. To think it had been there my entire life but I never saw it seemed
wrong somehow. One student on the trip saw a shooting star for the first time in
her life.
Whatever selfish reasons I had for coming on the trip were satisfied. There was
nothing else I needed in return for coming down — the Milky Way was enough.
Later, I would form relationships with the Haitians that would make me long to
help them. My thesis was motivated in large part by my desire to improve the
lives of Haitians based on the friendships I made. But before that, sitting on a
concrete roof, staring up into the sky, I experienced a wellspring of joy — brought
on by my sudden relocation to Haiti. As an academic, trying to be honest with
my motivations for intervention into another society’s affairs, I can say that I
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would be content to work in Haiti for purely selfish reasons, as long as I were
allowed to stare out at the Milky Way at night.

Natural History
Geography
Haiti comprises the western third of the Caribbean island called Hispaniola,
shared with the Dominican Republic. The county is composed of arms that reach
westward from the Dominican Republic, the southern of which is known as the
Tiburon peninsula. The peninsula is part of a mountain range that originates in
the Dominican Republic and continues, under the surface of the ocean, to Jamaica. Fond-des-Blancs (FDB) is located on this peninsula, about seventy miles
west of Port-au-Prince. Fond-des-Blancs is the name of a large valley region
nestled within the mountainous terrain. The region — both an official and an
unofficial designation — is roughly forty miles from east to west and twenty to
thirty miles from north to south. See Figure 3.b.
Topography
All of Haiti is fairly mountainous, but the southern peninsula is home to the
island’s highest peaks. Pic Macaya, to the west, and Pic la Selle, to the East,
both rise to around 8,000 feet above sea level. FDB lies at a lower altitude, at
around 900 feet above sea level. Its flatter, moist valleys are home to fertile soils
that allow many agricultural practices. To the north, mountains rise over 2,000
feet, creating a barrier that can decrease rainfall (due to a rain shadow effect) but
can also help ward off weather from tropical storms and hurricanes.
Climate
Fond-des-Blancs lies at about 18 degrees of latitude (north) and its climate is
typical of other mountainous tropical areas. In the valley, the temperature is
always high, rarely dipping below 75, even at night and during winter (although at
much higher altitudes temperatures drop much lower, occasionally allowing for
snow). Winter highs range from 85 to 95 degrees Fahrenheit, and summer highs
can reach above 105. The area is constantly breezy and is therefore more
comfortable than the low basin of Port-au-Prince. Most locations receive fairly
high rainfall for most of the year, perhaps in the range of 30 to 40 inches, but
microclimates do exist due to the topography. In particular, the southernmost
part of FDB, called Chacha, is separated by an east-west oriented mountain
range that provides a substantial rain shadow. In Chacha, annual rainfall is likely
to range between 20 and 30 inches. However, higher and particularly north-
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facing slopes receive much more rainfall — perhaps two to three times as much,
ranging from 40 to over 100 inches annually.1 Some of the highest areas are
considered rain forests. (These microclimates have implications for suitability for
implementation of the design I describe in Chapter 4. Chacha in particular,
though it was outside my area of focus, might benefit from rainwater harvesting
practices.)

Figure 3.b. Location of Fond-des-Blancs Region.

Ecology
This combination of low latitude and high variation in altitude suggests the possibility of high biodiversity, as in other mountainous tropical islands. Furthermore,
because it is an island, endemism can be expected. As it turns out, Haiti is
remarkably biodiverse and biologists consider it to be of global importance.
According to some claims, Haiti has a higher level of endemism per hectare than
any other place in the world. Because lower flatter areas are more easily developed and only the highest mountain areas are left untouched, the mountains are
of prime ecological importance. The bioregion of the Massif de la Hotte — the
location of Pic Macaya National Park — is home to dozens of endemic species,
and more found every year. The regions around Pic La Selle and Pic Macaya
are important habitat for source populations that bolster endangered species’
viability. The ecological matrix in between these two regions serves as a pathway for genetic material, where species must travel in a hostile environment that
is low-altitude, full of invasive species, and anthropogenically altered. The region
of FDB is located within what has been deemed a “Key Biodiversity Area,”
probably due to its importance to metapopulation dynamics. FDB serves as
habitat for several endangered species.

1

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1999.
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Geology
The geology of FDB is highly varied, as I found when I attempted to map the soils
of my research area. The geology of the mountainous parts of the southern
peninsula has not received much attention, but it is known they mimic the geology of Jamaica. Soil types range from heavy clay to silty loams, according to
topography. The area is rich in lime, and one often sees flakey outcroppings
along roadsides. Vegetation grows rich and varied, with many wild fruit trees.
Cacti, palms, mangoes, sugar cane, and rice are just a few of the numerous
species that litter the countryside. Soil health has been seriously degraded,
however, and many areas that were once arable land are now rocky and devoid
of topsoil.
Environmental Concerns: Charcoal Industry
The main cooking fuel is charcoal, and throughout Haiti the charcoal industry
wreaks havoc on the rural landscape. Much literature has been written about this
process and many past and current projects attempt to correct it, but the problem
persists. Soil health and water quality, as well as aquifer recharge, are severely
affected by the charcoal industry. Cutting down trees increases erosion and
runoff velocity. Soils lose organic matter and lowlands receive infertile deposits
of sediment. Temperatures rise, and soils harden as fragile forest undergrowth
dies off. All of this leads to a decrease in the amount of infiltration and an increase in erosion. During rain events, sediment and organic litter are flushed off
the slopes. Flash floods and landslides cause substantial property loss every
year.
FDB is considered a relatively “green” area with more forest cover than average,
so these problems are not as pronounced as in some areas, but they do exist.
The water table appears to be dropping at an alarming rate, and soil degradation
is widespread. As I spent time studying the landscape of the region, I was
surprised to see that dips between ridges in the landscape that would logically
have streams flowing through them (at least for part of the year) appeared to be
completely dry. Even though I visited during some of the rainier months, (October and May) I witnessed what seemed to be a dried-out landscape. Even the
largest body of water, the Gaspard river, which receives all of the runoff from the
principal FDB watershed, was dry for several miles of its length, toward the top of
the watershed.
This river clued me into the apparent drop in the water table. As I walked up the
dry riverbed, toward the headwaters, I noticed make-shift bridges along the way
— large rocks moved to form a line of stepping stones. Joy Thomas verified my
guess that these were bridges built here in the past when the river still flowed.
Now, however, they were useless. The vegetation regime showed that for the
majority of the year, the river was dry. However, based on the absence of any
sediment, or even any rocks smaller than a golf ball, it was clear that storm
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events intense enough to fill the river would likely entail such high velocity that
using these stepping stones would be perilous. Figure 3.c shows a photo of
these structures.

Figure 3.c. Charcoal Industry and Gaspard Riverbed. Left: remains of the charcoal production
process. Ashes are left from the pile of wood that was covered in soil and then burned slowly,
producing charcoal. Right: rocks piled in a line across the river served as a bridge when there
was once water here. Note the vegetation, the large rock size and the absence of sediment.

Furthermore, the new wells being dug in the vicinity of Sainton, and further
throughout the valley, demonstrated the need for an alternative to surface water.
While I have been involved in FDB, around a dozen new wells have been installed (by Water for Life, which operates from a location just south of FDB).
These wells, though useful for their supply of fresh water to the populace, do not
address the issue of a quickly diminishing supply of groundwater. (If anything,
they worsen it, because they allow increased extraction of groundwater). Figure
3.c maps the water resources in and around Sainton. To the north of the market,
(the center of Sainton) the meandering form of the Gaspard river can be seen.
Along the river, points are indicated with year numbers: “1980, 1990,” etc. These
numbers represent a guess at the spring migration that appears to have occurred
in recent years, based on the abandoned rock bridges. Beyond the 2010 mark
lies 2020, projecting what continued migration would look like — at that point, the
water source is far further from the populated area than previously, and is not
easily accessible by road.
Walks in the countryside provided me with insight into the change in soil structure
that occurred in recent decades. Trees often grew with roots bare of soil —
exposing ten to even fourteen feet of soil removal. Fields once fertile enough to
grow large prolific mango trees had since lost their soil to erosion. Their now
rocky surfaces were littered with skeletons of gigantic trees. Much of the bottom49

land was used for grazing, rather than for growing crops, and crops were grown
instead on steeper slopes. I saw a man tending to a crop of corn on the side of a
gulley over forty-five degrees in slope. Figure 3.d shows the impact of soil
erosion. Most Haitians I spoke to seemed cognizant of the impact that deforestation and farming on marginal hillsides had for their land. Especially in Fond-desBlancs, where there have been some notable reforestation projects, people
seemed accustomed to this concept and seemed to project a sense of regret
toward the practices. Yet as elsewhere in Haiti, until viable alternatives exist, no
one seems motivated to change.

Figure 3.d. Impact of Soil Degradation. Left, a bare tree root hangs in the air, exposing five feet
of eroded soil; right, a rocky field which was being planted in corn.

Demographics and Culture
Rural Character
Residents in the Fond-des-Blancs region are proud to call it home. They express
pride and joy in the area’s beauty and rural character. The social environment is
friendly and trusting, and everyone seems to agree that although jobs are scarce,
living here is better than enduring the crowds of a city. However, health statistics
seem to contradict any idealization of FDB as a tropical paradise. The AIDS rate,
as elsewhere in Haiti, is around 5%, and other indicators such as infant and
mother mortality also present a fairly depressing story. There is a constant battle
with diseases such as cholera, malaria, dengue fever, and polio. Childhood
malnutrition is rampant, and rate of population growth is high. Because few
people own cars (and there are few navigable roads) it may take a family one or
two days just to reach a hospital, at which point they may have to wait multiple
days for assistance.
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Spring Migration:

Figure 3.e. Water Resources of Fond-des-Blancs Focus Area.
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Nonetheless, the Haitians with whom I spoke love their home and many who
have had to seek out work in the capitol wish they could return. FDB is considered a “progressive” area and has higher development appeal than surrounding
areas. In the last few decades, small businesses, cooperatives, and even a new
downtown market building have sprung up. This is probably due in large part to
two main organizations: the Hospital St. Boniface, located downtown but with
numerous clinics and community workers throughout the region; and the Haiti
Christian Development Fund (HCDF), a protestant non-profit development
agency that works in several areas of community development, notably education. Both of these organizations are highly esteemed, and wield significant
influence in the region. They are both funded by U.S. religious organizations. In
2010, they worked together to create a proposal for improvements on the unpaved road accessing the area. It was this proposal that brought me to Haiti,
when HCDF contacted the Dean of my College and asked for help in the form of
an academic investigation to produce recommendations for the road project.
Jean and Joy became our hosts and introduced us to their colleagues at HCDF
and the hospital.
Economy
As with other regions in Haiti, agriculture accounts for around 60% of the rural
economy. The charcoal industry employs many people, though it is usually used
as a back-up plan to supplement income. Agriculture, charcoal, and other types
of commerce are stymied by limitations of the unpaved road. The road crosses
one major river without a bridge, where floods can cause up to month-long
periods where the main access to the National Highway is cut off. Weekly
markets in various locations throughout the valley provide the main location for
commerce. The most significant market day is in Sainton, the area considered
the “downtown” of FDB. Although Sainton is small and usually quite empty, on
Fridays, the streets fill with up to 10,000 people visiting the market throughout the
day. Goods available here include: coffee, sugar, goats, beans, rice, vegetables,
hats, shoes, belts, pencils and paper, and medicine. But flood-damaged roads
can cut off the supply of these goods to the market, denying people access to
basic household supplies for days or weeks at a time. Therefore, improved
vehicular access to the valley is one of the villagers’ foremost concerns. Flood
prevention shoud also be prioritized, but is not.
Public Institutions
There is no public land to speak of in FDB. The state apparently holds very little
power, which is reportedly common in rural Haiti. (See Chapter 2 for discussion.)
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Education
Within a two- or three-mile radius surrounding Sainton, I found 18 schools.
However, there are many children who do not attend school, and perhaps less
than fifty percent of children graduate from primary school (grades 1-6), especially in the more remote regions. Most schools are run by religious missions
and are small and severely under-funded. There is one large state school,
located downtown in Sainton. These numerous school proved important to the
development of my design

Engaging with Fond-des-Blancs
As I became acquainted with Fond-des-Blancs, I found myself becoming emotionally attached to the place and people. Before I visited, I had no burning
feelings of obligation toward anyone in Haiti, simply because I had never met any
Haitians. But as Lance Hosey states in his essay from Expanding Architecture:
Design as Activism, “empathy depends on proximity,” and although my motivations for making the initial visit were selfish, I developed friendships that made
me wish for more intimate involvement in the community.2 I felt morally impelled:
looking into the eyes of young Haitian females, I could not bear the thought that
some of them might, like me, have the heart of a landscape architect — but that
they might never have access to specialized educational and employment opportunities that would allow them to realize that calling.
Luckily for me, an opportunity for continued involvement arose. After the group
of architects, engineers, and I designed a bridge — a part of the road project —
we agreed to help out further, by designing a secondary boarding school campus. At the same time, I expressed my desire to get involved through a master’s
thesis, and suggested studying the region to create development guidelines. For
Fond-des-Blancs, the road was not the end; it was in fact the beginning. The
people of Fond-des-Blancs wanted to grow, and the road was just the first step in
that direction. While we were there, we witnessed their vision and understood
the potential of the village. I knew that were the road proposal to take effect,
development could happen quickly, and there were no formal plans in place for
how this would proceed.
We had no idea of it at the time, but their plan for the road was woven into a
much larger framework, tied into the national policies developing in Port-auPrince over the last ten years, and tied also to the overwhelming flow of aid
2

Lance Hosey, 2008, p36.
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money into Haiti after the earthquake. Some of the aid money coming in, postearthquake, is earmarked for “infrastructure development,” and on this is what
the villagers of Fond-des-Blancs had their sights set. They hoped that money
would pay for their road, which could bring new opportunities for economic
development. Bringing in foreign designers was not a desperate call for help:
their use of our expertise was employed rationally and efficiently. Their project
has a higher chance of success with our name on it. Realizing this calculation on
the part of the Haitians was the first step in breaking down stereotypes. One
cannot support stereotypes of a pathetic, hopeless society while at the same time
knowing individuals within it who are hardworking, intelligent (indeed, cunning),
and far-sighted.
Focusing on Water Resources
Although I initially planned to work on planning and development from a land-use
standpoint, as I researched FDB I quickly determined that water resources were
of primary importance — a key catalyst for impacting people and place. I wanted
to work on the problems presented by the charcoal industry, but as I researched
related projects, I found that everything I could think of had already been tried,
usually unsuccessfully. The seemingly unstoppable force of deforestation depressed me. I could see that the charcoal industry has a profoundly negative
impact on community health and agricultural productivity of the region (via decreased water quality and availability as well as soil degradation). Plenty of
people (much smarter than I) were working on the charcoal issue and I had no
clue what I could offer.
However, I stuck to my chosen process, rooted in my undergraduate experience
in cultural anthropology, and gathered more and broader input from various
community members. I heard again and again the concerns about children’s
health and lack of education, and I saw how hard it was for families to supply
themselves with enough water. I walked or rode around the countryside and for
miles on end, saw no surface water, and no wells. It was clear that none of the
poor Haitians I saw were going to stop cutting trees based on some abstract goal
such as preserving land for future generations. In many ways, these people
were forced into a lifestyle necessarily focused upon the short term. They expressed a desire for rapid, substantial change of their day-to-day lives. I knew
that children, health, education, and water, were all critical motivators, and if
integrated, could produce a powerful impetus for change. Eventually I realized
that a socially integrated rainwater-harvesting system could address all these
issues at once, if on a small scale. It would be small, but it would be deeply
rooted.
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Site Visits and Community Participation
October 2010
My first site visit, in October of 2010, consisted of a whirlwind tour of Fond-desBlancs, including the main roads, the road south to Chacha, one of HCDF’s
schools, the FDB airport, and the capped spring at Dugue that is the principal
source of free high-quality water in the area. I also visited the Friday market and
the Hospital St. Boniface. During this trip, I worked with engineers to assess the
road that accesses FDB, so I spent extensive time driving along the unpaved
road and saw a lot of the landscape. After this initial trip I decided to pursue a
thesis in FDB, and once I returned to the states I spent the next few months
developing materials for a community charrette that we had planned, including a
host of prompts for gathering input.
March 2011
In March, I headed back down to FDB with a few graduate students to conduct
further site analysis for the school that my university group was designing.
However I spent most of my time driving or walking through the FDB region,
mapping schools and churches, water sources and other landmarks along the
way. I conducted a charrette that included some prominent community leaders
such as the Catholic priest, field staff from HCDF, the hospital director, and a
member of the business community. Unfortunately, the charrette did not include
any women or youth, yet it was still productive. None of the materials I prepared
were used except for the maps, which were promptly removed from the wall and
covered in scribbles, highlighted roads, and place-names. At the end of the
charrette, the group asked me if I would create a map for them that listed roads,
schools, and natural resources, and I agreed. In return, they told me that “the
doors of the community were open to me,” and suggested I learn Crèole before I
returned. I assumed the meeting had been a success, and packed away the
untouched charrette materials.
I had the chance to meet some young teens, who agreed to show me around the
area. I asked them to map out the routes their daily routes and found that they,
like the community leaders, were not accustomed to using maps. However both
community leaders and the teenagers showed enthusiasm towards the maps,
eagerly discussing and interpreting them. Also on this trip I had the chance to
befriend a young Haitian engineer and surveyor who has since become a dear
colleague. His perspective and input has greatly benefitted my project. Figure
3.f depicts the community charrette and the teens who I worked with.
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Figure 3.f. Community Input Sessions.

May 2011
My most recent site visit was in May of 2011, when I returned to FDB, this time
for a longer stay, to gather more data for the mapping process. I accessed
remote locations — accessible only by foot, and documented nearly every school
and well in the vicinity of Sainton. I mapped them with a GPS, and photographed
them if possible. I also conducted five interviews, with individual leaders (most of
them attended the charrette, but this time a representative from the Mayor’s
office participated as well).
October 2011: Discussions with HCDF
I communicated electronically with Jean and Joy Thomas of HCDF, asking for
more information and keeping them updated on my progress. In October 2011,
they visited the University of Tennessee and I presented my ideas for a rainwater
harvesting design. They supported the project and believed it could be implemented, potentially at one of their schools.
Future Plans: Spring 2011
A plan to return to Haiti in November of 2011 fell through due to travel restrictions, and I was forced to finish my thesis without completing my final site visit.
However, I plan to visit once again during the spring of 2011, to take my completed designs to the Haitians, along with the maps they requested. From that
point, the design for the rainwater-harvesting system will belong to them, and
they will use and develop it as they see fit. Chapter 7 discusses some ideas for
future development of a RWH system, related projects that could be useful, and
potential partnerships that might grow out of RWH implementation.
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGN METHODS
Gravity-Fed Rainwater Harvesting
Due to increasing public awareness of our global water crisis, rainwater harvesting (RWH) is gaining popularity as a sustainable approach to water resource
management. In the United States, Arizona and New Mexico (as highly
populated but water-scarce environments) are leaders in the development of
rainwater harvesting systems. These systems — many of them based on
traditional technologies used around the world for several thousand years1 —
may be large in scale, and applicable to industrial or agricultural sites, but are
most often constructed at the scale of the individual homeowner or small
business.
Rainwater harvesting systems may be technologically complex with expensive
components, or rudimentary, like the historical systems that were configurations
of wells, canals, and dams, with variations in size, arrangement, and construction
material. They may also be single or double-plumbed. Most American systems
are double-plumbed so that in case of a dry cistern in drought, water from a
municipal supply or private well can be used as a backup. In Haiti, neither
expensive components nor double plumbing is appropriate. Systems in rural
Haiti — where funds are limited and access to replacement parts is difficult —
should be low-tech, operating within the financial and practical context of their
users. In this design, I prioritized simplicity and the potential for replacement and
maintenance on a local level. For instance, rather than electric pathogen
distillers that require fragile ultra-violet bulbs that are costly to replace and
certainly not available for purchase in rural Haiti, I suggested a pathogen
distillation process that uses the sun and requires, simply, a plastic bottle. Also,
rather than using a carbon filter or fine mesh filter for turbidity filtration, I chosen
instead to suggest a sand filter, which, when clogged, can be replaced with local
sand. These and other suggestions for the system are discussed in detail in
Appendix A, where I include a working template for guidelines to be developed
for the implementation of RWH systems in the Fond-des-Blancs region.
For the sake of low-tech design, I chose to create a system able to function
entirely without electricity. Should power become available, either through solar

1

For a broad review of historical water harvesting technologies from around the world, see Thomas V.
Cech’s Principles of Water Resources (2005). Brad Lancaster’s Rainwater Harvesting for Drylands, Volume
1 (2006) also looks at traditional practices, though from a more utilitarian approach. Acequia Culture by José
A. Rivera (1998) looks at the intricate acequia system used in the American southwest and the cultural
practices that have allowed it to remain in use for thousands of years.
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panels, generators, or other means, the necessary components can be added to
the system. But the base-line design, the fundamental redundancy, is strictly
nonelectric. The collection, storage, and distribution of water will operate through
the force of gravity. In a mountainous landscape like the southern peninsula of
Haiti, (where buildings are often located on, or atop, steep slopes) there should
usually be enough elevation change to create substantial water pressure
between collection and distribution points. Figure 4.a illustrates the gravity-fed
concept and shows how multiple objectives can be integrated on a single, sloped
site.
Nonelectric and gravity fed, however, does not mean strictly passive. Active
energy will certainly be required in any application. For instance, in the solar
distillation process, bottles ready to be distilled will need to be carried from the
cisterns to the distillation racks. A shower would probably need to be handpumped, as its distribution point (the shower head) is at a relatively high
elevation. Hand pumping will also promote water conservation. Any use of the
water for irrigation or nursery watering will probably require hand-delivery or at
the least, frequent upkeep. Furthermore, moving the water is not the only need
for physical energy required by the system. Overflow or graywater delivered to
the landscape may flow there on its own, but its path (be it a hose, pipe, canal or
simply a rocky swale) may need to be maintained regularly. In rural Haiti, there
is no financial capacity to create an automated system. Fortunately, Haitians
have a human asset — hands are never in short supply. The maintenance and
operation of such a RWH system (and the associated professional expertise)
could create much-needed employment opportunities. (To begin with, I believe
that a useful and long-term project would be gathering data to use for developing
the type of guidelines I illustrate in Appendix A.) I discuss future steps for RWH
development in Chapter 6.
Along with the gravity-fed, nonelectric, and low-tech/few-replaceable-parts design
priorities I listed above, there are other general principles that I have used in the
design. I developed the principles based on both the lifestyles and commerce I
witnessed in rural Haiti, as well as the literature available for small-scale
applications of rainwater harvesting. A text on this topic is Brad Lancaster’s
Rainwater Harvesting for Drylands and Beyond (2006), a three-volume text that
includes invaluable information for the would-be rainwater harvester. Some of
the principles and guidelines I developed were strongly influenced by Lancaster’s
own “Eight Principles for Successful Rainwater Harvesting.” Among those are
the principle of starting small and building up in scale and investment, as well as
“managing overflow as a resource” and communication of failures and successes
in the interest of advancing the common knowledge base. The principles I have
developed are described along with the rest of the guidelines, in Appendix A.
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INCREASE IN LOCAL PRECIPITATION

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

MODERATION OF CLIMATE
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Figure 4.a. Gravity-Fed Rainwater Harvesting. Existing slope of site provides gravity-induced collection and storage without input of electricity,
though some physical labor is involved in distribution. Integrated “loops” of rain input, use, and reuse or discharge into the landscape are visible,
as the water progresses downhill. Note the infiltration that occurs in the vegetated area and the resulting water level in the stream. Also, higher
forest cover is likely to provide a cooling affect, creating a microclimate that encourages greater rainfall.
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My approach to RWH puts an emphasis on the cycling and recycling of resources that tie human and natural processes into a single dynamic system.
This concept is not unique — Lancaster does include as one of his eight principals “maximize beneficial relationships and efficiency by stacking functions.2 In
my design, however, I prioritized this concept in the hope that it will make the
system appropriate for the Haitian people on multiple levels, increasing the
probability that it will succeed by diversifying the potential benefits. These benefits include not only purified drinking water, but also: increased community health
through sanitation; improved educational opportunities and a modernized pedagogy; improved nutrition; production of agricultural or forest products; and the
potential for employment and professional development regarding those
products.
The Risk of Over-Generalization
Although I did visit the area and the potential sites for this design on numerous
occasions, I developed both the system and the generalized guidelines remotely.
The suggested application of the design is for a school I visited, but more site
analysis is necessary to provide adequate information with which one could build
a system. Recalling the mishaps of overseas design projects described in
Chapter 2, one would be naive to imagine that any project would succeed if
contrived in a remote location, without input from local citizens. Therefore I must
emphasize that specifications I list are tentative ideas for how one might build a
system. In the spirit of academic inquiry, I endeavored to show how a landscape
architect can use culturally sensitive methods to help create a design that might
work on multiple levels, beyond just supplying clean water. The clean water, at
the heart of the design, requires a level of committed engineering expertise that I
am unable to provide at this time. Although I strived to adapt my design to the
context of FDB, I strongly suggest that Haitians interested in RWH consult local
engineers and farmers for locally appropriate advice on best practices for their
region. In particular, soil types, microclimates, and site hydrology are all
important factors that should be considered in planning a project.
Rainwater Catchment Stages
The various parts of a rainwater harvesting system are generally divided into
categories based on stages within the catchment-to-use process. Lancaster lists
the following six self-explanatory stages: (1) catchment; (2), conveyance; (3)
filtration; (4) storage; (5) distribution; and (6) recycling. Conveyance and distribution both entail the moving of water through specified routes, but conveyance
denotes the act of collection (before storage) while distribution denotes the
removal of water from the stored location. In this respect, conveyance could be

2

Lancaster, 2006.
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equated with “input” to the system, and distribution with “output.” “Recycling” may
entail a variety of different actions. Recycling may mean using graywater for
watering the landscape. It may also mean delivering water to a catchment basin
in which it can percolate into the soil, recharging the aquifer. In my design,
“recycling” will denote the application of used water onto the landscape in a lowvelocity, high-percolation scenario, where it can benefit the vegetative best
management practices intended to allay erosion and desertification.
For the sake of brevity and ease of understanding, I reduce the above six categories into only three stages when describing my own design. First, the catchment
system takes water from the roofs, through gutters, where it is conveyed to a
physical strainer, which removes large debris such as leaves, but does not stifle
the flow of water. (This straining stage may actually consist of two or more
parts.) From the coarse strainer it flows over a “first flush device” which allows
for the initial rainfall (dirty with the dust and debris that had settled on the roof
since the last storm) to be excluded from the cistern. After the first flush volume
is exceeded, the following runoff is conveyed to a cistern (which may have one of
the strainers attached to its opening). The cistern may be single or may include
multiple connected tanks. Once in the cistern, stored water drops out sediments
and remaining debris. Further filtration for production of potable water can occur
during the time following the initial collection, with the use of extra filters and
tanks. In my design this includes turbidity filtration and pathogen distillation
(discussed below). Figure 4.b shows various stages in the RWH chain. Blue
images represent the catchment, conveyance, and storage. Red images denote
the critical filtration components.
Water is stored until ready to be used, at which point it is removed from the
storage tank by opening a faucet, either at the tank itself, or at a destination
further along the supply line. For the latter, distribution is required, and those
pipes and fittings are the part of the system most prone to breaking. Once
distributed, the water can be used — for drinking, washing, or bathing. In Figure
4.b, green images denote the distribution and use of water.
The final stage is the recycling of the water for irrigation and aquifer recharge.
This can recharge the aquifer and improve soil conditions. For the sake of
lowering cost and maintenance, I suggest that this be achieved through surface
flow when possible. However, care must be taken to ensure that the water does
not become a destructive force. Distribution swales should either be lined with
rock or heavy vegetation, or must include check dams. Yellow images represent
this final stage in the RWH process. Included in this stage is another “loop”
which is the human waste component. The latrine (and possibly the sink)
empties into a septic system, which is then discharged to the landscape via a
septic field. In many sites, septic fields will not be permissible due to soil
conditions or adjacent land uses. For these instances, separate designs will
need to be developed, as outlined in the guidelines. (See Appendix A.)
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Figure 4.b. Conceptual Diagram of the Complete System. Blue elements represent the catchment,
conveyance and storage; red, the filtration; green, the distribution and use; and yellow, the re-use and
recycling. Concept is based on a sloped site, with gravity feeding the gradual progress of water from the
top (uphill) to the bottom (downhill). The roof of the school serves as the “Primary Catchment,” providing
water to Tank 1, which supplies the SODIS (solar distillation) process which provides potable water.
Other uses are considered secondary, and are supplied by the “Secondary Catchment” which could make
use of a variety of existing building types. These include a sink, a shower, faucets for general water use,
and irrigation. A septic system manages human waste by depositing it into the ground, supplementing the
vegetated area (an erosion control device) with additional nutrients and water. Bottles used in the SODIS
process are re-used to grow tree seedlings for planting in the vegetated zone.
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Components and Priorities
The concept illustrated above dissects the system in terms of stages along the
water catchment-to-use process, but there is another way of categorizing the
parts of the design. Because the design is multi-faceted, with room for a variety
of different types of water use, one can also conceptualize the design according
to categories based on use type — such as drinking, washing, bathing or
irrigating. Each of these uses necessitates various physical components —
water bottles, a sink, a shower, and perhaps an irrigation hose.
Furthermore, these various components are interchangeable, to some degree,
and can each be achieved with the same basic resource — rainwater. Funding
for these projects, however, would only occur under the premise that the money
would be well spent, and the system would provide substantial return on the
investment. In that case, which components are likely to provide the highest
return on investment? As a response to this question, I split the system up into
three parts, each representing a “rung” on the ladder of priority. These priorities
are based on my observations while in Haiti and reflect both the values expressed by the Haitian people and the anthropogenic landscape change I
witnessed that continues to worsen the water security of its perpetrators.
Priority 1: Hydration
Certainly any Haitian questioned about the health and security of his or her
community and personal livelihood would reference clean drinking water as
critical component. As noted, clean drinking water is in high demand in the
countryside (as well as the city) and the lack of it seriously impedes community
development. Community health, and especially children’s health, is greatly
improved by daily access to purified water. In FDB, many people near my place
of residence drank from the capped spring known for its purity, others in more
obscure locations could not have depended on that water for daily use. There
were some other springs scattered through the mountains, but they were few and
far between, especially in the upper reaches of the watershed. There were no
springs at high elevations, nor was there any surface water. However, there
were many people living there, which prompted me to conclude that those people
had done one of three things. First, they could walk to town and retrieve spring
water. Second, they could drink surface water. Third, they could buy bagged
water. The bagged water and surface water are of questionable quality, and only
intermittently available. The spring water, for some households, would have
been several miles away — perhaps a four or five-hour walk.
Many people do drink the surface water, which typically contains a plethora of
pathogens that can sometimes be fatal, but is often a cause for “mere” diarrhea
among young children. (The diarrhea can lead to death.) A large portion of
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Haitian children suffers from chronic diarrhea and it can be detrimental in the
long-term. Along with malnutrition, it can seriously stunt a child’s growth,
decrease their energy level, and leave them susceptible to disease. Dehydration
due to diarrhea also has a substantial negative effect on the health of children
and adults alike.
Providing purified drinking water is the first step to improving community health
and the lives of children, making them physically resilient and more able to take
advantage of any educational opportunities. Also, because children are the
designated water carriers in Haiti, being able to drink water at school decreases
the daily water load by a small amount, conserving energy and saving time they
could spend on studies or play.
Therefore, hydration is the first priority of the system, and other objectives follow
only after this one is met. Figure 4.c depicts the component. From a primary
catchment area (in almost all cases, the school) water is caught and filtered for
debris. It is stored in a temporary holding tank, where it can remain for up to two
months. Next, it slowly drains into a secondary tank after passing through a sand
turbidity filter. In this second tank, the water can be stored for an additional two
months, making the complete potential storage time four months. From this tank,
it is poured into PET bottles via a faucet, and placed by hand on a table or rack
to begin the solar distillation (SODIS) process. A turbidity test ensures that the
water is clear enough to use. See Appendix A for qualifications of the PET bottle
and directions for the turbidity test. Then the bottles remain positioned horizontally, exposed to direct sunlight, for a minimum of six hours. (See Chapter 5 for
figures that illustrate this process in action.) After exposure, the water will have
been purified of the majority of water-borne pathogens, with the exception of
cyst-forming bacteria. Most diseases, however (including cholera and typhoid)
do not come from cyst-forming bacteria and therefore should be prevented
through the SODIS process.
Priority 2: Sanitation
After clean drinking water, the next most important requirement for preventing
water-borne disease is regular hand washing, with the use of soap. This act,
though simple, has a profound effect when widely implemented. And though
Haitians are familiar enough with the concept of germs to understand the
importance of washing one’s hands, a lack of clean water may preclude this
practice. Therefore, the second priority for the RWH system is sanitation —
specifically the provision of filtered (yet non-potable) water in sufficient enough
quantity and high enough pressure to allow children the ability to wash their
hands at any point during the day. Along with this provision comes the need for
an uninterrupted supply for bar soap or liquid soap. From what I witnessed, soap
is readily accessible (although there may be some schools that lack it).
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Figure 4.c. First Priority: Hydration. From the catchment area, the water passes through a debris filter, a
primary holding tank, a turbidity filter, and then is finally stored in the secondary holding tank until ready
to purify. This purification process, known as SODIS, (“solar distillation”) requires merely a plastic bottle
and six hours of sun, and has around 95 to 99% efficacy in killing water-borne pathogens. After this final
step, the water is now potable and ready to drink. Bottles are used for six to twelve months, then stored
for later use as seedling growing containers. Turbidity filter used sand to remove particulates, and when
clogged, the sand can be washed, and re-used. Emphasis in this system is on feasible maintenance and
part replacement: Sand, sun, plastic bottles and screen/mesh are all available locally.
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Hand-washing is important within the context of the human waste cycle, which
plays a part in the spread of some of the deadliest water-borne diseases — the
most well-known of which is cholera. Cholera and various other diarrhea-causing
bacteria spread through contact with human waste. The use of soap while
washing hands is a critical step in killing and/or removing these pathogens.
Therefore the sink links to the toilets or latrines, spatially and programmatically.
Thus, the latrines, and the waste management cycle associated with them, is an
integral part of this RWH design.
Furthermore, human “waste” has been described by some not as “waste,” but
instead as a resource.3 Ideally, when applied to the landscape in a safe manner,
human solid and liquid waste can add important nutrients to the soil. Unfortunately, if not managed carefully, the life cycles of some diseases are not
interrupted during this process and can lead to outbreaks. In Haiti, shortly after
the national epidemic of cholera introduced by UN troops, one has good reason
to be wary of unsanitary human waste management. However, Haiti also has
very degraded soils and little resources with which to amend them. Responsible
waste management could be a boon to soil quality, arresting the desertification
process. Therefore, SOIL and other groups working in Haiti have been experimenting with large-scale and small-scale composting processes that re-apply
compost to the ground.4 I used a septic system that applies only liquid waste to
the ground, by way of trench located in the forested or vegetated area that
comprises the erosion control feature. Solid waste will need to be periodically
removed from the septic tank and re-applied to the landscape at a qualified
location. Again, this maintenance requirement may serve as a potential
employment opportunity.
Figure 4.d depicts the sanitation priority. The water that supplies the sink comes
from either a secondary catchment area and/or the overflow from the primary
catchment area. In many cases, this may consist of a church associated with the
school, or perhaps a nearby shed or other outbuilding. In the case of schools
with a learning lab, the lab is a good candidate for secondary catchment. The
water passes through a physical strainer (as with the drinking water, this may
consist of one or more screens, of different sizes) and is then stored in a cistern
for up to four months. This water does not need to pass through a turbidity filter
and it will not undergo the solar distillation process. The reason for this is twofold. First, the water comes from the roof, entering the system as rainfall, rather
than surface water. Rainfall is less likely to contain pathogens (although
diseases spread via avian carriers can persist, due to bird droppings on the roof).
Second, the water is not meant to be consumed; school children will be advised

3

Jenkins, 2005.
SOIL (“Sustainable Organic Integrated Livelihoods” — their slogan is “transforming waste into resources”)
is a U.S. 501(c)3 non-profit working in Port-au-Prince to find sustainable and regenerative solutions to
human waste management. See http://www.oursoil.org/ for more information.
4
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Figure 4.d. Second Priority: Sanitation. This water supply chain does include a first flush device and
physical strainers, but does not include turbidity or pathogen filtration. The sink discharge may be
plumbed to provide graywater to the toilet, but this is not recommended. Instead, non-flush latrines are
recommended, due to the water scarcity prevalent in the region. In this system, the discharge from the
sink empties into the septic tank. The liquid discharge from the septic tank is applied to the landscape via
a septic trench, the dimensions of which depend on site constraints and amount of use. (See Appendix A
for more information.) A serpentine trench layout allows for more pipe to be added as needed.
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against drinking sink water. It will instead be used for washing hands — where
the water is mixed with soap, most likely killing off any existing pathogens.
Of course, without a regulated distillation process, it is possible that the water
might contain pathogens and those pathogens could potentially survive their
encounter with highly alkaline environment that soap provides. To some, this
would be considered a “double standard,” something that would never occur in
the United States. Rather than a double standard, this is “culturally appropriate
design.” For the risk associated (it is highly unlikely that a disease would spread
in this scenario) it is probably not worth the investment in filtration to the degree
of potable water. If presented with a design that suggests culturally inappropriate
practices, users are likely to display a disregard for the stated guidelines that
could potentially lead to misuse of the water. Drinking the non-potable water is
likely to lead to negative health impacts. However providing safe, albeit nonpotable, water for washing hands has the power to save lives.
The stored water supplies a sink faucet (ideally two faucets) through gravity-fed
water pressure. This requires that the sink, and the latrine along with it, both be
considerable lower in elevation than the supply tank. (See Appendix A for
guidelines on minimum necessary slope for providing adequate water pressure.)
Once used in the sink, the water is delivered to one of three places, depending
on the specific plumbing required by site constraints. First, it may be discharged
through a pipe directly to the landscape. Second, it may be held in a temporary
holding tank that supplies graywater to a flush toilet. Third, it may bypass the
toilet and discharge straight into the septic tank. In most cases, the third option
is the most appropriate; I base my specific design and quantitative analysis on
that. The reason for this is that there is generally not enough water available to
make a flush toilet feasible. The toilet would in either case have to be supplied
with water beyond what was used in the sink. Also, if the sink discharge
combines with the septic tank discharge, it decreases the amount of plumbing
that has to be paid for and maintained.
Priority 3: Nutrition, Exercise, Engagement
After the needs of drinking and washing water, all other water uses are of
relatively low importance. However, there are still some needs that may be met
with any excess, overflow, or recycled water. The third level of priority consists
of three different components, each interchangeable. These components include
a shower, an irrigated garden, and a nursery. Unlike the first two priorities, which
should be met at any school, the third priority is optional. The choice to include
any of these components is highly variable according to site constraints and to
the social and geographic context of the school. For instance, some schools will
not have space or soils suitable for growing a garden or nursery. Other schools
may be located near a water body and therefore not need a shower. The
overriding factor in any case is that after supplying enough water for year-round
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consumption and washing, few schools are likely to have enough water remaining to supply any of the third-priority components.
Each of these components meets a need of the community or body of school
children. While in Haiti, I learned that most of the primary schools, especially in
rural areas, use an arguably outdated pedagogy that limits the kind of engagement available to students to primarily verbal lecture, reading and writing. I also
learned that of the many students who drop out of school before the sixth grade
(the last year of Haitian primary school) perhaps half of them drop out due to lack
of personal motivation. (The other half is influenced more by parent’s lack of
support, whether financial or otherwise.) For these two reasons, I hypothesize
that a shower may help create an environment more cohesive to students’
success.
This may seem like an odd response, when viewed from an American perspective that takes showering for granted. However, several factors may make its
application in rural Haiti more appropriate. First, many children do not have
ready access to water in which they can bathe — as noted, surface water is hard
to come by. Second, it is hot for the majority of the year, making bathing more
desirable. Third, because poor Haitian children do not have showers at home, a
shower would almost certainly be considered an opportunity for play. This would
allow the students to become engaged on a kinesthetic level, expanding the
sensory stimulation they receive and potentially changing their attitudes towards
school. Last, the shower would be designed so that three to five children
(depending on their size) could play simultaneously. This would further diversify
their levels of engagement, adding a social aspect to the act of showering. For
these reasons, I do not think that a shower would be considered a mundane use
of water at schools in the Fond-des-Blancs region.
A shower would receive water from a tertiary catchment area, or from the
overflow of the tanks for the drinking and washing water. For the sake of building
water pressure, the shower should be located at a lower elevation than the
primary and secondary tanks. However, the shower will probably need to be
supplied via a hand-pump. A hand pump would ensure that water was conserved. The need for periodic pumping (perhaps every thirty seconds to one
minute, depending on the engineering) would encourage multiple users to
cooperate in the shower, enhancing the social aspect. Lastly, a hand pump
could be locked when not in use. The shower would discharge graywater which
could be used in the landscape. Figure 4.e illustrates the water supply and
discharge for the shower. (See chapter 6 for an illustration of how a primary
drinking tank might supply a tertiary shower tank with overflow.)
The other third-priority use of water is for irrigating or hand-watering vegetation.
Two potentially beneficial components are possible. First, a school could keep a
vegetable garden, which would produce vegetables for the students. This is
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important because of the high prevalence of malnutrition in Haiti. Although
hunger is a serious problem, much malnutrition results from a lack in food quality
rather than quantity. Vegetables provide the much-needed nutrients that could
substantially improve children’s health.
Another issue of concern in rural Haiti is degraded soil health and erosion due to
deforestation. There are ongoing and historical efforts to allay this degradation,
but it continues to be a major problem throughout the nation. Schools could run
nurseries that would produce seedlings for sale to the community and for use on
the school grounds. This would require substantial labor and could provide
employment opportunities. However, this undertaking would require not only
financial backing, but business planning. Local markets and commercial context
(including access routes) should be considered carefully before committing to
building a nursery.
In the garden and the nursery, irrigation could be automated, or the water could
be hand-delivered. Irrigation would require initial investment in equipment,
whereas hand watering would require more labor. In either case, maintenance
costs would be an issue, because irrigation lines frequently rupture and leak.
Furthermore, gardens and nurseries require considerable labor beyond just
watering. This is a chance to turn a limiting factor into an opportunity — there
are plenty of children at the schools, and as noted, they do not usually have a
chance to be physically engaged during their education. Both the garden and the
nursery offer a chance for children to interact with the projects that derive their
water from the catchment system of the children’s school. Although there may
be a social stigma associated with children performing manual labor at school, if
this can be overcome, it could be empowering for children to participate in this
process.

Implementation and Suitability
Guidelines
The system described above requires detailed specifications to be built.
However, without a designated site and the data gathered from that site, specific
dimensions, materials, and construction details are impossible. At the same
time, broad guidelines may be too generalized to be of any use — different sites
will require the design to flex to fit site context. How can we pursue the implementation of the system throughout the valley, when neither specific numbers nor
generalized guidelines are available? My response to that question has been to
create a template for what generalized guidelines might look like, including their
adaptive features which call for pre-assigned design responses to expected site
conditions. This template is available in Appendix A.
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Figure 4.e. Third Priority: Nutrition, Exercise, Engagement. After the need for drinking and washing water
is met, additional water uses may be considered. These include a shower, a vegetable garden, and a
nursery. Both the garden and the nursery would require substantial investment of capital, but would also
create a product: food for consumption or seedlings for sale. Water could be supplied from a tertiary
catchment or from the overflow of the primary and secondary tanks.
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These guidelines would need to be developed by the Haitians who studied and
experimented with the system in Fond-des-Blancs. These guidelines cannot be
created by someone working remotely. The “guidelines” I list are only a template
for such a document. They are not in any way representative of construction
documents and should be regarded as wholly academic in nature.
What would an ideal set of guidelines look like? As noted, first and foremost, it
should be created by Haitians living in rural Haiti, under consultation from Haitian
engineers and natural resource experts. It would include quantitative figures
describing the appropriate dimensions, materials and construction techniques of
the system. Because the “system” is highly integrated and consists of numerous
“systems,” the guidelines would be a substantial amount of information, which
might need to be subdivided, with various sections corresponding to the different
components of the system. Because the guidelines are generalized, and give a
starting point for would-be rainwater harvesters on any site, the quantitative
descriptors would need to be flexible, including ranges rather than set numbers.
The underlying intention of the guidelines would be to provide a framework for
communicating the appropriate design response to a variety of site conditions.
The sizing of the gutters, for instance, would adapt in response to the square
footage of the catchment area and the predicted intensity of rain events. The
size of the tanks would respond also to the catchment area, but the size of the
septic trench would instead respond to the daily amount of latrine use. The type
of debris filtration would take into account how much leaf litter landed on the roof.
The location of the SODIS treatment area would respond to the arrangement of
buildings and trees to ensure adequate sunlight. The number of toilets and
sinks, and the option to plumb the toilets, would depend on the number of users
and the percolation rate of the soil, respectively.
This type of criteria is tentatively addressed in Appendix A, but the accuracy of
the quantitative descriptors is lacking due to my own research constraints — not
having an engineering background and having limited access to the sites.
Haitian engineering firms and consultants would be well equipped to provide this
information. The development of the guidelines for use throughout the region
would be a substantial amount of work and could be one of the first employment
opportunities offered within the RWH profession.
Suitability Studies
With a set of guidelines (or at least working guidelines) in place, the impetus to
make the projects happen is on school representatives and potential donors of
funding. Most of the schools in rural Haiti have miniscule budgets, and could not
afford even the simplest RWH system. Therefore, RWH projects are likely to be
implemented on a “top-down” basis, with funding coming from organizations
larger than one particular school — such as the Catholic Church, the Haiti
Christian Development Fund, or one of the many other religious organizations
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that run schools in the FDB area. There is also a national school in FDB, which
would be an excellent location for a RWH project, because it would constitute an
investment in the public sector and could be advertised and replicated at other
schools throughout the arrondisement, the department, or even the country. I
observed what seemed to be a lack of interest on the part of local NGOs or the
hospital in partnering with the public sector on projects, but I did not complete
enough research to confirm this. In any case, I recommend the consideration of
such partnerships in the development of RWH practices throughout the region.
Partnerships could be productive not only between the humanitarian and public
sector, but within the humanitarian sector, including groups affiliated with differing
religions. At the heart of water resources development is the watershed, which
does not discriminate between public and private, or Catholic and Protestant. A
healthy interaction between such groups already exists within FDB. Rainwater
harvesting could be a method for developing those relationships further. Chapter
6 includes a discussion of some specific partnerships that could prove useful.
If a large organization — presumably funding more than one school — would be
the main actor in getting a project realized, how could that organization choose
which schools were most in need of which components? It would be a tragedy to
spend precious funds and project planning energies on a system that would
prove only marginally useful. There needs to be some framework for assessing
the components’ suitability to all potential sites. For this, I have created a series
of suitability assessment materials that could inform the decision-making
process. Like the guidelines, these materials were created remotely, and lack a
lot of the basic information required for a legitimate assessment (such as soil
types, number of enrolled students, etc.). The suitability materials also need
refinement by Haitians working within the region.
The first part of a suitability assessment is to catalogue all the existing schools,
including their names, locations, size, age range, affiliations, and perhaps even
school uniform — a locally relevant way of identifying schools. I was unable to
find any comprehensive inventory of the schools in the area immediately
surrounding Sainton. This may be because many of the schools are inaccessible
to all but the most determined driver. There is also the sheer quantity of schools
that makes inventory challenging. In a two-to-three mile radius around Sainton, I
saw or heard of at least eighteen different schools. At nearly one school per
square mile, there is a much denser distribution of schools than in the United
States. I catalogued the schools in Fond-des-Blancs, and the results are
available in Appendix C. One attribute of the schools that I did not retrieve is the
square footage of their catchment area. This information would be useful for
planning purposes.
The second material required is a water resources map that lists the locations of
all the schools as well as the water sources — including wells, surface water, and
any other supply. The temporal nature of these water sources should be taken
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into account. A well or a perennial spring will constitute a different context than a
wet-weather spring. If locations are depicted on the map as accurately as
possible, then precise measurements can be made between schools and their
water sources. I created an example based on the incomplete data I collected,
presented in Appendix C. Like all the suitability materials, it requires further data
to be considered accurate.
Once the map has been created, a suitability worksheet can be developed for
use in conjunction with the map. This consists of a series of questions to be
answered for each school. Some of the questions, such as location and size of
the school, can be answered through the catalog and the map. Other questions,
such as the extent of school property, adjacent land use, and personal opinions,
will need to be completed with the help of the school staff and students. The
worksheet is laid out according to the priority hierarchy of the RWH system. The
first questions concern the need for clean drinking and washing water, and the
later questions concern the need for a shower, garden, and nursery. As with the
other suitability materials, a “first stab” at this worksheet is in Appendix C.
After the compilation of these three materials — the catalog, the map, and the
worksheet — the assessment is almost complete. Each of the schools listed in
the catalog should be run through the worksheet separately. The data from the
(eighteen) worksheets should then be compiled in a table format, with individual
schools forming one axis and components forming the other. What this creates
is a suitability matrix that lets one look through the variety of potential sites and
verify which ones are most in need of which components (which was the original
intention of the suitability analysis). Again, a trial run of the suitability matrix is
available in the appendix.
The Competition
Funding, leadership, and community buy-in are necessary for RWH projects to
be implemented and successfully maintained. A framework is needed to garner
energy and organization for implementing the system throughout the valley.
Because the design is intended for applications on school sites, this current of
thought and development should have an educational component. I arrived at
the idea of an academic competition that would both motivate schools to pursue
the projects, while at the same time provide a medium explicitly focused on the
discourse surrounding RWH.
I believe that an academic competition, with certain parameters for ensuring
equal access to participation and to rewards, could be beneficial to the community. Competitions are self-organizing. Applicants are motivated by the promised
reward to organize themselves, plan out strategies, make time for developing
their entry materials, and leverage friends and family for their support and
expertise. Competitions are attractive to potential donors because they get a
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reward as well (competition entries and their presentations). Competitions also
make it easy to stipulate rules. The type of entry, the methods used, the gender
ratio on the teams, and the intended use of prize money can all be stipulated in
the competition’s call for entries. Of course, these rules may be difficult to
enforce: something like gender balance may exist on paper but not at the work
table. Nonetheless, the format of a competition is promising in that it requires
contestants to abide by certain criteria.
These criteria could involve a number of different variables. I recommend that
the competition accept entries applied to various subject areas, including natural
resource management, applied science, communications, technology and other
areas that promote the development of skills that will make students competitive
and marketable in the Haitian workforce. (Exactly what that entails, of course,
should be verified by Haitians. Administration from college admissions offices
and human resources staff at Haitian companies might be useful sources to
consult.) I recommend that the jury judge projects based on their apparent use
of critical thinking and problem-solving skills. As for the basic entry criteria, the
competition should initially be open to student groups of any age and be judged
accordingly. Groups should display adequate gender balance (perhaps minimum
of 30% female). Preference might be given to teams that somehow involve the
community. The jury could consist of a varied mix of Haitian and non-Haitian,
academic and non-academic jurors. Prize money should be made available to
winners, but only with the stipulation that the competitors describe their intended
use of the funds within their competition entry. Their intended use should
somehow benefit their school or community, and measures should be taken to
ensure that the prize money is not used for the personal advances of a teacher
or parent. There would need to be some kind of accountability instated, such as
an inquiry into the use of the funds one year after the prize money was rewarded.
A competition has the power to transform the educational environment of the
region in a way that project-funding handouts do not. First, a competition is not
proliferating aid dependency in a way that free donations do. In a competition,
rewards only come to those who work the hardest for it — and as a result,
winners can look at, for instance, the new books or the new desks in their school,
and proudly state “We bought those with our own hard work.” This is empowering for students. As a graduate student I spent time working on designs for
outdoor classrooms in middle and high schools, and I was always impressed by
how much ownership and pride the students displayed over the aspects of the
classrooms that they helped design or build.
Furthermore, the benefits of the competition are not limited to the individual
participants. Schools can benefit from the competition, both financially and
educationally. Partnerships between students from different schools could be
forged, which in the long run, might help further strengthen community cohesion
in the region. (I recall the alarming moment at which I realized that the teenage,
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Protestant “tour guides” who were showing me around Fond-des-Blancs were
distressed over the fact that I was including Catholic schools and chapels in my
survey — expressing, in their broken English, that “Non, Miss, those are not
schools.”)
One of the most promising aspects of the competition is the potential for forming
relationships between individual students and donors. For instance, a student
who had participated in the competition as a team leader could become eligible
for a college scholarship. This type of interaction would help instill in the
students a respect for long-term commitment and investment in human potential.
In an economic environment where many people are poor and have had negative
encounters with economic investment, this might help promote financial
confidence. In any case, the competition should strive to achieve two main
goals: first, to provide motivation for the implementation and distribution of the
RWH practices, and second, to improve the accessibility and quality of primary
and secondary education in the Fond-des-Blancs area.
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CHAPTER 5
EVALUATION
In the first three chapters, I described the context in which the design for a
rainwater harvesting system was conceived. In the fourth chapter, I showed
what that design might look like from an diagrammatic standpoint. In this
chapter, I aim to evaluate that design as thoroughly as possible, without yet
having built it. Upon the completion of a RWH system, further evaluation is
critical, as it will advance the common knowledge of the practice. But for now, an
evaluation based on projected outcomes will have to suffice.
The steps I take throughout this chapter can be mimicked by schools, churches,
or individuals interested in determining whether an RWH system is feasible for
them. The calculations I used would be the first steps for those who have
committed to a RWH project. Although this document does not contain a
complete set of instructions on how to plan a RWH system, it does include the
major factors and necessary calculations. For a detailed set of instructions, I
would suggest using Brad Lancaster’s Rainwater Harvesting for Drylands and
Beyond, Volumes 1-3 (2006-2012), as a reference. I based much of my own
work on the worksheets included in his texts.
The first step in designing a system is to familiarize ourselves with the site.
Because I am not affiliated with any particular school, I used the suitability matrix
found in Appendix C to select a school that seemed a good candidate for a pilot
project. I chose a mid-sized school run by the Catholic Church, Ecole de St.
Joseph de Capin (Capin). See Figure 5.a and 5.b for a view of Capin as it
appears in the matrix and catalog. The school lies about a mile and a half to the
north of Sainton, on the crest of a high hill The nearest water is nearly a half a
mile away, and nearly 400 feet lower in elevation. The walk is exhausting —
steep and rocky. Figure 5.c shows Capin’s distance from a source of water, as
seen in the Suitability Map. The complete map can be found in Appendix C.

Figure 5.a Capin Suitability Matrix Entry.
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Figure 5.b. Capin Catalog Entry. “Notes” describe elevation and difficulty in retrieving water.

For the five water-use components of the design, plus the latrine, Capin displayed a high level of need, though it seemed less impoverished than some of
the more remote schools I visited. Its link to the Catholic church might provide
support and foster connections with other schools. Also, it is accessible by car,
allowing delivery of equipment, supplies, and visitors interested in learning about
the system, making it a good choice for location of a RWH project. Below, I will
look at how the generalized axonometric diagram presented above transforms to
fit the Capin site.

Applied Axonometric
The suitability matrix in Appendix C lists Capin (the second entry) and shows the
suitability of the various components. For both the drinking water and the sink, I
listed Capin’s need as “critical” because I had reason to doubt that fresh, purified
water was readily available for drinking or washing. For the toilet and shower,
lack of information necessitated an “unknown” listing. However, I suspect both a
toilet and a shower would be beneficial. For the garden component, I marked
“no,” to denote that Capin did not have suitable soils and slope for gardening. I
did see crops and fruit trees in cultivation in the fields adjacent to the school.
However, the soils around the school itself appeared degraded, and the slope
was such that soil disturbance would lead to considerable erosion. Therefore, I
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marked the forest/erosion BMP category with a “yes” — because the Capin soils
were able to grow such vegetation (indeed, they needed it).
Based on Capin’s site constraints as expressed in the suitability matrix, I rethought the site and decided which configuration of RWH design would offer the
greatest return on investment. I lacked some basic information such as gutter
style, number of students, and whether a latrine exists, so I substituted data,
gathered at other schools that were representative for the region. Thus the
following quantitative analysis is based on the Capin site with unknown data filled
in with regional norms. Were the Capin site to come under serious consideration
for project implementation, more site analysis would be necessary; the use of
Capin henceforth is solely for the purpose of illustrating one potential application
of RWH.

Figure 5.c. Analyzing Capin with Suitability Map.

Data from the suitability matrix is reflected in the Capin design. The layout is
similar to the concept diagram shown in Chapter 4, because the fundamental
relationship between catchment, storage and use (mediated by gravity) is the
same. However, it adapted in response to the Capin site parameters. Rather
than using a learning laboratory as a secondary catchment system, the school
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building has been split for two separate catchments, illustrated in Figure 5.d. A
retrofitted farm shed acts as a third catchment area, and its cistern also receives
overflow from Tank 1. As called for by the “critical” needs for potable water and
sinks, both of those components are visible. However, of the third-priority
components, only a shower and a vegetated area are present. Using locally
specific best management practices (BMPs) for erosion control, an area with
herbaceous vegetation gives way to forest succession, supplemented by plantings of favored tree species. The garden is absent, since the soils and slope
preclude it. Below, I will use the same order to address components as I used in
Chapter 4, based on the priority system I developed.
Capin Priority 1: Hydration
As noted above, Capin is far from reliable sources of surface water, and I am not
aware of any nearby wells. I witnessed children (perhaps as young as seven
years of age) carrying two or three gallons of water up the Capin mountain —
their feet bare. This was a daily chore for them, and they might even make the
same trip again before the day was through. The crest of the mountain lacks
mature tree cover, and hot summer months (when temperatures range well
above 100 degrees Fahrenheit) leave children thirsty for water. The availability
of fresh water would be a major improvement for the students and faculty at St.
Joseph de Capin.
To design a catchment system for drinking water, I identified the available
catchment surfaces and calculate their areas. I estimated building footprints
based on the recommendations of Haiti Christian Development Fund.1 The
school was large and had roofs pitched in different directions, prompting me to
divide the total area into multiple catchment systems. In Figure 5.e are the
footprint of the school’s classrooms and the U-shaped roof structure.
From the roof, water goes through the same process described in Chapter 4,
passing through two physical strainers before entering the initial storage tank.
(Dimensions of the tank are discussed below.) It slowly drains from the storage
tank into the turbidity filter and emerges on the other side as clear water, filtered
of most particulates. At that point, it remains in the filtered water tank until
discharged by hand, via a faucet, into bottles. A few of the filled bottles are
tested for turbidity, to ensure that the SODIS process will be successful. (Solar
distillation requires clear water — see Appendix A for simple instructions on

1

The building footprint and layout I use are taken directly from HCDF’s standard school design. I hope that
by providing a quantitative analysis based on their archetypical school layout, the numbers I generate will
more accurately represent what they could expect from a system constructed at one of their schools.
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Figure 5.d. Conceptual Diagram for Capin Site. Tank 1 represents drinking water, Tanks 2a and 2b
represent water for use in the sinks, and Tank 3 (supplemented with the overflow from Tank 1) provides
water for the shower. In place of a garden are vegetative BMPs (best management practices).
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40 ft

20 ft

924 sf

40 ft

*Note: Area is
calculated with
assumption of 1 ft
overhang for all
roofs.

924 sf

SCHOOL
2,772 sf

924 sf

20 ft

20 ft

ADMIN.
264 sf

SHED
28 ft

40 ft

20 ft

540 sf

10 ft

12 ft

LATRINE
252 sf
16 ft

16 ft

TOTAL CATCHMENT = 3,828 sf

Figure 5.e. Total Potential Catchment Area of Capin. These building footprints have been created for the
sake of the quantitative analysis — the administration building does not yet exist at Capin, and the latrine
and shed are loosely modeled after the existing outbuildings. Dimensions are estimated, not measured.
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testing water for turbidity. Should the water fail the test, that tank’s contents
should be used for irrigation and the turbidity filter should be cleaned.) Bottles
are then placed on racks or tables in the SODIS processing area until they have
had sufficient sunlight to ensure successful purification.
Capin Priority 2: Sanitation
As I began to calculate the projected volume of water needed, and what could be
stored, I found that around two-thirds the surface area of the school would likely
provide enough water for drinking, so the remaining third could provide washing
water. (These calculations are described below.) On the left-hand side of the
school pictured in the diagram in Figure 5.d, note that the “primary catchment”
area provides water to one set of tanks, while the right-hand “secondary catchment” provides water to another. Tank 1, which supplies water for drinking,
involves a turbidity filter and a filtered-water holding tank (Tank “P” for potable)
which then provides water to the SODIS treatment process. Tanks 2a and 2b
are not two separate parts of a treatment chain, but smaller tanks that together
hold a larger quantity. I included them to simulate a situation in which larger
tanks were unavailable for purchase, or prohibitively expensive. Both 2a and 2b
directly supply water, ideally at a high pressure, to the two sinks shown above
the latrine. As described in the generalized concept, I suggested a non-flush
toilet with a septic tank. The dirty sink water also discharges into the septic tank.
Capin Priority 3: Exercise, Engagement, and Soil Improvement
The design for Capin includes a shower, a nursery, and a vegetated area that
uses agricultural best-management practices (BMPs) for erosion control, increased organic matter, and increased infiltration rate. On the bottom left side of
the diagram, a shed supplies water to a small tank that would allow for several
showers a week during all but the rainiest months. The shed doubles as a place
to store nursery supplies, such as tools, and spare bottles to be re-used as pots
for seedlings. In the bottom right corner of the diagram, a wide strip of vegetative
BMPs follows the contour of the slope. The strip grows in successional stages.
First, hardy herbaceous material, capable of withstanding drought and low soil
fertility, are planted. Then, as those plants develop and provide leaf litter, larger
shrubs and scrubby trees fill in, along with weeds. Eventually (perhaps after two
to four years), certain tree seedlings can be planted and tended until established.
(This highly generalized approach to successive erosion control requires plant
types, planting schedules, and forestry maintenance to be verified by Haitian
agricultural and forestry experts.) The septic trench is embedded into the
vegetative area in the earlier stages of succession. Trees are planted at a
distance from the trenches in later stages of succession.
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Quantitative Projections
A set of calculations helped inform design decisions for the layout of the Capin
system. The process of designing a RWH system requires working from two
perspectives. How much water is needed or wanted must be considered against
the actual amount of water that is potentially available. So there is some readjusting of the design to tweak numbers (of projected output) in your favor. In this
section, I describe the calculations that I used in this process. It it is important to
understand that these calculations are the last in a series of calculations that
worked back-and-forth with the design presented above.
Acquiring Rainfall Data
The most important number for a rainwater harvester is the local annual rainfall.
This number impacts every decision made in the design process. Accurate
rainfall data is usually available for specific counties in the United States. In
Haiti, finding reliable data can be difficult. National numbers fluctuate wildly —
from 22 inches per year to 160. Certainly nowhere near 160 inches fell on the
region I visited. FDB is classified as semi-arid, and more reliable estimates
ranged from thirty to fifty inches. Most of those numbers were, at best, regional.
Also, I guessed that local microclimates existed due to wind shadow effects, as
discussed in Chapter 3. I chose a number based on the most reliable sources I
encountered — 34 inches.2
Beyond annual rainfall, monthly variation is important to the RWH designer. I
projected monthly rainfall data for FDB based on monthly data collected at cities
across the southern peninsula, including Lèogane, Les Cayes, Jacmel, and Portau-Prince. I also looked at the year-to-year variation recorded at those cities and
projected data for wet and dry years. Furthermore, I took into account literature
on climate change predicting increased variation, including more intense rain
events and longer dry periods for the entire Caribbean. Blending these factors
together, by way of applying coefficients to the base data (the 34” annual total), I
projected a monthly rainfall regime representing a continued 34” annual total but
with extreme month-to-month weather. Higher monthly variation in rainfall
creates a more difficult environment for a rainwater harvester; I chose a worstcase scenario, necessitating much greater storage capacity than average
conditions would require. In Figure 5.f, note the four rainfall scenarios I projected: “Average,” “Wet,” “Drought,” and “Hi.Var.” (high variation). Hi.Var.
(shown with a thicker line) represents the worst-case scenario I used, with two
2

The most reliable sources I found stated 31 and 42 inches of annual rainfall, but I chose to use a figure
slightly below the average of those two figures in order to simulate a dry year in which water resources
would be more stresses. Also, in microclimates yielding less rain (such as Chacha) RWH systems are in
higher demand. Readers should keep in mind however, that the water volumes discussed below are
probably low estimates, meaning that on many years, there would be substantially surplus.
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dry seasons, the winter dry season being longer and drier. The tables representing this process can be found in Appendix B.

Figure 5.f. Projected Annual Rainfall, Four Scenarios.

Projecting Runoff Volume
Once I had monthly rainfall data, I needed to measure how much surface area
was available to project the amount of runoff (rainfall) that would occur. Figure
5.e shows the footprints of the buildings at the Capin site, including roof overhangs. The total area of the roof (regardless of slope) is calculated by simple
multiplying length (ft) by width (ft) resulting in area (ft2).3 The figure states the
total roof area available at the Capin site — 3,828 sf.
By multiplying the area of the roofs by the annual rainfall quantity, we can
generate the volume of water that could potentially be harvested at the site. This
is a simple equation, but it does involve a conversion factor of 7.48 gal/ft3 to
convert cubic feet to gallons. Also, it includes a coefficient that represents the
amount of water lost on the roof — either by absorption into the roof or by
splashing off (which is influenced by the intensity of the rain event). Shingled
roofs and gravel-covered roofs absorb up to 80% of rainfall, but concrete and

3

I have used American measurements rather than metric because the Haitians I spoke with assured me that
they were equally capable of working in either system.
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metal roofs absorb very little. I used the coefficient of 0.95 to account for a 5%
loss. Thus, the equation is as follows:
(length (ft) x width (ft)) x (rainfall (in) / 12) x 7.48 gal/ ft3 x 0.95 = max runoff (gal)

Substituting in the total area of all the buildings in the Capin site for the area
component generated this calculation:
3,828 ft2 x (34 (in) / 12) x 7.48 gal/ ft3 x 0.95 = max runoff (gal)
3,828 ft2 x 2.833 ft x 7.48 gal/ ft3 x 0.95 = max runoff (gal)
77,072 = max runoff (gal)

Thus, the total potential runoff volume for Capin, given 34 inches of rain per year,
is an annual 77,072 gallons. Projections for each building can be calculated by
substituting in that particular building’s area. Table 5.a shows the area for each
catchment surface and the associated runoff volume. The school building has
been divided into three separate catchment areas due to its size. Once these
values have been defined, it becomes more clear which buildings are best suited
to retrofit with RWH equipment. For the latrine and the administrative buildings,
relatively little water is available, whereas the shed and the school offer substantial quantities. The design will reap a greater return on investment in hardware
when applied to larger buildings. For this reason, I opted out of using the latrine
for catchment in the Capin design. The administrative building is small, but its
proximity to the school makes it easy to include it in the school’s catchment
systems.
Table 5.a Estimated Net Runoff at Capin
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Designing Catchment Systems
Total potential runoff is far from what could realistically be captured from a roof.
During a rainy season, holding tanks quickly fill, and even with a large storage
volume, much water can be lost as overflow. Gutters can clog, pipes can leak,
and water may be prevented from entry into the cistern via the first flush device.
Realistic runoff numbers typically range from 40 to 75% of the total.
This rain is not delivered at once; it comes throughout the year, in irregular
quantities. Planning the storage capacity of a system requires consulting
monthly rainfall figures and also calculating expected use, which constitutes an
output. Because the Capin site involved several different uses, there were series
of calculations made for each component, in order of priority. First, the drinking
water component required the largest catchment area. I accounted for a 0.5 gal
daily water usage for each child, estimating 200 children attending Capin. Also, I
estimated that each child attended school 16 days of each month (accounting for
weekends and holidays), and multiplied daily use by all children by number of
days in school per month, to find the average monthly use for drinking water.4
Once the monthly use was found, I added 25% of that total to account for the
water lost when washing the bottles during the SODIS process.
(0.5 gal per child per day) x (200 children) x (16 days) = monthly use for drinking
1600 gal = monthly use for drinking
1600 gal + (0.25 x 1600) = total monthly use for drinking and washing
2000 gal = total monthly use for drinking and washing

I used 2000 gallons as my average monthly use for designing catchment storage
capacity based on needed water volume. The same process was used for the
sink’s catchment system, because I wanted a minimum amount of water available for hand-washing. The shower and nursery tank, however, was based on
whatever water remained available after those first two priorities had been
covered. That tank does not remain full year-round, but is dry for several weeks
out of the year.
To size tanks, I determined capacity required to store water from the wet months
well into the dry months. I wanted to ensure drinking and washing water were
available year-round, if possible, and created a spreadsheet based on monthly
rain input and use output. I have represented this spreadsheet in Appendix B,
4

I did not have accurate information on the school’s schedule (winter and summer holidays) — that
information is needed to create a more realistic project of monthly storage levels.
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along with other materials from the quantitative analysis. I found that a 10,000
gallon tank (or a pair of 5,000 gallon tanks) would likely provide water for most of
the year, if supplied with runoff from two-thirds of the school building, and half of
the administrative building.
I performed a similar set of calculations to find the most appropriate storage
capacity for sink and shower water. Both of those spreadsheets are also in
Appendix B. I noticed Tank 1 would have considerable overflow during the later
part of the rainy months, and decided Tank 3 could receive its overflow. Therefore, the table depicting that tank includes a column marked “Added overflow
from Tank 1.” These three spreadsheets allowed me to size three separate
cisterns and specify their catchment area. Figure 5.g shows the various surfaces
and catchment systems designed for them, including direction of water conveyance and tank capacity. Tank 1 stores water intended for drinking. Tank 2
provides washing water, and Tank 3 provides water for use in the shower or
nursery.
The spreadsheets used an “if, then” logic to account for the physical capacity of
the cisterns, which have both a ceiling (maximum capacity) and a floor (empty).
The multiple parts of the equation can be represented as such:
Storage Level (ST) = *
* If [0 < ST > 10000] Then [ST = Net Input + Storage Level of Previous Month]
* If [ST < 0] Then [ST = 0]
* If [ST > 10,000] Then [ST = 10,000]

This equation determined not only the projected storage levels but also the
projected deficit and overflow. Any time the storage level equaled zero, I
considered that a deficit, and any time it exceeded 10,000, I considered that an
overflow. I graphed the three spreadsheets to see visually how the storage
levels would fluctuate throughout the year. I also graphed the overflow. This
made it clear that although both Tanks 1 and 2 were designed with a 10,000
gallon capacity, their storage levels were different. This is because drinking
water has a large catchment area, and a large daily use, whereas sinks have a
much smaller catchment area, but a also a smaller daily use. Figures 5.h, 5.i,
and 5.j show these graphs. Figures 5.h and 5.j, which represent Tanks 1 and 3,
show the monthly variation over a period of two years, beginning with the first
year of use. In both cases, an annual equilibrium is reached by year 2. In Figure
5.i, which represents Tank 2, an annual equilibrium is not reached until the third
year, so the two years graphed are the second and third year after installation.
The results from these graphs indicate that there is enough available water falling
on the Capin site to provide year-round drinking and washing water, were a
sufficient RWH system to be constructed.
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SCHOOL

Building

TANK
10,000 1

gal max

TANK
2 10,000

ADMIN.

gal max

West School Catchmen
East School Catchmen
Shed
Administrative Offices
Latrine

Total Potential Catchm

*Runoff (gal)= area (sf)

*Note: Tank 1 overflow
discharges to Tank 3.

TANK
3

LATRINE

3,000
gal max
*Note: Catchment System for
Latrine is optional, but not
included in these calculations.

SHED

TOTAL RUNOFF = 77,072 gal
(Without Latrines = 72,000)

MAX STORAGE CAPACITY = 23,000 gal
Figure 5.g. Total Potential Runoff Volume of Capin. The blue catchment area (Tank 1) provides drinking
water; the red area (Tank 2) provides water for sinks; the yellow area (Tank 3) provides water to the
shower and nursery. The size of the school and its layout necessitated two separate catchment areas
for it. Total runoff and max storage capacity are annual projections. Latrine’s runoff is not included in the
calculations. Notice the relationship between total runoff and storage capacity.
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Figure 5.h. Estimated Monthly Storage Level, Tank 1 (Drinking).

Figure 5.i. Estimated Monthly Storage Level, Tank 2 (Washing).
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Figure 5.j. Estimated Monthly Storage Level, Tank 3 (Shower/Nursery).

Designing Distribution Systems
Once water is stored, distribution is required. Drinking water is initially distributed
to the small filtered-water holding tank, after passing through a turbidity filter. It is
then manually bottled at the tank and taken to the SODIS treatment area. The
sink’s tanks hold the water at a high elevation to build up water pressure at the
sink, below; sink faucets are the final distribution point in that cycle. Tank 3 can
be manually pumped to the shower, or can be retrieved from a faucet on the tank
itself for hand-watering in the nursery. (An automated irrigation system is not
advised for Capin.) Specifications for the pipes and valve fittings should be
compiled by a qualified mechanical engineer.
Designing a Septic System
Designing the septic system, as noted in Chapter 4, requires thorough site
analysis. The size of the septic tank itself should respond to the number of users
and expected daily use. The septic trench, however, has less to do with the
number of users, as it works by depositing liquid waste into the ground at a slow
velocity, allowing it to infiltrate, and should therefore respond to soil conditions on
the site; trench dimensions should be based on the percolation rate of the soil.
For both the tank and the trench, a certified mechanical engineer should specify
these dimensions. (Guidelines in Appendix A include estimates.)
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A greater amount of liquid entering the septic tank requires digging a greater
amount of trench, but often this is accomplished on a reactive basis. If constructed in a serpentine layout, more trench can be added as needed. (See the
septic lines in Figure 5.a for an illustration of this serpentine layout.) Flush toilets
greatly increase the amount of trench needed. See Figure 5.i for a chart showing
the relationship between water use and required length of septic trench. (Also,
see Appendix B for guidelines on trench dimensions.) For this reason, I recommend non-flush latrines for the FDB region, especially considering that many of
the sites have heavy clay soils (low infiltration). However, a percolation test is
the only way to determine whether or not a septic system and/or a flush toilet is
advisable.

Figure 5.k. Impact of Liquid:Solid Ratio on Septic Field Sizing.

Indicators for Success
For a small-scale system such as the one I designed for Capin, large-scale
impacts will be difficult to measure. Small-scale impacts, such as the impact on
a child’s energy or enthusiasm in school, may be impossible to measure.
However, evaluating the success of the design is critical to the development of
RWH in the area. Perhaps most importantly, should the design prove less
beneficial than expected, would-be rainwater harvesters should be warned
against it. It would seem that providing clean water to children in rural Haiti
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would be viewed as beneficial, among students, teachers, and parents alike. But
it’s possible that the cost — not only of the initial installation but also of continued
upkeep — would prove too high. It will be important for interested parties to have
a clear view of the pros and cons of RWH so that they can weigh the mainly
social and health benefits against the mostly financial cost. With this in mind, I
attempt to describe metrics for success that could be useful, and test them
against the Capin scenario.
The Human Development Index (HDI), a comprehensive scoring method deveoped by the UN, provides a useful goal toward which progress can be oriented. The HDI compares the quality of life in nations based on education,
health, and material lifestyles, using years of schooling, life expectancy and
gross national income per capita as indicators, respectively. One lofty goal of a
project in water resources that integrates community health and education might
be to see Haiti raise its position among neighboring Caribbean states according
to the Human Development Index. Such change is that to which Haitians aspire,
as described in Paul Farmer’s Haiti After the Earthquake. One small project
certainly will not change the entire country, but it’s possible for such a project to
achieve small goals that are oriented towards bettering Haiti’s HDI score. In
other words, anything that would help increase life expectancy at birth, years of
education, and average income can be considered “a step in the right direction.”
Perhaps the local Hospital St. Boniface could help provide baseline data. A
committee might then be formed for assessing progress toward these goals. In
some instances, informal reports and interviews (with the schools and families
participating in the project) will provide a more accurate assessment.
Potential Change in the Daily Life of a Child
What might this progress look like? For an individual child, I suspect that the
most meaningful impact that could come from this project would be a decrease in
water-borne illness, namely diarrhea. Diarrhea is widespread among children
and can have a severe impact on children’s health and development. Diarrhea
dehydrates children, heightening the demand for water — which, as noted, is not
easily available in rural areas. This loss of fluids correlates with related health
maladies such as stunted growth, low energy, and susceptibility to disease. In
some cases, it may be fatal. Anything that would decrease the incidence of
diarrhea would count towards the goal of increased life expectancy, in that it
would improve general community health.
Diarrhea is principally contracted through digesting untreated water. Reducing
consumption of contaminated water is the most important act of diarrhea prevention. The first priority of the RWH system is to do just that. The system described at St. Joseph de Capin would provide half a gallon, or eight 8 oz glasses
of water, per day, to every student at the school. This volume of water is far
more than most children (or adults for that matter) receive, based on my observa93

tion. However, this water would not only be of a large quantity, but would be of a
quality much higher than water available from other sources, especially in
regards to the prevalence of disease-causing bacteria. One way to measure the
success of the RWH system would be to maintain records on the quality of
SODIS-treated water versus other locally available water sources and to compare consumption rates between the two, both before and after the installation of
a system. Also, incidence and degree of diarrhea could be compared between
schools with and without RWH systems. Again, partnering with Hospital St.
Boniface would be an excellent way to retrieve this data. In Figure 5.l shows an
idealized graphic that represents my impression (albeit based on limited observation) of the water sources available to children in FDB, specifically for those who
do not live nearby the capped spring at Dugue.
Although the spring or bagged water is considerably cleaner than surface water,
there is no guarantee of its quality. The other main source of water is surface
water, which as noted, is likely to contain diarrhea-causing bacteria. Especially
for students that live further away from Sainton or Dugue, (the main location for
bagged water, and spring water, respectively) the surface water component may
be much higher. In Figure 5.m, I show what would be a substantial improvement
for children’s health, comprised of a large decrease in consumption of surface
water, replaced by filtered water from a RWH system. In this scenario, not only
the proportion of clean to unsafe water would improve, but also the overall
quantity consumed — because presumably, children will drink more water if it is
free than if they have to retrieve it (or their parents pay for it, as with bagged
water). Children with access to clean, plentiful water will be healthier and may be
more energetic and engaged in school, allowing them to take greater advantage
of their education (e.g. less likely to drop out).

Figure 5.l. Unfavorable Proportions of Clean to Unsafe Water Consumed by Children Without
Access to RWH Systems.
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Figure 5.m. Optimistic Proportion of Clean to Unsafe Water Consumed by Children With Access
to RWH Systems.

Besides drinking water, children could benefit from the academic competition.
Students could learn skills to make them competitive for entry to college or the
specialized workforce. They would feel pride and a sense of accomplishment
after participating, regardless of whether or not they won. They would have
experienced the power of teamwork and persistence in pursuing one’s goals.
This type of benefit, unlike the improvements to students’ health, would favor
qualitative assessment, such as personal or group interviews conducted with
student teams and their families.
Potential Change in the Entire School
Were student health improved on an individual level, what might the collective
impact be on a school? While in Haiti, I learned from a school administrator, Joy
Thomas, that students are often too tired or bored to engage in class, and that
teachers often feel defeated when their best attempts to educate are stymied by
problems emanating from outside the classroom. Improving students’ health
could increase productivity at a school by allowing students to become engaged
and enthused, and in turn, encourage teachers. In this environment, students
may be more likely to succeed — learning more, passing year-end tests, and
sticking with their education until graduation from primary school, and ideally,
pursuing secondary school. Comparing enrollment and drop-out rates from
schools before and after installation of a RWH might be an effective way to
measure this progress. Any success could be considered an achievement
toward the goal of increasing the HDI through a higher mean years of education.
Organizations that maintain more than one school, such as the Catholic Church,
HCDF, or the state school system, might be the principle researchers that
retrieve and maintain this data.
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Furthermore, the classroom environment could benefit from more aspects of the
RWH system than clean drinking water. Here, the integrated and participatory
nature of the RWH system shines. The fact that students can benefit in health
and education through a simple water catchment system built on their own
school’s roof has powerful implications. Children may develop a sense of pride
for their school based on the RWH system and may feel empowered by the fact
that they are able to participate in the water distillation process. Also, because
the RWH system and its associated components (the nursery, garden, or latrine)
requires upkeep and daily observation for leaks and other problems, participation
in this process could help instill in students a sense of responsibility over their
school’s investment. They would also bear daily witness to the benefits of
human engineering and long-term investment. This progress could be assessed
through discussion groups and interviews with students, teachers, and families.
School funding organizations, RWH professionals and Haitian college or graduate students could conduct such assessments.
Schools could also benefit from student participation in a competition. Any
school whose team won an award would directly benefit from a monetary prize,
and the competition’s guidelines would stipulate that that money be used for
improving the school. However, just entering a team competition could bring
benefits to a school by educating and invigorating the academic environment,
and increasing social cohesion between classes and gender. Furthermore, a
competition would open up the possibility for creating relationships between
individual students, teams, and schools, and the donors providing funds for the
competition. These donors, whether Haitian or international, could be encouraged to get involved in the competition’s process, and learn about the projects
and the students involved. For international donors, this could take place online
through Skype or some other means. Creating these relationships could potentially lead to long-term commitments from donors or scholarships for individual
students. Furthermore, interaction with the donors (as the agents of accountability in the humanitarian sector) could provide an impetus to ensure prize money
really was spent wisely — as donors’ motivation to provide funds would be
contingent upon observable results. As a novice in the field of humanitarian aid,
(and certainly never having designed an academic competition) I am not qualified
to make recommendations about how this process would work out. Historically,
accountability for donated funds and materials has been lacking. Perhaps this
scenario could serve as an opportunity to test out new methods for evaluating
success.
Potential Change in the Community
A RWH system applied to a single school would certainly have some effects
outside the school, but implementation throughout the region is required to see
the true potential that RWH technology could have for a community. What might
that be?
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Certainly, a widespread decrease in the amount of water-borne diseases
contracted would considerably improve community health. This would benefit
human wellbeing, and if results were made publicly known, could increase the
community’s satisfaction with the FDB area as their place of residence. Potential
immigrants from Port-au-Prince or elsewhere might be more likely to make FDB
their home and workplace. Developers and businesses might also find FDB more
appealing: a community capable of using new technologies to its advantage is a
good candidate for investment. Finally, the community could feel the same
sense of pride that the students did, in reflecting upon how they worked together
to decrease disease and improve their lifestyles. A sense of collective accomplishment would promote individual investment. Individuals who had always
wanted to build an internet cafe, or buy an ice-making machine might have the
courage to take the financial risk of becoming a business owner. Professionals
and teachers would be more attracted to the area and local services and education would benefit from an increased knowledge base. Finally, individuals
throughout the community would be able to observe the strong ties between the
processes of water and natural resource management with their own health,
education, and financial opportunities.
Such development is broad and diverse. It is difficult to quantify, but not impossible. One idea for assessing the community impact of widespread implementation of RWH technology is to measure the change in water level against historical
data and with consideration of rainfall quantities. Goals could be oriented toward
watershed impact, though this has proved difficult in the past. Education standards and records could be kept and compared to previous years. Changes in
school budgets and percentage of students enrolled could be researched.
Prevalence of disease (namely diarrhea) could be monitored. All such improvement helps move toward a goal of increasing the Human Development Index
score.
Potential Change in the Nation
Although hoping for rainwater harvesting systems to spread throughout the
nation is overly ambitious, Fond-des-Blancs could play some small part in the
betterment of the nation as a whole. Fond-des-Blancs leaders already see their
region as a potential candidate for decentralization of population from Port-auPrince. Any practice that improves the community as described above would
make FDB an attractive location for emigrants from the capitol. Improving the
infrastructure in rural areas is key to securing Haiti’s future, and FDB’s development works toward this goal. Although rainwater harvesting projects cannot
solve all of Haiti’s problems, healthier children are doubtelessly key to improving
its future.
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Experiencing an Integrated RWH System
RWH systems can take various material forms and will have different impacts at
different schools. Haitians will no doubt co-opt the technology and make it
distinctly Haitian, embedding the system with personality and local character. In
Figures 5.k, 5.l, and 5.m, I convey what an application might feel like for the
users. The specific content of the images is loosely based on the system I
designed for Capin, but they are meant to be viewed as a generalized concept.
The characters depicted as engaging with the RWH system are meant to remind
the viewer that although I have herein created abstract concepts, spreadsheets,
calculations and guidelines, the system itself will be conceived, constructed,
used, and maintained by real people. I hope these images serve to ignite
enthusiasm for what could be a powerful seed for change.
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Figure 5.n. Perspective: System at Capin. Various catchment surfaces and their associated tanks can be seen, arranged on a
gently sloping hill. The school, at the top, is the primary area, and the lab (left) and latrine (right) are secondary.
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Figure 5.o. Perspective: SODIS Process. In the foreground, students and faculty arrange bottles for SODIS processing, and enjoy recently
purified drinking water. In the background, the front corners of the school building house the water tanks, where several thousands of gallons
of water can be stored for several months, extending the benefits of the rainy season well into the dry months. Students are encouraged to
participate in the rainwater harvesting process, instilling a sense of respect and pride for their water resources.
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Figure 5.p. Perspective: Learning Laboratory, Latrine, and Nursery Employment. In the foreground, workers care for seedlings in the nursery. To
the right, students line up to use the latrines and wash their hands. To the left, students from different schools gather in the learning laboratory to
work on group projects, and adults participate in a professional development seminar.
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CHAPTER 6
CLOSING REMARKS
The design for a rainwater-harvesting system in Fond-des-Blancs comes at a
critical time in its history, as it adapts to the national post-quake environment.
The project is intended to way help Fond-des-Blancs citizens achieve their goal
of developing FDB into a center for immigration from Port-au-Prince. Much work
remains to be done before RWH systems can be implemented throughout the
valley. Once this thesis lies in the hands of the Haitians, it is up to them to
decide whether or not RWH will play a part in their region’s development.
Next Steps
Many steps could be taken now to clear the way for more expedient RWH
implementation even before funds become available. Accurate monthly rainfall
data is still not available for the region, and measuring rainfall is a simple, cheap
project that could easily be accomplished at any school, as it requires only a
water-tight container, pen, and paper. Comprehensive data is needed on water
sources, including wells, springs, and surface water. With a GPS, a strong pair
of legs, and fluency in Crèole, this is easily accomplished as well. A GPS could
also help catalog additional schools and churches I failed to discover. (Appendix
C shows my initial effort at cataloging.)
A local civil engineer or natural resource expert could perform soil percolation
tests at potential sites, and research into materials available and sources for
purchase would be helpful. For instance, if PVC pipe is used, are the correct
chemicals for cleaning and gluing available? Such questions are important, but
can only be answered by someone local. Species selection for the vegetation
used could be supported with the creation of a suggested plant list — perhaps
compiled by local farmers or foresters. Soil mapping is a monumental task in
Fond-des-Blancs, but should be completed for planning purposes.
For humanitarians wishing to become involved in the project, (especially a native
English or French speaker) a useful task would be to identify the various organizations (such as the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers or Water for Life) that have
worked in FDB, both historically and recently. Many other development projects
have occurred — some of them successful, some not — but they are not, to my
knowledge, catalogued anywhere. Taking stock of these projects and interpreting their successes and failures might provide important lessons for future
development projects. As in the case of presently active organizations, such as
Water for Life, there may be useful exchange of data that could occur. For
instance, a water-resources map could be improved by additional information
thus far only used by Water for Life (such as the locations of wells and the
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variation in depth to the water table throughout the region). In exchange, they
might appreciate data on school and church locations. Studying HCDF’s
reforestation projects might provide useful information for planning RWH systems’ forestry components.
Potential Partnerships and Learning Opportunities
Other types of partnerships might grow out of RWH projects. As mentioned in
Chapter 5, the Hospital St. Boniface could prove a useful partner in assessing
the benefits of rainwater-harvesting projects. Water for Life (though thus far only
having dug wells) might become interested in supporting the endeavor. Ties
between various religious organizations could also be improved, were students
from their schools to cooperate on competition teams. And the learning lab
described in the general concept (Chapter 4) could serve as a resource for
students and their families, as well as a meeting point and classroom for adults
engaged in professional development.
Using RWH Systems to Test Accountability Provisions
The academic competition has potential as a testing ground for new ideas on
how to provide accountability in the humanitarian sector. Interaction with the
donors of competition funds (as the agents of accountability in the humanitarian
sector) could provide an impetus for schools to ensure that their prize money was
spent wisely, as donors’ motivation to provide funds would be contingent upon
the results they observed in the schools. Historically, accountability for donated
funds and materials has been lacking, but such a scenario might be a chance to
test out new strategies.
Future Outlook
In Chapter 5, I described the Human Development Index and how it could be
used as a basis for creating benchmarks for success. Increasing human health,
education and income are broad goals and may seem too lofty to be attainable.
But the breadth of these goals highlights the scalability of the RWH project. As
Paul Polak describes in his book Out of Poverty: What Happens When Traditional Approaches Fail, the success of humanitarian work ultimately depends on
its scalability. If the concept or solution can be applied in a great number of
cases, it could have a profound impact. If it applies only to one particular
scenario, the impact is quite limited. If the design I created can promote positive
change according to such general indicators, it is probably a far-reaching enough
model to apply to other regions as well.
This mindset — of change through leaders that set an example — is already
present in Fond-des-Blancs. As Jean Thomas, my community liaison, has
stated, the ultimate goal of the secondary school he is building is as a demon103

stration project that promotes similar undertakings in other villages. But this will
not be possible without the completion and continued revision of a comprehensive set of design guidelines. The guidelines I laid out provide a rough template
for the type of information necessary, but they are no more than that — a Haitian
team of engineers is required in order to adequately provide this information.
The co-opting of my guidelines into a Haitian set of comprehensive standards
that were applied, tested, and revised would be, to me, the ultimate success of
my project.
Designers, Humanitarians, Revolutions and Good Intentions
In the past, working as a “jack of all trades,” a landscape architect needed basic
skill sets from the disciplines of ecology and biology, soil science and climatology, architecture and construction materials research, and lastly, horticulture.
Today there is broader array of understanding and wisdom required in order to
earn one’s keep. Breaking down social disparities and building up shared
responsibility and accountability is an obligation for any professional designer.
Therefore, landscape architects and other designers must redefine the boundaries of both their work and their training. Anthropology, sociology, and group
process are critical skills. We have the ability to move laterally between various
design disciplines. Now we need to take those skills and apply them to moving
outside the design sphere — indeed, even outside the professional or academic
sphere, forging relationships between the private, public, and development
sectors. I hope that my work in Haiti proves a useful learning experience for how
landscape architects can make this transformation.
Architecture for Humanity states in their literature “We don't need to choose
between architecture or revolution. What we need is an architectural revolution.”
I do not believe that design can save the world, nor that good intentions can. But
we do need a revolution. I think that revolution should take the form of a discipline-wide maturation, dispersed through the academy. This maturation process
can only come through learning from our mistakes, both collectively and individually. I hope that in the future we develop more powerful tools for evaluating our
own actions. And when, as will surely happen, we find that we did not achieve
our stated goals, we will have the wisdom to cease our intervention and “go
home.” And when, as will also surely happen, we find that we have achieved our
goals, we can smile, and continue with our good intentions.
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Appendix a
guidline template for a multi-use Rainwater Harvesting
System and associated components for application to
primary schools in fond-des-blancs, haiti
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Rainwater Harvesting System:
Guiding Principles
1. Start Small & Grow
Any rainwater harvesting project should begin on a small enough scale that potential problems in part
or all of the system will not be overly taxing on the energies or finances of the parties involved. Once an
initial component has been successfully installed and regular maintenance is proven to be manageable,
only then should installation of the next component be considered. Larger projects that involve multiple
components should start on smaller scales and gradually build up. The reason for this principle is that
rainwater harvesting is full of site-specific surprises that will only become clear as the system is actually put
to the test, over time. If initial losses are to be had, better they be on a smaller scale than a larger. If damage
to the cistern occurred, making it unusable, it would be better to happen to a smaller investment than a
larger. (The exception to this principle is when a seasoned rainwater harvesting professional is designing
the system, in which case he or she is probably capable of designing and installing the entire system at
once, being familiar with potential pit-falls.)
2. Start Low-Tech & Accomodate
Every part of the system should be capable of functioning without electricity. Meanwhile, the system should
be able to accomodate electricity, should it become available. Even after electricity is added to the system,
there should be a rigorously maintained back-up strategy that allows all parts of the system to continue
functioning even after loss of electricity. This more basic level of function should be prioritized and preserved
throughout the life of the project.
3. Prioritize the Powerless
Water harvesting is about supplying a basic resource to basic needs, with secondary needs considered
only after basic needs are met. That is, drinking water is the first and foremost basic resource the system
can supply. It should supply it to those most in need — the children, the impoverished, and the disabled or
sick. In school-based rainwater harvesting projects, younger children should be prioritized over older. This
is based on the assumption that younger children are less capable of understanding the concept of waterborne disease and more likely to, when thirsty, drink contaminated water.
4. Diversify Stakeholders
In order to ensure fair distribution and adequate maintenance, it is critical that the system that provides this
resource be overseen by a diverse set of stakeholders. Potential stakeholders may inculde, but are not
limited to, (in order of priority) parents of schoolchildren, neighbors, teachers, school authorities, religiously
affiliated groups, social groups, individual charitable donors, and local business owners. The closer a
stakeholder is to the project, on a daily basis, (socially and geographically), the more weight should be
given to their input in the decision-making process.
5. Monitor & Maintain
All rainwater harvesting systems must be regularly maintained, though method and frequency of maintanence
varies widely. Without such dedication to maintanence, functionality will decrease or be altogether lost,
wasting the time and monies invested. In a setting such as Fond-des-Blancs, in 2011, where a great increase
in the number of water-harvesting projects is needed, regular monitoring should also be performed, to the
benefit of all. It is only with consistent monitoring (and corresponding record-keeping) that real progress
can be made, increasing the knowledge base so as to improve the design and function of these systems.
The information described in these guidelines is only available because past practitioners carefully kept
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records of what did and didn’t work, and why.
6. Communicate, Teach & Learn
As a follow-up to the monitoring demanded by principle 5, communication of the lessons learned throughout
the course of the project should be made available to the public. Detailed descriptions of the projects should
be written and if possible, posted to a visible location, or shared with interested individuals. Teaching others
about the project, and learning from it and other projects should be a continual, ongoing process. That
process should be backed up by records kept throughout the project’s lifetime.
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Rainwater Harvesting System:
Component Guidlines
Drinking Fountain
1. Drinking water must be filtered for turbidity and pathogens.
For water caught on a metal rooftop in the Fond-des-Blancs region, a modest filtration for turbidity should
suffice, but a very effective biological filtration process is critical for ensuring that water-borne pathogens are
not transported or consumed in water. The most low-tech solution that meets this basic need will probably
be the most appropriate. (This statement assumes chemical pollution of rooftop water is negligible. This
may not be the case for all situations. An assessment of chemical properties of rooftop water, with samples
gathered year-round, is necessary to ensure that such chemical filtration is not needed. Were they used,
pesticides would probably be the most likely issue in Fond-des-Blancs.) Periodical water testing should be
considered a non-negotiable part of maintenance.
2. Even distribution of the water should underly the behavior regarding the system as well as the design
of the system itself.
Consider the number of children who will need access to the water, and at what time intervals they will be
allowed access. Based on this consideration, design such that distributing the water evenly and fairly will
be a simple task. From what container do the children drink, directly? How is their ration measured? How
will smaller, quieter children be allowed the same access as larger, rougher children? Will a teacher always
be on hand to help with the distribution?
3. Water storage levels should be overseen and rationed such that water is available during the dry
seasons.
The goal of the water rationing should be to offer 1.5 liters (about 0.4 gallons) of water per child per day of
school, on a year-round basis. This may not be possible during some dry years but with adequate planning,
harvesting systems should be able to this in a regular year (34-41 inches of rain). The most important
factors are the number of children and the square feet of catchment area. Ideally this proportion should be
4.7 square feet of roof for every child, or 470 s.f. per 100 children.
That proportion was generated from this formula:
(Assuming children spend 250 days at school per year, so that 0.4 gal per X days of school = 100 gallons
per child per year.)
100 gal = 34in * (L * W)
[convert in to ft, and gal to ft^3]
13.37 ft^3 = 2.83ft * (L * W)
13.37ft^2 / 2.83 = (L * W)
4.72ft^2 = (L * W)
Thus every child needs about 4.7 s.f. of catchment (or 2’2” x 2’2” after rounding from 2.173ft).
Consideration: What kind of fixture will you use to make water accessible to children? Will it be easy for
children of all ages to use? Will it be easily fixable if it breaks? Are the spare parts readily available? Will
children be prone to waste water by leaving it running?
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Sink for Washing Hands
1. Water for washing hands should only need filtration for debris, but should be regularly tested for E.
coli.
Certain levels of E coli. are acceptable within the domestic non-potable water supply. A frequency of
200MPN/ml
is safe for water used for washing hands. Should this frequency be exceeded, however, the water supply will
need to be treated for E. coli. In the situation of Fond-des-Blancs, this is probably most easily accomplished
by the addition of chlorine to the water supply. However, chlorine is not an acceptable method for drinking
water, where a continuous, permanent pathogen filtration method must be used.
Note: Although other disease-causing bacteria may be present in the water, an E. coli test should be
sufficient for determining the risk posed, because E. coli are considered indicator organisms. http://bcn.
boulder.co.us/basin/data/NEW/info/FColi.html
2. Soap is a critical part of the community health agenda and should therefore always be available to
students for hygienic purposes.
Hand-washing is the first line of defense against the spread of all disease (not just water-borne). However
without soap, the effectiveness of washing hands is extremely diminished. Therefore it is of critical importance
that soap always remain available for schoolchildren.
Consideration: Although the type of soap is not important, the availability is. What kind of soap are children
likely to overuse? What kind of soap will give the best value for price? Bar soap is probably most likely the
best choice, but it is slower to create lather than liquid soap. How will children be made to understand the
importance of thoroughly lathering and rinsing their hands?
3. Recommendation: Sinks should be located outside, but not far from, the toilet area.
There are two reasons for this recommendation. First, locating the sinks away from the toilets means that
children who’ve finished using the toilets will move out of the way for others to use them. This is important
when considering that toilet use will be concentrated in a few short time periods when children are allowed
outside to recess.
Secondly, the sinks’ placement can serve to provide a social incentive for children to practice adequate
hygiene. That is, the sink area should be “on display” rather than semi-private, in order to give children the
feeling that someone will notice if they do not wash thoroughly.
Note: In addition to promoting good hygiene by design, children should also hear from community health
workers on the importance of hygiene and the potential risks involved. Children may be given a goal or
reference by which to gauge their thoroughness.
(For instance, in the U.S. we often use “thirty seconds” to try to quantify this. Perhaps children could be
told to count to a number, too.)
Conceptual design: The sinks should be located no more than 25’, and no less than 8’, from the toilets.
Furthermore the sinks should be, if at all possible, within view of the school or schoolyard. The more the
sink feels to be in the view of the teachers, the less likely children are to skip or “forget” hygiene. The
following diagram illustrates this concept.
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Latrines
1. Contingency plans must be made to provide an appropriately located outdoor latrine area should toilets
be out of order.
Based on the principle that low-tech methods should always be considered first, consideration should
be given to what areas on the site could serve as appropriate latrine areas, should the plumbing for the
indoor toilets fail. That area should be kept available for use at any time (i.e. vegetable gardening or fruit
production should not be located on that site). It should be located far from any streams OR intermittant
conveyances (gullies or rills that carry water after rain). Minimum acceptable distances from stream vary
based on soil type. The chart below shows these values.
Soil Type

Min. Distance From Stream

Sandy soils

100’

Loamy soils

75’

Clay soils

50’

However, soil type is not the only variable. Vegetation on the ground located
between the latrine site and the stream should also have an impact. The table
below lists coefficients that should be applied to the above values, based on
vegetation.
Vegetation

		

Coefficient (Apply to Min. Dist.)

Heavily vegetated, 			
mature trees and undergrowth

1.0

Somewhat vegetated, 		
1.2
immature trees and undergrowth
Sparsely vegetated 			

Single sink and toilet
fixture recycles sink
water to flush toilet

1.5

Bare ground (ideally relocate) 2.0
2. Toilets must be monitored and maintained. Should a toilet fail, it must immediately be closed until
repaired or unclogged.
For some children, toilets will be somewhat new and unfamiliar, and the younger students certainly won’t
understand the principles behind indoor plumbing. Because of this, they may be likely to continue using a
toilet which is out of order. This will likely cause an unsightly, unsanitary mess and may further complicate
the repairs needed. The toilets will probably be slow to fill and slow to drain. Thus, children should be made
aware of the behavior needed to keep toilets from clogging and handles from sticking (causing perpetually
recirculating water). Plans should be made to ensure that toilets are fixed or unclogged as soon as possible,
for the sake of sanitation.
3. Recommendation: Minimum 2 toilets.
Because of the constrained time frame in which the children will have access to the toilets, there will
probably be a “rush” during which students will line up to use the toilets. At these junctures, there needs
to be an adequate number of toilets to accomodate children. There should be an estimation of the amount
of students let out to recess at a certain time. Students made to wait for more than a few minutes to
use the toilets may instead choose to go elsewhere, perhaps on a site which is too close to a stream
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or vegetable garden. Furthermore, a minimum of two toilets means that if one is broken, the other can
suffice, temporarily.
Consideration: How will students let faculty or staff know when a toilet is out of order? Is there a way they
can easily communicate this (given that children may often forget or not care to mention it to teachers, as
they return from recess, perhaps ten minutes later)? Perhaps a small flag or metal can attached to part of
the restroom’s outside wall, which could be raised or lowered as needed?
Consideration: If possible, use greywater to flush toilet. This water could come from the sinks, or shower.
(See section on greywater re-use for more details.)
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Shower
1. Shower water does not need to be filtered for turbidity or pathogens, only debris, but children should be
warned not to drink it. E. coli levels should be monitored and not allowed to exceed 200MPN/ml.
Certain levels of E coli. are acceptable within the domestic non-potable water supply. A frequency of
200MPN/ml
is safe for water used for showering. Should this frequency be exceeded, however, the water supply will
need to be treated for E. coli. In the situation of Fond-des-Blancs, this is probably most easily accomplished
by the addition of chlorine to the water supply. However, chlorine is not an acceptable method for drinking
water, where a continuous, permanent pathogen filtration method must be used.
Note: Although other disease-causing bacteria may be present in the water, an E. coli test should be
sufficient for determining the risk posed, because E. coli are considered indicator organisms. http://bcn.
boulder.co.us/basin/data/NEW/info/FColi.html
2. Water from shower should not be used for vegetable irrigation, and children should be instructed not to
urinate while showering.
Even with instructions not to, it is likely that children will urinate when showering. The contaminated water
should not be allowed to enter any area producing fruit or vegetables. However, the grey water, being
mostly clean, will probably be safe to use in the toilets. This grey water, however, should not be stored for
over 36 hours.
3. The wet area created by the shower must be contained to avoid erosion and mud.
Splashes, overflows and leaks are inevitable. On unstable soils, this can lead to erosion and mud on
childrens’ feet that ends up on school floors and walls. These areas should be paved or otherwise guarded
from the water.
Part of the value of the shower comes from children’s social and physical engagement. It is important that
the children be able to use the shower together. Moreover having a larger shower allows more children to
play at once. Shower fixture should have a wide head that spreads water out over a 5 to 6 foot diameter.
4. Shower should be hand-powered so that children are less likely to waste water.
Hand- or foot-powered pumps come in a variety of designs and are often simple with few moving parts
(ideal for use with kids). The shower can be designed so that the showerers have to pump a few times to
get the water flowing, then relax the pump while the water continues to flow for the next thirty seconds.
5. Shower area should be large enough to accomodate 3 to 4 children at once.
6. Concrete pad should be sloped so as to facilitate quick runoff, and avoid water ponding.
3% < slope of pad > 8%
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Garden and Nursery Irrigation
1. Selection of plants and growing schedule should be based on a thorough analysis of the site’s soil, slope,
aspect, hydric regime, adjacent vegetation, and past crops.
A comprehensive site analysis should take place that looks at all of the factors listed above. The analysis,
plant selection, growing schedule and garden work should be overseen by a knowledgeable, experienced
local gardener and should be carried out by at least one long-term employee, so that the history and the
details of the garden are familiar to the worker(s).
2. If site is found to be too steep, too infertile, or too erosive, garden plans should be abandoned, and
another site chosen.
The existing environmental degradation of the fragile slopes in the Fond-des-Blancs region should not be
worsened. The first and foremost objective should be, as in medicine, “do no harm.”
3. Selection of plants and growing schedule should also be based on the needs of those who will consume
the produce.
What population is being served? How much will they eat/ how many children versus adults? What nutritional
needs do they have? What fruits and vegetables will most effectively meet those needs?
4. The post-harvest part of the growing season should be taken into account when planning for space and
materials, as well as wages and workers.
What will happen to the food immediately after it is harvested? Where will it be stored? What produce will
be used first, and which will be stored away (and for how long)? Who will cook the food, where, and with
what fuel and cooking supplies?
5. The goal of the school garden should be to provide supplemental nutrition for the school’s children.
How will you ensure that children have first access to the food? Will younger brothers and sisters, not yet
in school, be given access to the food?
6. Irrigation should be considered a backup plan, as the climate of Fond-des-Blancs is often capable of
growing year-round without irrigation.
Many plants will develop healthily and productively without any additional water added, depending on the
time of year. However during some years there will be less rainfall, and irrigation may be neccessary for
some plants to survive, while other plants may just benefit by a boost in productivity.
7. Soil amendments/enhancements should be produced locally, from non-toxic, sanitized processes.
Application must be monitored to ensure that water quality is not compromised.
Amendments and enhancements should be organic and locally sourced, so as to buy back into FdB’s
economy, and decrease dependence on foreign petroleum products. However, organic fertilizer can have
devastating effects on stream health, and thus applications must be carefully monitored and evaluated.
8. Recommendation: Children and the garden can be mutually beneficial.
There will likely be a few hundred children near the garden, with capable hands and sufficient enthusiasm.
They will benefit from being allowed to interact with the garden, and the garden could also benefit from their
help with work. Consider having workdays where children are allowed to help water or weed.
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Human Waste
1. Human waste should be considered a biohazard and, as such, treated with care.
The entire cycle of human waste, from beginning to end, must be carefully analyzed for situations that could
increase the potential for disease transmission. No part of the human waste cycle, including the vegetation
that benefits from the nutrient cycling, should re-enter the food-production cycle. That is, green mulch or
compost from the forest that is amended with human manure compost should not be directly applied to the
vegetable garden. Gardeners and overseers should be on the lookout for other such “loopholes” that might
compromise human health.
2. A long-term employee who is knowledgeable about potential health hazards and natural resource
management is a critical part of the waste management system.
Otherwise the past history of management (what went where) will be forgotten and the project will fail to
meet health expectations. Also, a long-term employee will be capable of learning from mistakes.
3. The traffic associated with the human waste cycle should be considered carefully. Traffic associated
with the cycling should be considered as a potential health risk (in case of a spill) and should therefore
be directed away from the school, the outside play areas, and the vegetable gardens, as well as any
streams. Sanitation of vehicles should also be taken into account. For instance, if human manure compost
is produced, it should not be carried in the back of a truck which will later carry green mulch to be applied
to the vegetable garden.
4. Human waste products should be applied to soils that can benefit from the application, without
compromising livestock’s health.
If livestock are allowed to graze in a forested area (recommended) then there should be some provisions
made to keep livestock out after any human waste product is applied.
5. Recommendation: Composting toilets.
6. Recommendation: Septic field.
Should a septic field be used, the dimensions of the trench should adapt to the site’s percolation rate. A
standard starting point could be a 2’ deep trench dug two feet wide. The trench would be filled with gravel
resembling 57 gravel (an angled gravel roughly 1” to 2” in diameter) and laid with a 4” perforated plastic
pipe. The pipe is then covered with gravel until the first 12” of the trench is filled. Loamy soil is placed on
top of this, mixing loam with site soil if existing conditions are clayey or sandy.

2’

2’

4”dia
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Green Mulch
1. Green mulch must be collected from forest area that has not been *recently* amended by human waste
products.
The “humanure” and green mulch collection and distribution could be scheduled so as to created a unified
cycle that would ensure to the greatest possible degree that pathogens could not be transmitted throughout
the process. Perhaps the land uses rotate annually or every two years.
2. Green mulch application should be monitored to prevent matting.
Some heavy leaves do not break down quickly and may, over several applications, produce thick “mats”
that are impenetrable, not allowing water or air exchange.
3. Green mulch application should be monitored by someone knowlegeble about agriculture in the area so
as to prevent pest or plant disease transmission.
Before a material is used as green mulch, it should be checked by an experienced farmer or forester to see
if it is carrying any disease or pest that would be harmful to the garden.
4. Green mulch should be broken into small enough peices that it will not damage vegetables when it is
applied.
Large braches should be broken up into smaller bits and then carefully applied so that vegetables are not
broken or shaded out by green manure.
5. Green mulch application should be planned according to what plants will benefit the most.
A general priority for application could be:
1. Recently planted fruit trees (0-1 yrs)
2. Recently planted vegetables (0-30 days)
3. Established vegeables (30+ days)
4. Established fruit trees (2+ yrs)
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Appendix b
projected monthly rainfall and tank storage levels
for st. joseph de capin
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Projected Storage Level, Tank 1 (Shower/Nursery)
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Four Projected Rainfall Scenarios

Month

Drought
Average* [Average x 0.752]*

Wet
[Average x
1.15]*

High Variation
[Average x I.C.]*
Intensity
("Hi.Var.")
Coefficient ("I.C.")

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

1.20
1.40
1.70
3.40
5.10
3.10
2.40
3.40
3.70
5.10
2.40
1.10

0.90
1.10
1.30
2.60
3.80
2.30
1.80
2.60
2.80
3.80
1.80
0.80

1.38
1.61
1.96
3.91
5.87
3.57
2.76
3.91
4.26
5.87
2.76
1.27

0.72
0.84
1.19
3.40
5.61
3.10
1.92
3.40
4.44
6.12
2.64
0.61

0.60
0.60
0.70
1.00
1.10
1.00
0.80
1.00
1.20
1.20
1.10
0.55

Total

34.00

25.60

39.10

~ 34.00

0.90

*Inches
*Average monthly rainfall is determined by comparing monthly rainfall data recorded around the region and applying the
monthly proportions to a local rainfall estimate, here given as 34 inches. To find Drought and Wet, coefficients were applied
equally to each month to move the annual amount to 25.6 and 39.1 inches, respectively. Hi.Var. was created by applying
the Intensity Coefficients separately, to each month’s Average. This simulated the long droughts and intense storm events
predicted for the region due to climate change.
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Projected Storage Level, Tank 1 (Drinking)

Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Total
(Annual)

Rainfall (in) Runoff (gal)*
0.72
0.84
1.19
3.40
5.61
3.10
1.92
3.40
4.44
6.12
2.64
0.61
0.72
0.84
1.19
3.40
5.61
3.10
1.92
3.40
4.44
6.12
2.64
0.61

900
1,051
1,488
4,252
7,016
3,877
2,401
4,252
5,553
7,654
3,302
757
900
1,051
1,488
4,252
7,016
3,877
2,401
4,252
5,553
7,654
3,302
757

~ 34 in

42,504

Monthly
Use**
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

Storage
Level***
Net Input
-1,100
-949
-512
2,252
5,016
1,877
401
2,252
3,553
5,654
1,302
-1,243
-1,100
-949
-512
2,252
5,016
1,877
401
2,252
3,553
5,654
1,302
-1,243

(Maximum =
10,000 gal)

Overflow

0
0
0
2,252
7,268
9,145
9,547
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
8,757
7,657
6,708
6,196
8,448
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
8,757

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,799
3,553
5,654
1,302
0
0
0
0
0
3,464
1,877
401
2,252
3,553
5,654
1,302
0

Annual Overflow

18,503

*Runoff (gal)= area (sf) x rainfall (in) x 7.48 (gal/ft^3) x 0.95
**Monthly Use = 2,000 gal = [200 kids x 0.5 gal x 16 days] + 25% wash water
(16 days per month on average accounts for weekends and summer/winter holidays)
***Storage Level ("ST") operates with a floor and ceiling because it is a physical container: If [0 < ST > 10000]
Then [ST = Net Input + Storage Level of Previous Month]; If [ST < 0] Then [ST = 0]; If [ST > 10,000] Then [ST =
10,000]
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Projected Storage Level, Tank 2 (Washing)
Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Total
Annual

Rainfall (in)

Runoff*

0.72
0.84
1.19
3.40
5.61
3.10
1.92
3.40
4.44
6.12
2.64
0.61
0.72
0.84
1.19
3.40
5.61
3.10
1.92
3.40
4.44
6.12
2.64
0.61
0.72
0.84
1.19
3.40
5.61
3.10
1.92
3.40
4.44
6.12
2.64
0.61

507
591
837
2,392
3,947
2,181
1,351
2,392
3,124
4,305
1,857
426
507
591
837
2,392
3,947
2,181
1,351
2,392
3,124
4,305
1,857
426
507
591
837
2,392
3,947
2,181
1,351
2,392
3,124
4,305
1,857
426

~ 34 in

23,908

Monthly
Use**

Storage Level***
Net Input

1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600

(Maximum = 10,000)

-1,093
-1,009
-763
792
2,347
581
-249
792
1,524
2,705
257
-1,174
-1,093
-1,009
-763
792
2,347
581
-249
792
1,524
2,705
257
-1,174
-1,093
-1,009
-763
792
2,347
581
-249
792
1,524
2,705
257
-1,174

Overflow

0
0
0
792
3,138
3,719
3,470
4,262
5,785
8,491
8,748
7,574
6,480
5,471
4,708
5,500
7,847
8,428
8,178
8,970
10,000
10,000
10,000
8,826
7,732
6,723
5,960
6,752
9,099
9,680
9,430
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
8,826

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
494
2,705
257
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
222
1524
2705
257
0

Annual Overflow

4,708

*Runoff (gal)= area (sf) x rainfall (in) x 7.48 (gal/ft^3) x 0.95
**Monthly Use = 1,600 gal = [200 kids x 0.25 gal per use x 2 uses per day x 16 days]
(16 days per month on average accounts for weekends and summer/winter holidays)
***Storage Level ("ST") operates with a floor and ceiling because it is a physical container: If [0 < ST >
10000] Then [ST = Net Input + Storage Level of Previous Month]; If [ST < 0] Then [ST = 0]; If [ST > 10,000]
Then [ST = 10,000]
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Projected Storage Level, Tank 3 (Shower/Nursery)

Month Rainfall (in)
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Total
Annual

Runoff*

0.72
0.84
1.19
3.40
5.61
3.10
1.92
3.40
4.44
6.12
2.64
0.61
0.72
0.84
1.19
3.40
5.61
3.10
1.92
3.40
4.44
6.12
2.64
0.61

230
269
381
1,087
1,794
991
614
1,087
1,420
1,957
844
193
230
269
381
1,087
1,794
991
614
1,087
1,420
1,957
844
193

~ 34 in

10,867

Added
Overflow
from Tank 1
0
0
0
0
3,464
1,877
401
2,252
3,553
5,654
1,302
0
0
0
0
0
3,464
1,877
401
2,252
3,553
5,654
1,302
0

Monthly
Use**
230
269
381
1,087
2,376
2,376
2,376
2376
2376
2376
2376
2376
818
269
381
1,087
2376
2,868
1,015
2376
2376
2376
2,146
193

Net
Input
0
0
0
0
2,882
492
-1,361
963
2,597
5,235
-230
-2,183
-588
0
0
0
2,882
0
0
963
2,597
5,235
0
0

Storage Level***
(Maximum = 3,000)

Overflow

0
0
0
0
2,882
3,000
1,639
2,602
3,000
3,000
2,770
588
0
0
0
0
2,882
3,000
1,639
2,602
3,000
3,000
2,770
588

0
0
0
0
0
374
0
0
2,199
5,235
0
0

Annual Overflow

7,808

0
374
0
0
2,199
5,235
0
0

*Runoff (gal)= area (sf) x rainfall (in) x 7.48 (gal/ft^3) x 0.95
**Monthly Use = 2,376 gal = [200 kids x 0.33 kids per shower x 12 gal per use x 3 uses per month]
(3 uses per month on average accounts for weekly shower use with weekends and summer/winter holidays.)
***Storage Level ("ST") operates with a floor and ceiling because it is a physical container: If [0 < ST > 3,000] Then [ST =
Net Input + Storage Level of Previous Month]; If [ST < 0] Then [ST = 0]; If [ST > 3,000] Then [ST = 3,000].
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Appendix c
Suitability Assessment Materials
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Suitability Map
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Suitability Matrix
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Suitability Worksheet
Potential Site Name
how far is it from the school
to the nearest year-round
source of clean water?

Drinking
foutain?

0.25 miles or less

0.25 — 0.75 mi
0.75 mi or more

restroom?

partially, yes

no

Shower?

Garden?

Drinking water
critically
needed.

improvements to
exisiting restrooms
needed.

Restrooms critically needed.

Do you have a need for
showers?

no

Shower not needed.

Yes

Shower needed.

is there school
property of sufficient
area to grow a
garden (Between 3 to
15 s.f. per child)?

no

Garden not needed.

Yes

is the soil
loamy?

no
Yes

forestry?

Drinking water
needed.

restrooms not needed.
for other uses, continue.

Yes

Do you have a sink and toilet
supplied with running water?

Drinking water
not needed. for
other uses,
continue.

Garden not needed.

no

is the slope between
2 and 10%?

Yes

is there school property of
sufficient area to grow trees
(at least 1/2 acre)?
no
Yes

no
Yes

forest not needed.
Would the area be
suited to growing
vegetables?
Garden would be
preferable.
forest would be
suitable.
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Garden not needed.
Garden is suitable.

no

forest not needed.

Yes

is the soil
suitable to trees?

no

forest is suitable.

Yes

is the slope
greater
than 10%?

Partial Catalog of Community Buildings in Sainton Vicinity, Part 1
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Partial Catalog of Community Buildings in Sainton Vicinity, Part 2
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Partial Catalog of Community Buildings in Sainton Vicinity, Part 3
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Partial Catalog of Community Buildings in Sainton Vicinity, Part 4
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Partial Catalog of Community Buildings in Sainton Vicinity, Part 5
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Partial Catalog of Community Buildings in Sainton Vicinity, Part 6
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Partial Catalog of Community Buildings in Sainton Vicinity, Part 7
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